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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM AND ITS DELIMITATION
Statement of the Problem
To determine the relation between the construction of
tests in the four fundamental processes of arithmetic in
whole numbers and their diagnostic power*
Delimitation of Problem
There are three major methods of diagnosis in computa-
tional arithmetic. Probably the best means for determining
a child* s specifio abilities and disabilities is by obser-
vation of hi 8 work and by oral testing* This method often
1 8 not adaptable to a large group and is not economical when
a general view of pupils* needs is the aim.
Instruments measuring written responses may be employed
in group testing and serve as an aid in directing attention
to the facts and process steps which have not been mastered.
Means for diagnosing in this manner are survey and inventory
tests. Every test has some diagnostic power because it in -
dlcates to some degree what a pupil knows and what he does
not know. It may not reveal the specific cause for failure,
but it may indicate failure or mastery in types of examples
and is therefore diagnostic to some degree.
Tests whloh facilitate detailed analysis of specific
abilities and disabilities are called diagnostic and consti-
tute the third method of diagnosis in arithmetic. A useful
definition of a diagnostic test is found in Greene ana
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Jorgensen
1
: "Diagnostic tests are designed to identify par-
ticular strengths and weaknesses on the part of the individ-
ual child, and within reasonable limits to discover the un-
derlying causes*"
The instruments of measurement which this study exam-
ines are survey, inventory, and diagnostic tests* The terms
analytical and diagnostic seem to he parallel and are thus
l
used by authors of tests* For example, form 1 of a test
by H.C.Christofferson and W*S* Guiler is titled Analytlwal
Survey Test in Computational Arithmetic while form 2 of the
same test is called Diagnostic Test in Computational Arith-
metic * The Analytical Survey Test in Computational Arith-
metic is also published as the Ohio Bvery Pupil Test ,Math-
About one hundred fifty tests have been published in
the field of arithmetic* There are now available approxi-
mately sixty-one tests which purport to measure computation
in arithmetic, and which are adaptable to use in this coun-
try* Eighteen of the sixty-one tests have the term "diag-
nostic" in their titles* The other forty-three tests are
1* H*A* Greene and A.H. Jorgensen The Use and Interpretation
of Elementary School Tests Hew fork: Longmans
,
Green
,
and Co*, 1936, pp*32*
2. H.C.Christofferson and W.S.Guiler Analytical Survey Test
in Computational Arithmetic Hamllton,bhio : Tke flili-
Erown Printing Company, 1930
•
3* H.C.Christofferson, C*H*Rush,and W.S.Guiler Mathematics
Every Pupil Test Grades Seven and Eight Columbus, Ohio :
State department of kducatlon,“5ecember, 1939*
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of the survey or inventory type. The term "diagnostic” as
applied to eighteen tests seems to have been need with con-
siderable variance by the authors* Two of the tests measure
only knowledge of fundamental facts* Others contain a small
sampling of the prooess steps and fundamental facts* Two
tests have a high percentage of coverage of fundamental facts
and contain most of the major prooess steps* One of the tests
includes a great number of fundamental facts but tests only a
few process steps in each process* Another test is construct-
ed with the specific aim of aiding the teacher in determining
just where a difficulty lies* The Diagnostic Chart for Funda-
mental Processes in Arithmetic by G.T.Buswell and Lenore John
was created for the purpose of oral diagnosis*
The authors of tests seem to have given titles to tests
without regard for the explicit purpose of the test* It may
be that they feel that a test may satisfy several different
needs simultaneously* For example, titles contain such com-
binations of words as "diagnostic and inventory" and "diag-
nostic survey? The same test may be published under differ-
ent titles as cited formerly in the case of the Analytical
2
Survey Test in Computational Arithmetic f and as happens with
3
the Unit Scales of Attainment Arithmetic
,
which are also
1* G.T.Buswell and l.John Diagnostic Chart for Fundamental
Processes in Arithmetic Bloomington , tllino
i
eTl Public
School Publishing Company, 1926*
2* Op* olt*
3* L. J.Brueokner and M.J.Tan Wagenen Unit Scales of Attain-
ment Arithmetic Minneapolis: Educational Test“ffureau
,
Inc*, 1933*
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1
published as Analytical Scales of Attainment Arithmetic •
The term construction as used in the statement of the
problem of this study means the way in which a test has been
constructed. There are at least four factors to consider:
(1) coverage of fundamental facts; (2) coverage of process
steps; (3) whether or not the measure is a timed test with
maximum time limits for the accomplishment of certain tasks,
and (4) singular construction for diagnostic purposes.
2
As early as 1917 Conroe attacked the Woody Scales as a
result of his study to learn (1) how completely it is possi-
ble for these scales to diagnose a class, and (2) how accu-
rate such a diagnosis is. He tested pupils with the Woody
Scales and the Cleveland Survey Test. After comparing results
on these two tests, he concluded; first, ’’The diagnosing power
of a scale is necessarily limited to only those types of ex-
amples which it includes. Since these types are relatively
few, and furthermore, since representatives of the types have
not been chosen because they were typical but because of their
statistical behavior, any diagnosis obtained by means of this
$
scale cannot be considered reliable. Second, the woody Scales
make no distinction between pupils differing widely in ability.
Third, a single example is not sufficient to furnish a reliable
measure of a pupil’s ability.
1. L. J. Brueokner and :v. J. an wagenen Analytical Scales of
Attainment Arithmetic Minneapolis : Educational Test
Bureau, Inc.
,
1933.
2. W.S. Monroe "An experimental and Analytical Study of Woody's
Arithmetic Scales, Series B", School and Society
.
Volume VI
(October, 1917) , pp. 412-420.
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Fourth, for the fundamental operations of arithmetic a timed
or speed test is more suitable for measuring the abilities
which are required for pupils to possess than a power test or
one in which unlimited time is allowed."
1
Theisen and Flemming defended the Woody Scales in a re-
ply to Monroe 1 8 attack upon them* They declared that the
scales were diagnostic because they indicated the degree of
achievement by the pupils and those processes in which a
pupil failed to obtain satisfactory results* Furthermore
they stated that economy of time does not permit a sampling
of eYery type of example* In these two articles great di-
vergence of opinion as to the characteristics of a diagnos-
tic test Is apparent* It is probably because of different
fundamental concepts, such as these, that arithmetic tests
which have been created vary so much in construction and,
as this thesis will show, in diagnostic power*
This study is limited to testing in whole numbers be-
cause the work in fractions and decimals in most arithmetic
tests does not conform to social usage, and there still is
difference of opinion concerning knowledge of fractions and
decimals despite the findings of research on usage in these
2
two fields. The study by Dalrymple shows that tests and
texts go far beyond social usage in fractions*
1. W.W.Theisen and C.W.Flemming "The Diagnostic Yalue of
the Woody Arithmetic Scales: A Reply, Part I and II "
Journal of Educational Psychology
,
Yolume IX (Hovember
and I)eoemFer,l918)
,
pp.275-i&&, 567-580*
2* C.O.Dalrymple Fractions in Business and Life Doctor’s
Dissertation, Boston: School of Education, Boston Uni-
versity, 1934*
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6The purpose of diagnostic testing is to reveal a 'basis
for the planning of renedlal instruction. To perform this
function, tests should enable the teacher to comprehend the
needs of each individual child* The problem of this study
is to determine to what degree six representative tests are
diagnostic* It attempts to answer the following minor prob-
lems : (1) Do some of the tests indicate all the weaknesses
of all the pupils in the fundamental processes of arithmetic
in whole numbers? (£) What relationship, if any, exists be-
tween the way in which a test has been constructed and its
diagnostic power ? (3) Does a test containing relatively
few process steps and fundamental facts yield as good a di-
agnosis as a test containing a large percentage of fundamen-
tal facts and process steps ? (4) Does a timed test give as
good a diagnosis as a test in which unlimited time is allow-
ed for completing the tasks ? (5) What is the relation be-
tween the time consumed in doing a test and its diagnostic
power ? (6) Is there any relationship between the number of
possibilities for error on a test and its diagnostic power?
The number of possibilities for error means the number of
facts or mental operations in a test* (7) Does a test of
specific diagnostic construction like the Compass Diagnostic
Test reveal a superior diagnosis to warrant the additional
expenditure of time on it ? (8) Is there a significant dif-
ference between the types of errors or faulty habits which
the various group tests reveal ?
1* Ruch-Khight-Greene-Studebaker Compass Diagnostic Tests
in Arithmetic Chicago: Scott, fore email and Company, 19 25*
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The writer has attempted to discover the specific
weaknesses and disabilities of one hundred high school
pupils by administering six representative group tests
in arithmetic and analyzing the written responses*
Individual oral diagnoses were used to discover the ex-
istence of faulty habits and errors* The findings from
these oral diagnoses served as criteria for Judging the
diagnostic power of the representative group testB in
arithmetic*
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL SURVEY OP THE PLACE OP TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS IN
ARITHMETIC
The pioneer In the testing movement in arithmetic was J*M*
Rice* In 1897 he published an article on the wastes in educa-
tion entitled "The Putility of the Spelling Grind"* This re-
port cited the results of certain spelling tests which he had
given in various school systems* In 1902 as a result of exten-
1
sive measurements in arithmetic he published articles in
which he showed that there was a low correlation between the
results obtained in arithmetic and the expenditure of time in
instruction* He also indicated that in many cases the general
attainment of pupils was unsatisfactory. His conclusion was
that adequate supervision based on objective testing of results
would improve the condition. As a result of the objectivity of
his methods, other educators followed his example in applying
tests to school systems*
2
In 1908 Stone published reports of the application of his
test in fundamentals and reasoning processes to sixth grade
children in six different cities. The purpose of the Stone
tests was to make a comparison of the achievements of various
1* J.M.Rioe "Educational Research:A Test in Arithmetic"Porum,
Yolume XZXIV (0ctober-Deoember,1902) ,pp. 281-237*
2* C*W. Stone Arithmetic Abilities and Some Pactors Determin-
ing them Columbia University Contributions to
Education, No* 19, New York: Teaohers College,
Columbia University, 1908*
8“
^
' L . .
school systems* The results confirmed the findings of Rice,
and farthered the idea that standardised tests are desirable.
1
In 1909 Courtis issued the first of a series of articles
which marked the beginning of the moTement to standardize tests
in computational arithmetic* He examined critically the oon-
tents of Stone's test and the method used by Stone in scoring*
Subsequent articles described the formulation of the Courtis
tests, eight in number, and the standards derived from them*
These tests were devised to include all the possible simple
combinations in the fundamental operations of arithmetic with
equal frequency of digits in each unit of the test* Courtis
collected results from administering the tests to widely
scattered school systems and established standards by averaging
2
the scores thus obtained. In 1912, critics of Courtis' meth-
ods questioned the variability in scores secured by pupils in
successive administration of the tests in addition. This was
one of the first attempts in the study of reliability of
standard scores. During that year Courtis had the opportuni-
ty of administering his tests on a large scale during a sur-
vey of the Hew York City schools* One of the purposes of
this inquiry was to furnish the investigator with material by
means of which he could establish the validity of the tests*
1. S.A. Courtis "Measurement of Growth and Efficiency in
Arithmetic” Elementary School Journal .Tol.X
(October and December,1909 ) ,pp. 58-74, 177-
199; XI (December, 1910 ) ,pp. 171-185 jiMaroh and
June} 1911 ), pp. 360-370, 528-539.
2. A. S. Otis and P.E.Davidson "The Reliability of Standard
Scores in Adding Ability" Elementary School
Teacher
, XIII (October, 1912)',pp.9i-lon
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1
A part of hie report Included a section entitled "Validity of
Results"* Some of the topics discussed were:
Uniform Tests
Uniform Conditions
Timing
Training of Examiners
Uniformity of Scoring
Accuracy of Scoring
Accuracy of Tabulations
Among the conclusions derived from the scores of nearly twenty-
eight thousand pupils were the following : there is great vari-
ation in the scores of pupils in the same grades. The scores
of pupils in lower grades often equal or excel those of pupils
in much higher grades*
An early attempt to diagnose the written responses of pu-
2
pils was made by Phelps in 1913 when he made a detailed anal-
ysis of the errors in addition of two hundred thirty-eight
eighth grade children. He showed that there was an increase of
the number of errors as the combinations Increased in else.
This study was one of the first manifestations of Interest in
the particular difficulties of an individual child.
3
Courtis in cooperation with the Cleveland Survey Staff
devised the Cleveland Survey Tests in 1916 for the purpose of
1. S.A.Courtis "The Courtis Tests in Arithmetic” Report on Ed-
ucational Aspects of the Public Sohool gysTem
of the CTty of Wew~York to the~Commltfee on
School Inquiry of the Hoard of Estimate"ancF
Apportionment
.
Vo1.1,Part IiTSubdivision I,
Section i). New York: City of Hew York, 1913,
pp. 391-456.
2. C.L.Phelps "A Study of Errors in Tests of Adding Ability"
Elementary Sohool Teacher
.
XIV(September,1913)
,
pp. 29-39.
3. C.H.Judd Measuring the Work of the Public Schools, Cleveland,
Ohio : Survey Committee ofthe Cleveland Foundation,
1916. pp. 94-123.
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measuring in ae short a time as possible the basic arithmetic
Instruction In a large school system* Besides Indicating
the general standing of the olty as a whole in the fundamen-
tals of arlthmetlo 9 the tests were Intended to be diagnostic
In their character; showing school* class, and Individual
weaknesses In each fundamental operation*
The Cleveland Surrey Tests became the subject of a study
1
by Counts after they had been used In Cleveland and Grand
Rapids* Counts described these spiral tests and the deriva-
tion of standard scores for them* He also made a detailed
study of pupils* errors and their causes*
2
J.H. Smith contributed a diagnostic study in 1916* By
using the Cleveland Survey Arithmetic Tests, he made a de-
tailed analysis of the errors of eighty-eight pupils. He
followed this by a study of the causes of individual weak-
nesses and experimented in applying corrective treatment.
3
The Woody tests were created for the purpose of getting
a series of graded steps of difficulty in the fundamentals of
arithmetic* The position of an example on the test is
1* G.S* Counts Arithmetic Tests and Studies in the Psychology
of Arithmetic Supplementary IHucational Mono-
graphs ,tol*I,Ho • 4 Chicago :University of Chicago
Press, 1917*
2. J.H* Smith "Individual Variations in Arithmetic" Elementary
School Journal ,XTII(Hovember, 1916) pp.I$5-2C0*
3* C*Woody "Measurement of Some Achievements in Arithmetic"
School and Society
.
IVfAugust ,19,1916)
,
pp. 299-303^
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dependent on the extent to which the example was solved quiok-
ly and correctly by pupils. The derivation and nse of this
1
test was the subjeot for Woody's dissertation •
During 1917 three studies of errors in arithmetic were
2
published. Gist summarized analyses of eight hundred twelve
papers from six schools in which the Courtis tests had been
given. The processes of subtraction, multiplication, and
division were subjected to diagnosis. Another study in 1917
was reported in a Master's thesis by Staker • In this case
the writer analyzed the written tests of two hundred fifty
pupils in the four fundamental processes. Besides giving
tables showing the number and kind of mistakes made in the
four processes, the author gave a detailed description of
the types of errors made by a few individual pupils. A val-
4
uable contribution during that year was the study by Uhl
who analyzed his oases by observing the pupil and question-
ing him as he proceeded. Uhl discovered some of the funda-
mental causes of error, such as counting, splitting numbers,
and reversing digits. He did not summarize the types of er-
ror which were found, but he illustrated a technique of diag-
nosis which was more effective than those previously used.
1. C.Woody Measurement of Some Achievements in Arithmetic
Teachers ColTege Contributions to”Sducation, So
•
80 Hew York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
1916.
2. A. S. Gist "Errors in Fundamentals of Arithmetic" School and
Society
.
TlUugust 11,1917) ,pp. 175-177.
5. M.R. Staker "A Study of the Mistakes in the Fundamental Op-
erations in Arithmetic" Unpublished Master's
Thesis, Department of Education, University of
Chicago, 1917.
A.W.l.Uhl "The Use of Standardized Materials in Arithmetic for
Diagnosing Pupils' Methods of Work" Elementary School Journal,
XTIII(Wovember,1917)
,
pp.215-218.
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Beginning in 1917 Monroe devised various tests not only
for evaluating general achievement but also for determining
the needs of individual pupils#
Subsequent oases of using test results for diagnosis of
3 4
error were contributed in 1918 by Minnick and Anderson # The
former studied the arithmetical errors of approximately one
thousand entering pupils in the William Penn High School in
Philadelphia# The test which he used consisted of eight ex-
amples in integers, fractions, decimal fractions, and prob-
lems# The study indicated the number of times each error oc-
curred and the percentage of frequency of each error# Some of
the conclusions drawn were :
fl) that pupils often have difficulty in those oper-
ations which should be reduced to habit;
(2) an operation has application in slightly differ-
ent forms therefore an intelligent understanding
of it may prevent errors;
(3) and errors in application of arithmetic are fre-
quently due to a child’s inability to read the
1# W. S.Monroe, J.C.DeYoss,and F.J.Kelly; Educational Tests
and Measurements Boston:Houghton Mifflin flo. ,1917.
2# W.S#Monroe "A Series of Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic”
Elementary School Journal, XIX (April, 1919 ) ,pp. 585-607#
3# J.H.Minnick "Arithmetical Errors Made by High School Pupils"
Mathematics Teacher ,XI (December, 1918)
,
pp#80-89#
4# C.J. Anderson "The Use of the Woody Scale for Diagnostic
Purposes" Elementary School Journal
.
olume XTIII( June,l9i8) ,pp. 770-781#
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problem. In his study, Anderson used the Woody scales for
diagnosing errors In division. He tabulated the frequency
of error for each example. When the teachers in his system
complained that the vital questions of why pupils could not
work certain examples were not answered by this table ,
Anderson gave individual oral tests and discovered seven ma-
jor reasons why pupils could not do certain examples in di-
vision.
1
Philips in 1920 gave detailed case studies of nine pupils
having special difficulty in arithmetic. He demonstrated the
value of the individual method of diagnosis and specific re-
medial treatment.
During 1919 and 1920 Kallom contributed articles on dlag-
2
nosis in arithmetic* The earlier article explained the causes
of mistakes made on standard tests in individual case studies*
3
The later article outlined the various steps of difficulty in
manipulating fractions and explained the technique which
should be used with Kallom' s material.
An elaborate study of pupils' errors was made by Osbum
and published in various forms during 1922 and 1923, concluding
4
with a summary in 1924* The study, a cooperative piece of work
1* A.W.Philips "Studies of Individual Difficulty in Arithmetic"
Unpublished Master's Thesis .University of Chicago ,1920*
2. A.W. Kallom "The Importance of Diagnosis in Educational
Measurement" Journal of Educational Psychology
Tol.If January, I 9i 9 ) , pp.1-12.
3. A.W.Kallom "Analysis of and Testing in Common Fractions"
Journal of Educational Research. I (March. 1920)
.
ppT“I77-T*2
:
4. W.J. Osbum Corrective Arithmetic Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 19£4 0
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in which many teachers participated, was based on an analysis
of test papers. On the basis of the findings, Osburn prepared
a list of typical sources of error in the four fundamental op~
1
erations as follows :
1.
Trouble with sero combinations in each of the four
processes.
2. Failure to deal with number facts when presented in
equation form.
3. Difficulties in column (higher-decade) addition.
4. Trouble in subtraction when a digit in the subtrahend
is greater than the digit just above it in the minuend.
5. Interference between what is required and what is
already known (harmful transfer)*
6. Ignorance of the combinations in all the processes.
7. Estimating the quotient in long division.
8. Carrying in addition.
9. Carrying in multiplication.
10. Borrowing.
11. Copying.
12. Bringing down in long division.
13. Failure to complete the exercise even when the time is
sufficient.
This marked only the beginning in the technique of diag-
nosis because the errors are too general and do not give the
actual methods which pupils used in making the errors,*
In 1923, two valuable reports on errors in arithmetic
2
were contributed. Hinman listed the errors for various
1* Ibid. pp. 38-39.
2. H.Hinman "Tests and Diagnoses Made in the Toledo, Ohio Schools
Toledo, Ohio: Board of Education, 1923(mimeographed)
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grades In each of the four fundamental processes of arithmetic
as revealed hy the Monroe Diagnostic tests* She also gave lists
of errors in fractions and decimals. For each error she indi-
cated the frequency of occurrence and gave definite suggestions
1
for remedial treatment. Merton, Banting, Brueckner, and Souba
offered a systematic plan for diagnosis which combined analysis
of written responses with oral testing. Another significant
contribution in 1923 was an extensive outline form, on which a
pupil’s difficulties could be checked and errors in fundamental
facts recorded. This form was created by Brueckner.
2
Morton published a list of errors in the four fundamental
processes in computing with fractions. His method was examina-
tion of test papers rather than direot observation of pupils* work*
3
Myers made a study of the persistence of errors in which
he showed that an error in initial response by a pupil tends to
become fixed. Initial errors persist and appear even after ap-
parently complete mastery of the combinations • He emphasized
the importance of the forming of correct associations at the start
1. E.L.Merton, G.O .Banting,Brueckner (L.J.), and A.Souba
"Remedial Work in Arithmetic" The Problem of the
Elementary School Principal in the Light of
"
The
Testing Movement Second YearBbofc of the Department
of Elementary School Principals Washington : nation-
al Education Association, 1923, pp. 396-425.
2. R.l.Morton "An Analysis of Pupils* Errors in Fractions"Journal
of Educational Research, IX(February, 1924) ,pp. 117-126*
3.
G.C.Myers "Persistence of Errors in Arithmetic" Journal of
Educational Research .X (June, 1924), pp.19-28.
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In 1925 Foran issued a two-fold report, the first part of
whioh was devoted to a discussion of the technique of measurement
in arithmetic including the methods used in the construction of
tests and scales. In the latter half of the report he described
the construction and standardization of the Foran Diagnostic
Computation Scale for which he used the data secured from test-
ing approximately ten thousand children. To aid those who used
the scale for diagnostic purposes, a classification of errors
in the four fundamental processes of arithmetic was provided.
By analyzing the written responses of eighty-seven seventh
grade pupils on the Peet-Dearbora Progress Tests in Arithmetic
for Grades Seven and Eight and the Cleveland Survey Arithmetic
3
Tests, Leech was able to report the general and specific er-
rors for the group. The use of the two tests enabled the wri-
ter to judge their relative worth as diagnostic instruments.
He concluded that although the Peet-Dearbom Progress Tests in
Arithmetic cover a much larger range of mathematics than do the
Cleveland Survey Tests, they probably do not offer so precise
a diagnostic measure in the operations covered by the Cleveland
Survey Tests as do the latter. The correlation between the
percentages of errors in the four fundamental operations from
both tests was .66 ± .073 •
1. T.G.Foran Measurements in the Fundamentals of Arithmetic
,
£art I : A Stufty of Their Present Status Catholic
University of America Educational Research Bulle-
tins, Tol. I ,Ho. 4 Washington: Catholic Education
Press, 1926.
2. T.G.Foran Measurements in the Fundamentals of Arithmetic
,
Part
II: The Construction and Standardization of a Diagnos-
is Computation Scale Catholic frnlvereity of”America
Research Bulletins, Tol. I, Ho. 5 Washington: Catholio
Education Press,1925.
3. C.G.Leech "Educational Diagnosis in Arithmetic in Seventh Grade”
gWflfth Annual Schoolmens Week Proceedings .March 26-28,1925 Tol. XII,
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1926.
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Yeager presented the following procedure for corrective
arithmetic based upon principles formulated by Buckingham:
1,
To set up what must be taught
2* To find out in what particulars pupils fall short
of knowing the things that they should know
3. To analyze the causes for their failure
4. To find remedial measures
5* To furnish abstract material necessary to carry out
remedial measures
Yeager also cited several studies in remedial teaching
which indicated the degree of improvement in accuracy and speed
achieved during a period of remedial teaching.
During 1926, studies of variability of performance began
2
to appear. Among them was one by Clark and Yincent who studied
the degree of variability of eighty-seven children in grades
five and six in speed and accuracy in addition. They also in-
dicated the variability on the four forms of the Woody-McCall
Mixed Fundamentals Test.
3
Another report of the same type was made by Woody who
investigated the effect of successive repetitions of the
Woody-MoCall Mixed Fundamentals Test, the Courtis Supervisory
Tests, and the Courtis Research Tests.
1. W.Yeager "Diagnosis and Remedial Measures in Arithmetic"
Twelfth Annual Schoolmen 1 s Week Proceedings ,March
26-28,1925 Yol.Xlt tiiilaAelpliia 7 University of
Pennsylvania, 1926.
2. J.R. Clark and E.L. Yincent "A Study of Yariability in Arith-
metic" Journal of Educational Psychology, XYI
(April
, 1525), pp7£67-2H.
3. C.Woody "Results of Successive Repetitions of Certain Arith-
metic Testa" Eleventh Conference on Educational
Measurements Bulletin of the School of Education,
Indiana University Yol.I,Wo*3 Bloomington, Indiana:
School of Education, Indiana University, 19 26
pp. 61-79.
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There were two Important studies in 1926. Brueckner made
an analysis of the types of errors made hy six hundred pupils
in the four processes in fractions* The errors were classified,
and with this study as a basis Brueckner created his diagnostic
test in fractions. Analyses of the examples used in the tests
aid the teacher in making a more complete diagnosis of the
2
written responses. Buswell and John made an extensive study
of three techniques of diagnosis. The first was a laboratory
analysis of column addition by means of photographing eye-
movements of pupils. The second technique was an analysis
of time required for various operations in the four fundamentals.
The third technique involved the individual diagnosis of the
work of five hundred eighty-four pupils. As a result of this
study, the authors made a catalogue of work habits in each
of the four fundamental operations and illustrated each of the
habits. The conclusion of the investigation was that individual
diagnoses are essential in order to determine the particular
habits of work which need to be corrected. The three diagnostic
techniques employed by Buswell and John are demonstrated in a
3
film entitled Individual Differences in Arithmetic.
1.
L. J.Brueckner Brueckner Diagnostic Test in Fractions :Manual
Minneapolis: Educational Test Bureau, 1926.
2. G.T. Buswell and l.John Diagnostic Studies in Arithmetic
Supplementary Mueationai Monographs
,
Ho. 30. Chicago ‘.Department of Education,
Chicago University, 1926.
3. Gr.T.Buswell Individual Differences In Arithmetic
Long Island City, Hew fork:Erpi Classroom Films, Inc.
1931.
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During 1927 no significant reports on testing in arithmetic
were contributed. There were, however, several articles on
analysis of errors.
1
O'Brien reported a diagnostic and remedial study of the
work of three small school systems in the state of Kansas.
After describing the testing of the children with a battery
of eight tests, the author outlined the procedure for remedial
work. The article concluded with a report of the results of
the remedial program.
2
Otto gave a detailed diagnosis of the difficulties of nine
pupils. An interesting outcome of his study was the evidence
that pupils' scores on successive trials on a test fluctuate.
3
Benz advocated that systematic remedial work be directed
from the study of regular drill work in arithmetic, under proper
conditions. His method of diagnosis was to locate weaknesses
by recording the frequency of errors in drill exercises. Drill
should be based on the size of the frequency, that is, primary
attack should be upon the most common error. To quote , "While
it is true that every error indicates a weakness, the time is
limited and remedial work must be applied where it is most
necessary." This author like many others used frequency of
error as a method of diagnosis and did not attempt to discover
the method of work of a pupil.
1. E.P. O'Brien "Improvement of Instruction in Arithmetic"
University of Kansas Bulletin of Education ,!
[October, 1927) pp. 1-42
2. H.J. Otto "Remedial Instruction in Arithmetic", Elementary
School Journal .XXYIIIf October. 19 27) pp. 9 7-110
3. H.E.Benz "Diagnosis in Arithmetic", Journal of Educational
Re search , XT (February, 19 27) pp.140-141
4. Ibid, p.141
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In 1928 decimals and fractions were the chief topics of
study. There were two interesting studies in whole numbers
,
1
however. The one by Clemens and Keubauer was a report of a
study in diagnostic and remedial procedure in multiplication.
2
King found that the following fourteen tests had "the best
justification for the claim of diagnostic value:
Buckingham Scale for Diagnosis of Problems in Arithmetic,
grades 3-6. Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois.
Buswell-John Diagnostic Test for the Fundamental Processes
in Arithmeticfan individual test), grades 3-8. Public School
Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois.
Courtis Research Tests in Arithmetic, grades 3-8. S. A. Courtis,
82 Eliot Street, Detroit, Michigan.
Compass Diagnostic Test (four fundamental operations with
integers, common fractions, decimal fractions, percentage
and problem solving), grades 2-8. Scott ,Foresman Company,
Kew York City.
Los Angeles Diagnostic Test, grades 2-8. University of
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Lunceford Diagnostic Test, grades 1-4. Kansas State Teachers
College, Emporia, Kansas.
Monroe Diagnostic Test, grades 4-8. Public School Publishing
Company, Bloomington, Illinois.
Philadelphia Diagnostic Test, grades 4-7. Division of Educa-
tional Research, Philadelphia Publio Schools ,Philadelphia,Pa.
Pressey Second and Third Grade Attainment Scales, Public
School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois.
Spencer Diagnostic Test, grades 3-8. University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
1. P.B. Clemens, and P.F. Keubauer "A Supervision Project in
Multiplication"
,
Journal of
Educational Research
,
'iTIlt
(December, 19 28 )pp. 3&7-39
6
2. L.A. King, "Diagnosis of Arithmetic Abilities-A Phase of
Educational Measurement"
,
Educational Outlook
,
II f January, 1928)
, pp. 97-110.
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Stevenson Problem Analysis Test, grades 4-9. Public School
Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois.
Wisconsin Inventory Test, grades 2-8. Public School Publish-
ing Company, Bloomington, Illinois.
Lippincott-Chapman Classroom Produots Survey Test, grades
5-8. J.B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Weedy-McCall Mixed Fundamentals, grades 3-9. Bureau of
Publications. Teaohers College, Columbia University, New
York City " 1
The validity of some of these tests as diagnostic instruments
was illustrated in the artiole. Zing did not indicate how the
analysis of errors was obtained and did not give sufficient data
for justifying the diagnostic ranking of the tests. The study
as reported in this artiole was to be part of a major projeot
involving approximately five thousand cases. Correspondence
with the University of Pennsylvania has revealed that King is
not connected with that institution now, and the study has never
been completed.
2
Lazar undertook a study to demonstrate practically the
possibilities of diagnosis and remedial work in arithmetic
under the limitations of the normal classroom situation. The
study also aimed to point out the function of standardized tests
and measurements in sueh diagnostic work. It was found that tests
were valuable aids in diagnostic work and that group and individual
remedial instruction could be given effectively by the class
1. Ibid, pp.97 and 98.
2. M.Lazar Diagnostic and Remedial Work in Arithmetic
Fundamentals New York City: Bureau of Reference
,
Research, and Statistics, Board of Education, 1929-1930
Bulletins No. 9-15.
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teacher as a part of the regular arithmetic work. Lazar de-
scribed the procedure for class and individual diagnosis. An
inventory of errors and remedial suggestions in each of the
fundamental operations in whole numbers, common fractions,
and decimal fractions was presented.
From 1926 to the present Brueckner has been a contributor
in the field of diagnostic and remedial teaching in arithmetic.
He is the author of the book, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching
in Arithmetic . Commencing in 1926, the Brueckner Diagnostic
Tests in the fundamental processes in whole numbers, fractions,
and decimals appeared. Among Brueckner’ s outstanding writings
were his contributions to the Thirty-Fourth Yearbook of the
2
National Society for the Study of Education in which he de-
scribed the need for educational diagnosis and a technique for
diagnosis. In addition to being the author of the Brueckner
Diagnostic Tests, he is the author of the New Triangle Tests
in Arithmetic Processes and the New Curriculum Tests in Arith-
metic Processes. Magazine articles on educational diagnosis
have also been contributed by Brueckner. The Thirty-Fourth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education
may be considered the most significant publication on education-
al diagnosis; it serves as a summary of previous achievement in
the field and illustrates the technique of diagnosis.
1. L.J. Brueckner Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in Arithmetic
Fhiiadelphia : John C.Wins ion Company j 1930.
2. Thirty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education
,
Sloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1935.
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From her work with spelling Thurstone attempted to determine
how the diagnostic value of a test is affected by the degree of
difficulty of the test questions. By administering ten tests of
one hundred words each to one hundred sixth grade children, the
author concluded that there is a definite relationship between
the degree of difficulty of a test and its diagnostic value.
Up to a percentage of error equal to about fifty per cent, the
diagnostic value of a test increases as its difficulty increases,
but from that point on the diagnostic value becomes lower as the
test becomes harder. From her work with spelling the author
considers it fairly safe to guess that on a test in any subject
the difficulty of the separate questions should range from about
thirty per cent to seventy per cent successes.
2
Kelly discussed many pertinent problems in teaching re-
medial arithmetic. After enumerating the most common diffi-
culties in number concepts, she proceeded with difficulties
and their causes in each of the four fundamental processes in
whole numbers, fractions, and problem solving. For diagnosis
of arithmetic disorders she used the Buswell-John Diagnostic
Charts in Arithmetic.
1. T.G. Thurstone "The Difficulty of a Test and Its Diagnostic
Value, Journal of Educational Psychology ,XXII
,
(May, 1932) pp7535- 343.
2. A.A.Kelly, "Teaching Remedial Arithmetic"
,
Schoolboard Journal
,
XCI(August, 19 35) p.44.
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1
Grossnickle made a study to determine if certain types of
error in long division were due to chance or if they were caused
ty a faulty knowledge of the combinations* In the latter case,
Grossnickle would consider the errors constant. An analysis was
made of incorrect responses to twenty-four subtraction facts and
twenty-two multiplication facts in long division examples with
one-figure divisors. The subjects used in the investigation
were pupils in grades V-XY. Grossnickle concluded that for
diagnostic purposes a pupil must he given the opportunity to
make at least three responses to each basic fact in subtraction
and multiplication when this fact is used in long division, when
the divisor is a one-figure number. The author reached this con-
clusion by assuming that an incorrect response must be constant
to indicate that a pupil does not know a fact. This may be an
erroneous assumption because a pupil may give just one erroneous
response to a fact which occurs three times in a test and still
not know the fact. The two correct responses may be obtained
by counting or splitting numbers.
An article pertinent to this study is the report by Brownell
2
and Watson . The purpose of their investigation was to secure
data on the comparative worth of two diagnostic techniques in
arithmetic :namely, the personal interview and analysis of written
records of pupils' performances. Two records on a test in addition
1. F.E.Grossniokle
,
"Reliability of Diagnosis of Certain Types
of Errors in Long Division with a One-Figure
Divisor" , Journal of Experimental Education,
IT, f September, 19357 pp.7-16.
2. W.A.Brownell and B.Watson, "The Comparative Worth of Two
Diagnostic Techniques in Arithmetic",
Journal of Educational Research.
XXfX ( toay7T935T"pp . 664-6WI
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of fractions were obtained for each of two hundred forty-five
fifth grade children. Each child wrote his work and thought
out loud. An interviewer made a record of the child's statements
and any significant behavior. Fifty-five categories of faulty
procedures or faults were identified. By making various correla-
tions and by having analyses made by different individuals, the
authors found that "the personal interview and analysis of written
responses are equally satisfactory only for the gross types of
diagnosis ( total examples missed, total number of faults detected,
total number of faults of particular types). For these types of
diagnosis, analysis of written responses is to be preferred be-
cause of its convenience-values. When, however, diagnosis is
that of the processes and difficulties of individual children,
1
the personal interview is both more reliable and more valid."
Diagnosis of arithmetic difficulties of children in a
large school system was reported in 1937 by Williams and
2
Whitaker . In this study eleven elementary school principals
investigated the arithmetic difficulties in their respective
schools on the south side of Chicago. The Buswell-John Diagnostic
Test for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic was administered to
five hundred sixteen pupils in grades IYB through YIIIA. It was
found that in each of the processes the leading difficulty re-
sulted from errors in combinations. Another weakness appearing
1. Ibid. pp. 675.
2. C.l.Williams and R.L. Whitaker, "Diagnosis of Arithmetic
Difficulties"
,
Blementary
School Journal , XXXYII
,
(April, 19 37) pp. 59 2-600.
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in all processes was the habit of counting. In addition to the
mistakes that fell definitely within the classification of the
authors of the Buswell-John Chart, there appeared many miscellan-
eous habits.
A valuable publication by an English author is the book,
1
Diagnosis of Individual Difficulties in Arithmetic by Fred J.
Sohonell. In his discussion of the nature and purpose of a
diagnostic test he declares that a diagnostic test differs from
a standardized scholastic test in that its main purpose is to
analyze not to assess. The major portion of the volume is de-
voted to a description of the Sohonell Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests
and an interpretation of the results obtained from administering
the test.
This chapter would be incomplete without a reference to the
2
thesis by Louise Beattie who analyzed and evaluated standardized
tests in arithmetic. There are numerous articles in periodicals
evaluating arithmetic tests on the basis of classroom use, but
this thesis evaluates them on the degree of coverage of fundamental
facts and process steps. Miss Beattie made no attempt to evaluate
tests for their diagnostic values; she merely noted the coverage
of fundamental facts and process steps.
lo attempt has been made in this chapter to describe or
mention arithmetic tests which have been published. Early
1. F.J. Schonell Diagnosis of Individual Difficulties in
Arithmetic - Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1937.
2. L. Beattie, Analysis and Evaluation of Standardized Tests
In AritBnetfc - Master* s Thesis
,
School of
Education,Boston University, Boston, 1933.
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endeavors at testing are included to indicate the origin and
rise of the testing movement. A summary which shows the rate
of publication of arithmetic tests containing examples in whole
numbers is presented in GRAPH I. The names of these tests may
be found in TABLES I, VIII, and IX in Chapter III. Each square
in GRAPH I represents one test; for example, in 1920, three
arithmetic tests containing examples in whole numbers were pub-
lished. Two centers of concentration appear on the graph
—
around 1925 and around 1934. There is a gradual rise in the
number of publications until 1925 following which a decline
occurs. The growth in the number of tests published annually
until 1925 can be attributed to an increasing interest in
testing. The minor advance about the year 1934 can probably
be explained by a conscious need for diagnosis and remedial
teaching in arithmetic. It is interesting to note that the
latter peak in the publication of arithmetic tests containing
examples in whole numbers occurred near the time when the Thirty-
Fourth Yearbook of the national Society for the Study of Education
was issued. Diagnostic and remedial teaching became the major
problem of education in the period from 1930 to 1940. The
decrease in the number of arithmetic tests published since 1934
is characteristic of the publication of all tests. For economic
and other reasons, the number of tests published annually has
diminished considerably. To summarize, the early arithmetic
tests were achievement or survey tests to measure existing con-
ditions or degrees of progress. Tests of this nature continued
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GRAPH I 29
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF ARITHMETIC TESTS CONTAINING EXAMPLES IN V HOLE
NUMBERS PUBLISHED ANNUALLY FROM 1908 THROUGH 1940
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
12 34 56 78 12 34 56 78
The numbers to the left of the graph represent the dates of
publication of the tests. The numbers across the bottom of the graph
indicate the number of tests, Each square represents a test.
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to appear, but there was a tendency for a while to create tests
of a specific type, such as tests of problem-solving or fractions.
Later diagnostic tests became the interest of authors. The
current trend is to create unit tests measuring achievement in
many subjects.
This chapter is a review of significant contributions in
testing and diagnosis in arithmetic. The early studies in
diagnosis merely reported the frequency of correct responses
or errors in each of the fundamental processes. An interest
in discovering particular faults or habits from analysis of
written responses ensued. Following the publication of the
Buswell-John Diagnostic Chart for Fundamental Processes in
Arithmetic there was progress towards analysis of individual
difficulties by means of the personal interview. Several
reports on individual case studies were contributed. The need
for determining the difficulties of the individual child by
knowing his thought processes as he works is now recognized.
Frequently, time does not permit a detailed analysis of the
work of each child, therefore, tests for group testing continue
to be used. It is the problem of the teacher and of the ad-
ministrator to select a test which will fulfill their needs.
To aid in determining which tests satisfy the function of
diagnosis to the greatest degree this study has been under-
taken.
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CHAPTER III
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OP ARITHMETIC TESTS INCLUDING FREQUENCY TABLES
OP FUNDAMENTAL PACTS AND PROCESS STEPS IN AVAILABLE TESTS
A survey of arithmetic tests is a prerequisite for a
study of this type. The preliminary work consists of dis-
covering what arithmetic tests have been published and of
ascertaining which of these arithmetic tests are now avail-
able; it would be futile to declare that an unavailable test
should be used for diagnosis of arithmetic difficulties.
This part of the study was accomplished by writing to pub-
lishers, school departments, and research bureaus. Bibli-
ographies of mental tests were consulted so that the survey
would be as exhaustive as possible.
An inventory of arithmetic tests revealed that about one
hundred fifty tests or scales have been published. Such a
number can be only approximate because new tests are being
created constantly. Some publishing houses have vanished,
and accurate information about tests published by them can
not be obtained. Many local school systems have published
tests of which specimen copies can not be procured at present.
For the purpose of this study, which is limited to the four
fundamental operations with whole numbers, the list of arith-
metic tests which have been published may be classified as
follows :
(1) 39 tests which are not available now
(2) 17 tests of reasoning by means of verbal problems
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(3) 5 tests of number readiness or number concepts
(4) 7 tests which are limited to one phase of arithmetic,
such as common fractions or decimal fractions
(5) 5 series of tests which are essentially practice
exercises or progress tests
(6) 12 tests which are foreign publications and which are not
readily adaptable to use in this country
(7) 1 arithmetic neatness scale
(8) 43 survey, inventory, and achievement tests
(9) 18 diagnostic tests as evidenced by the term diagnostic
in their titles.
TABLE I lists the titles of tests which are unavailable
now. This information was received from two major sources :
fl) publishers and (2) A Bibliography of Mental Tests and
Rating Scales by Gertrude H. Hildreth. In one case, a
publisher for a test could not be located because the listed
publishing house had ceased to exist. For a few of the tests,
specimen copies only are available. These can not be included
in a study of current tests because they are not available in
sufficient numbers for testing the average class. The dates
of publication are not included in all cases because that in-
formation is not available in A Bibliography of Mental Tests
and Rating Scales by Gertrude H. Hildreth.
1. G.H. Hildreth A Bibliography of Mental Teats and Rating
""
Scales Second ElTtlon
.
flew York: The
Psychological Corporation, 1939.
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TABLE I
ARITHMETIC TESTS WHICH ARE HOT AVAILABLE HOW
1. Blackie’s Experimental Arithmetic Tests, Books 1-6. Glasgow:
Blaokie and Son, Limited
2. Boston Research Tests in Arithmetic, grades 4-8. Boston:
Department of Educational Investigation and Measurement ,1926
3. Digit Combination, grades 3-8. Gunnison, Colorado: Colorado
State Hormal School, 1922
4. Denver, Curriculum Tests in Arithmetic, grades 2-8. Denver:
Denver Public Schools, 1925
5. Fassett's Standardised Humber Tests, grades 4-7, Springfield,
Massachusetts: Milton Bradley and Company, 1914
6. national Arithmetic Scales, grades 3-9. Mountain Lake Park,
Maryland: national Publishing Company, 1927
7. Horace Mann Diagnostic Tests, grades 2-6. Philadelphia:
J.B.Lippincott Company, 1928
8. Johnson’s Diagnostic Tests and Practice Exercises in the
Fundamentals of Arithmetic, grades 1-6. Chicago: Rand
McHally Company, 1926
9. Myers Problem Power Scale, grades 3-6. Chicago: Plymouth
Press, 1922 and 1925
10. Wisconsin Supervisory Tests, grades 3-8. Eau Claire,
Wisconsin: Eau Claire Book and Stationery Company, 1923
11. Plymouth Arithmetic Tests, grades 2-8. Chicago: Plymouth
Press, 1922
12. Rice Reasoning Tests in Arithmetic. London: G.G. Harrap and
Company
13. British Columbia Test in the Fundamentals of Arithmetic.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1928
14. Showalter’s Diagnosis Tests in Arithmetic (Master’s Thesis).
Hew York: Teachers’ College, Columbia University, 1928
15. Stormzand Graded Series of Arithmetic Tests. Glendale,
California: Glendale Public Schools
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TABLE I (Continued)
16. Theisen-Woody Parallel Tests, grades 2-8. Madison,Wisconsin:
The Parker Company
17. Thompson’s Minimum Essentials in Arithmetic, grades 1-8.
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1912
18* Ballou’s Achievement of Pupils in Addition of Fractions
Boston: Board of Education, School Document ,dumber 3, 1916.
19. Bonser's Arithmetic Reasoning Test. Kew York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers’ College, Columbia University, 1910
20. Boston Test in Determining the Achievement of Pupils in
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division of
Fractions. Boston: Department of Educational Investigation
and Measurement, Boston Public Schools, 1915
21. Chicago Supervisory Tests, Arithmetic Fundamentals and
Arithmetic Reasoning, grades 3-8. Chicago: Chicago Public
Schools, 1928
22. Clapp's Standard School Tests in Upper Grade Arithmetic,
grades 7 and 8. Reference: F.L. Clapp and C.C. Greene, A
Survey of the Public Schools of Idaho Springs , Colorado
,
1918
23. Clark-Somers-Wright Arithmetic Test, grades 7 and 8. (Hot
available for general distribution)
,
1926
24. Courtis Standard Research Tests in Arithmetic, grades 1 to
adult. Detroit: S.A. Courtis, 246 Elliot Street, 1908-1934.
25. Courtis Standard Research Tests-Addition Combinations. Detroit
S.A. Courtis, 246 Elliot Street, 1934.
26. Courtis Standard Research Tests-Multiplication Combinations.
Detroit: S.A. Courtis, 246 Elliot Street, 1934
27. Courtis Standard Research Tests: Series A, grades 4-8. Detroit
S.A. Courtis, 246 Elliot Street, 1908
28. Courtis Standard Research Tests: Series B, grades 3-8. Detroit
S.A. Courtis, 246 Elliot Street, 1914
29. Courtis Standard Research Tests: Series X, Control, grades 1
to adult. Detroit: S.A. Courtis, 246 Elliot Street.
30. Courtis Standard Research Tests in Arithmetic, grades 4B-8A.
Detroit: S.A. Courtis, 246 Elliot Street, 1918
31. Hollywood Arithmetic Test. Los Angeles: Department of Educa-
tional Research, Los Angeles Public Schools, 1918
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TABLE I (Concluded)
ARITHMETIC TESTS WHICH ARE ROT AVAILABLE ROW
32. I. E. R. Arithmetic Problems, Forms CA and CB. Rew York:
Institute of Educational Research, Teachers’ College,
Columbia University.
33. Pour Rumber Tests by P. Ranschburg, Leipzig: J.A. Barth, 1926
34. Price’s Diagnostic Test of Processes of Working with Common
Fractions, grades 6-8. Enid, Oklahoma: Enid Board of Educa-
tion.
35. Starch's Arithmetical Scale A, grades 3-8. Madison,
Wisonsin: University Cooperative Company, 1915
36. Stone Arithmetic Test for the Fundamental Operations. Ref:
C.W. Stone, Arithmetical Abilities and Some Fa otors Determining
Them . Columbia University Contributions to Education, Ho. 19,
Rew York: Teachers’ College, Columbia University, 1908.
37. Washburne's Column Addition Test, grades 3-8. Rew York:
World Book Company.
38. Woody Arithmetic Scales: Series A and B, grades 2-8.
Rew York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers’ College,
Columbia University, 1916 and 1920
39. Witham Standard Arithmetic Tests, grades 5-9. Boston:
J.L. Hammett Co., 1922.
TABLE II contains tests of reasoning by means of verbal
problems. This study is not interested in these tests because
it is limited to computation with whole numbers in the four
fundamental processes of arithmetic. One notices in observing
this list of tests that titles often do not indicate the nature
or the scope of a test.
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TESTS OP PROBLEM SOLVING
1. Los Angeles Diagnostic Tests: Reasoning in Arithmetic, grades
3-9. Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1926
2. Los Angeles Diagnostic Tests: Signs, Symbols and Vocabulary
of Arithmetic, grades 3-10. Hollywood: Southern California
Book Depository, Ltd., 1928
3. The Harlow Objective Tests-Diagnostie Test in Arithmetic
Reasoning, grade 7. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Harlow
Publishing Company, 1936
4. Comprehensive Objective Tests in Arithmetic, grade 8.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Harlow Publishing Company, 1931
New Curriculum Tests in Arithmetic Problem Solving, grades
3-8. Philadelphia: John C. Winston Company, 1936
6. New Triangle Tests in Arithmetic Problem Solving, grades 3-8.
Philadelphia: John C. Winston Company, 1936
7. Buckingham Scale for Problems in Arithmetic, grades 3-8.
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1919
8. The Clapp-Young Arithmetic Test, grades 5-8. Boston:
Houghton,Mifflin Company, 1930
9. Information Questions, Oral Number Problems. Ref: A. I. Gates,
"A Modern Systematic Versus an Opportunistic Method of
Teaching”, Teachers 1 College Record ,XXVII (1926) pp. 679-700
10. Lazerte Diagnostic Problem-Solving Test in Arithmetic, grades
3-7. Toronto: Clarke, Irwin and Company Limited, 1934
11. Monroe Standardized Reasoning Test in Arithmetic, grades 4-8.
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1918
12. Otis Arithmetic Reasoning Test, grades 4-12. New York:
World 3ook Company, 1922
13. Providence Inventory Tests-Arithmetic Reasoning, grades 4-8.
Providence, Rhode Island: Department of Public Schools, annually
14. Public School Achievement Tests: Arithmetic Reasoning, grades
3-8. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Co., 1928
15. Stevenson Arithmetic Reading TestfProblem Analysis) .grades 4-9.
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Co., 1923
16. New Stone Reasoning Tests in Arithmetic, grades 4-9 .New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College .Columbia University, 1927
17. Comprehensive Objective Tests for Seventh-Grade Pupils in Texas,
Oklahoma City .Oklahoma ‘.Harlow Publishing Company, 1933
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TABLE III
TESTS OF HUMBER READIHESS OR HUMBER COHCEPT
37
In TABLE III are tests of number readiness or number concept.
With one exception, they are tests devised for the kindergarten
and primary grades and do not measure computation in whole numbers.
1. Humber Readiness Test for Pupils Entering Grade One.
Bloomington, Illinois: Twenty-Hinth Yearbook of the Rational
Society for the Study of Education, 1930
2. Humber Tests for Kindergarten. Ref: O.J.Decroly and J.Degand,
"Tests Bearing on Early Ideas of Humber and Quality ( translated
and abridged by T.G.Tibbey ) " Child Study
,
71(1913) ,pp. 125-127
3. Grossniokle Test of Conoepts Found in Social Uses of Arithmetic,
grade 8. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Edwards Brothers, 1935
4. Grand Rapids Informal Arithmetic Test. Ref: H.K.Mackintosh,
"low Supervisors Can Help to Put Pupil Promotion on a More
Scientific Basis"
,
Educational Method,X(1931 ) ,pp. 390-397
5. Inventory Test for Readiness in Arithmetic. Ref: C.Woody,
"Arithmetic Background of Young Children" Journal of
Educational Research 2X17(1931), pp.!88-20TT
Tests which measure computation in some area of arithmetic
other than whole numbers appear in TABLE 17. The tests measure
computation in common fractions, decimal fractions, percentage,
or denominate numbers as their titles connote. The Breslich Test
which was designed for grade 10 is limited to work in geometry.
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TABLE IV
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TESTS OF COMPUTATION IN AREAS OF ARITHMETIC OTHER THAN WHOLE NUMBERS
1. Brueckner Diagnostic Test in Decimals
,
grades 5-8.
Minneapolis: Educational Test Bureau, 1929
2. Brueokner Diagnostic Test in Fractions, grades 5-8.
Minneapolis ‘.Educational Test Bureau, 1926, 1930
3. Breslich Mathematical Achievement Test, grade 10.
Chicago :University of Chicago Press, 1928
4. DeMay-McCall Standard Test Lessons in Fractions. New York:
Bureau of Publications .Teachers College, Columbia University,
1930
5. Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic-Fractions, Decimals, and
Percentage by Christofferson and Guiler, grades 5-13.
Philadelphia: F.A. Davis Company, 1932-1934
6. Robertson Fraction Test, grades 4-7. Baton Rouge,Louisiana:
M.S. Robertson, 1924
7. Wildeman Standardised Test in the Fundamental Operations
with Common Fractions, grades 5-8. Chicago: The Plymouth
Press, 1922
In TABLE V are tests which are, essentially, practice ex-
ercises or progress tests. These are classified in bibliogra-
phies of tests as standardized tests; but four of them, exclud-
ing the Courtis Standard Research Tests in Arithmetic, are
published in booklet form. The tests usually appear at inter-
vals in the booklets at the conclusion of a unit of exercises.
Tests published in this way are not economical to use for a
testing program because the entire booklet must be purchased
for each pupil. Unless the teacher is using the workbook in
her class, there is no advantage in employing a test of this
type because it was created to be used in connection with the
exercises in the booklet. Although the Courtis Standard Re-
search Tests in Arithmetic were classified as unavailable,
they are also listed in this table because many forms of these
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tests were published in 1908 to 1934 and a few may be obtained
now. The Courtis Tests consist of a series of exercises printed
on cards with holes located for working the examples and placing
the answers. Their chief purpose is drill, and a pupil pro-
gresses from one card to another.
•
TABLE T
TESTS WHICH ARE PRACTICE EXERCISES OR PROGRESS TESTS
1. Curriculum Tests in Arithmetic Processes, grades 3-8.
Philadelphia: John C. Winston Company, 1929
2. Peet-Dearborn Progress Tests in Arithmetic, grades 1-6.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 19 30
3. Winnetka Speed Practice and Tests in Arithmetic.
Winnetka, Illinois: Winnetka Individual Materials, Horace
Mann School.
4 . Washbume Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic, grades 1-6.
New York: World Book Company.
6. Courtis Standard Praotice Tests in Arithmetic-Research Tests,
grades 4-8. New York: World Book Company, 1920
TABLE TI lists tests which are published in foreign
countries and which would not be readily usable in this country.
These tests frequently contain examples in foreign exchange
which would confuse the pupils in our schools and possibly
invalidate the remainder of their work due to their being con-
fronted with an unexpected situation during a period of test-
ing. In some cases, the form of the test and the print would
probably annoy the pupil.
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TABLE VI
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TESTS OP FOREIGN PUBLICATION
1* Ballard's "New Examiner" Test-Mechanical Arithmetic Test.
London: University of London Press, Ltd.
2. Blackie’s Adaptable Arithmetic Tests. Glasgow :Blackie and
Son, Limited
3. Northumberland Standardized Tests, I, Arithmetic. London:
University of London Press, 1925
4. Tests of Educational Attainments-Arithmetic. Ref: C.Burt,
Mental and Scholastic Tests , London: P.S.Eing and Son, 19 21
5. Arithmetic Tests, Sydney, New South Wales: Sydney Teachers’
College, 1924, 1927
6. Tests of Arithmetical Computation. Ref. Claparede.E. Comment
Dlagnoati quer Les Aptitudes Chez Les Bcollers . Paris:
FTammarTon
7. Australian Arithmetic Test, grades 3-8. Carlton, N. 3, Victoria,
Australia: Melbourne University Press .Melbourne University, 1934
8. Group Test in Arithmetic Computation and Problem SolvingfPrench)
Ref: R. Duthil
,
L 'Education .XVIII (1927 ) ,pp. 420-426
9. Arithmetic Tests by Y.Kubo. Ref: Y.Kubo The Measurement of
the Arithmetical Abilities of School Children
,
Jidokenkyu^o ,1918
10. Mathematics Tests, by H. Thomas. Ref: H. Thomas "Die Mathe-
matische Begabung und ihre Prufung" .Industriell e Psychotechnik,
VI (1929 ) ,pp. 157-164
11. Arithmetic Test: Fundamental Operations .grades 4-8. Toronto:
Department of Educational Research, University of Toronto, 1934
12.
Victorian Teachers’ College Test in Arithmetic. Ref :Victoria,
Australia: Victorian Educational Gazette, August and September,
1926
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The Knight-McClure Arithmetic Neatness Scale aims to
assist the teacher in grading neatness and handwriting on
arithmetic papers* It is constructed like the Ayres Scale
for Measuring the Quality of Handwriting of School Children*
A pupil’s work is compared to the specimens on the scale un«
til a similar quality is found. The specimen to which a pu-
pil’s work corresponds most closely denotes the degree of
achievement of a pupil*
The tests which contain examples in the fundamental op-
erations of arithmetic with whole numbers are described in
TABLES VII through XII which follow* These tables were ob-
tained from a detailed analysis of each test* The initial
step was to analyse the examples in whole numbers to deter-
mine how many of the fundamental facts were contained in a
test and to learn the frequency of each fact* In addition
examples, the number of the one hundred primary facts and
the number of the three hundred eighty upper decade facts
were derived in the following way :
(Suppose this example appeared in a test*)
48
32
49
Adding upward one finds the facts 9 and 2, 11 and 8,1 and 4
(the result of carrying), 5 and 3,8 and 4. This example con-
tains four different primary addition facts and one upper dec-
ade fact. All addition examples were analysed by adding up-
ward to maintain uniformity of method* Subtraction examples
were done by the borrowing decomposition method* For illus-
tration, the example 283 yields the facts 13-7, 7 -4, and
-147
2 - 1 • In multiplication examples only the frequency of the
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multiplication facts was determined. No attempt was made to
analyze the addition facts necessary for carrying in multipli-
cation and for adding the partial products. To obtain the fre-
quency of even and uneven division facts in the division proc-
ess, the writer analyzed the examples which have one-figure
divisors. In the division process only the frequency of divi-
sion facts was included. The number of addition, subtraction,
and multiplication facts needed for each division example was
not considered essential for this study.
ADDITION PROCESS STEPS
After the number of fundamental facts appearing in each
test had been calculated, the examples were analyzed to learn
which process steps in each fundamental process appeared in each
test. For the addition process the writer decided on the follow-
ing ten process steps :
(1) 100 primary facts
(2) 380 upper decade facts
(3) Columns, one-place addends
(4) Two-or three-place addends, no carrying
(5) One-, two-, or three-place addends, zeros, gaps, no carrying
(6) Two-or three-place addends, carrying in one place only
(7) Three or more places in addends, carrying in two or more
places
(8) Columns, carrying in two or more places
(9) Columns, carrying, gaps, zeros
(10) Dollars and cents
The number of process steps in a fundamental process is not
universally agreed upon by students of mathematics. Some writers
subdivided the steps so that more than ten process steps resulted
in addition; others divide a process into as few steps as possi-
ble so that the resulting steps will facilitate teaching. It may be
that either group is right, but for the purposes of analyzing
tests ten process steps in addition seem to yield ample analysis
of the process.
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The first process step in addition is primary facts of
which there are one hundred, up to and including 9 and 9 •
The three hundred eighty upper decade facts comprise the
second process step in addition* Three hundred of these facts
are in the category from 10 and 0 to 39 and 9, and eighty are
facts needed for carrying in multiplication, such as 42 and 3*
In the step, oolumns one-place addends, are examples of
this type 6*
9
5
3
Examples with two- or three-place addends and no carrying
may be illustrated by these examples 23 and 472.
41 316
The next process step contains examples of one-, two-, or
three-place addends with gaps and zeros but no carrying, for
example, 302.
17
The following example is a model of the next process step,
two- or three-place addends with carrying in one place only 142.
219
This is followed by the step, three or more places in the
addends with carrying in two or three places, such as 479
582
An example requiring the same abilities and also a longer
attention span is found in the process step, columns carrying
in two or three places, like the following example :
479
325
674
879
The process step; columns, carrying, gaps, and zeros; is
602
illustrated by this example 39
4173
9
387
The final step includes any examples in dollars and cents*
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SUBTRACTION PROCESS STEPS
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The subtraction process was divided into the following steps:
(1) 100 primary facts
(2) simple subtraction without borrowing
(3) simple subtraction, no borrowing, zero in answer
(4) simple subtraction, no borrowing, last subtraction a zero
not brought down
(5) simple subtraction, no borrowing, gaps
(6) one step borrowing
(7) one step borrowing, occasional vanishing lefts and gaps
(8) double and triple borrowing
(9) borrowing and zero difficulties
(1©) dollars and cents
The first step includes the one hundred primary subtraction
combinations from 0-0 to 18-9 •
Step 2, simple subtraction without borrowing may be illus-
trated by this example 64 .
-23
Simple subtraction, no borrowing, zero in answer is demon-
strated by 647 •
-342
An example in simple subtraction with no borrowing and the
last subtraction a zero not brought down is 873 .
-841
An illustration of the step; simple subtraction, no borrow-
ing, and gaps is
672 .
- 51
A sample of one step borrowing is this example 63 •
-27
A more difficult example of the same type with one step
borrowing is that containing gaps and vanishing lefts, such as
173
-82
Double and triple borrowing require more skill and comprise
the eighth step in this process. Examples of this type are 872
-683
and 2421
-1532
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The ninth step, borrowing and zero difficulties, is ex-
45
plained by this example 2002 •
-1945
Any example involving dollars and cents is assigned to
the final process step.
MULTIPLICATION PROCESS STEPS
For the purpose of test analysis, the multiplication
process may be divided into the following process steps :
fl) 100 primary facts
(2) one-place multiplier, no carrying
(3) one-place multiplier, no carrying, zero or zeros in
multiplicand
(4) one-place multiplier, carrying requiring addition in
the same decade
(5) one-plaoe multiplier, carrying requiring addition into
higher decade
(6) one-place multiplier, carrying with zero or zeros in
multiplicand
(7) two or more places in multiplier, no carrying
(8) two or more places in multiplier, carrying
(9) single zero in multiplier
(10) two or more zeros in multiplier or multiplicand or in both
(11) dollars and cents
The first step includes the one hundred multiplication
facts from 0x0 to 9x9.
Step two contains examples of the type 212.
4
In step three are similar examples except that a zero or
zeros appear in the multiplicand, such as 302.
3
The first step involving carrying requires addition within
the same decade like 96.
Progressing in difficulty are examples with carrying re-
quiring addition into a higher decade, such as 678 in Whi ch
4
one carries 3 after multiplying 8x4. Adding the 3 to 28
takes one from the twenties to the thirties.
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Step six includes the above skills and carrying to zero,
such as 3089*
6
An example of the type 343 involves the ability to add
21
partial products and appears as step seven.
In step eight : two or more places in multiplier, carrying ;
more skills are required for adding the partial products and for
carrying. In this classification are examples like 678.
75
The following two steps include the use of zero in the
multiplier. Step nine is limited to one zero in the multiplier,
such as 783. or 792.
406 350
In step ten are examples with two or more zeros in the
multiplier or multiplicand or in both like the following examples :
4006. 3265. 4892. 9600.
79 4003 5600 7006
The final step in the multiplication process includes any
example involving dollars and cents.
DIYISICH PROCESS STEPS
In this study the division process is considered a unit
and is not subdivided into short division and long division
because in many progressive school systems long division is
taught before short division and there is a tendency for
children to do all examples by the long division method. It
would not be correct to label all division examples with one-
place divisors as short division because pupils frequently do
not use this method even though it has been taught to them. If
a reader of this study desires to separate short division from
long division, he can do so very easily by establishing a line
of separation after the process step; one-place divisor, dol-
lars and cents. Uniting short division and long division into
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one process there are nineteen process steps as follows s
(1) 90 even division facts
(2) 360 uneven division facts
(3) one-place divisor, no remainders, no carrying
(4) one-place divisor, remainders, no carrying
(5) one-place divisor, no remainders, carrying
(6) one-place divisor, remainders and carrying
(7) one-place divisor, zero or zeros in quotient
(8) one-place divisor, dollars and cents
(9) two-place divisor, quotient is apparent from first figure
of divisor and dividend, no borrowing, no carrying, no
remainders
(10) two-plaoe divisor, no carrying, no borrowing, remainders
(11) two-place divisor, first figure of divisor contained in
first two figures of dividend
(12) two-place divisor, carrying in the multiplication
(13) two-place divisor# borrowing in the subtraction
(14) two-plaoe divisor, carrying in the multiplication and
borrowing in the subtraction
(16)
more than two figures in the divisor
(16) two or more figures in divisor, one or more zeros in
dividend
(17) two or more figures in divisor, one or more zeros in quotient
(18) trial quotient is not the true quotient
(19) two or more figures in divisor, dollars and cents
The easiest step is the ninety even division facts from 0
divided by 1 to 81 divided by 9.
This is followed by the step containing the three hundred
sixty uneven division facts from 1 divided by 2 to 89 divided by 9*
An example like 2)426 appears in the step; one-plaoe
divisor, no remainders, no carrying
Examples of a similar type, but containing remainders, like
3)695 are in step four.
Advancing in difficulty are examples, such as 5 ) 635 .which
involve carrying and comprise step five.
Examples requiring carrying and containing remainders, like
7T874 , are found in step six.
Examples with zero or zeros in the quotient, taking the
form 8
9 are in step seven.
The final step with one-plaoe divisors contains examples
involving dollars and cents.
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Commencing with two-place divisors one finds the step, in
which the quotient is apparent from the first figure of the
divisor and the first figure of the dividend, and there are no
borrowing, carrying, or remainders* An illustration is 22)682.
Step ten is similar to step nine except that remainders
appear in the examples, such as 31)9693*
In step eleven the first figure of the divisor is contain-
ed in the first two figures of the dividend. Ho borrowing and
no carrying are needed in examples in this step, but remainders
may occur* An example in this step is 71)1495*
Step twelve requires carrying in the multiplication and
includes any of the skills essential in the previous steps
with two-place divisors* An illustration is 52)2997
•
In step thirteen are examples involving borrowing in the
subtraction and no carrying in the multiplication* An example
of this difficulty is 61)4175.
The next step involves both carrying in the multiplication
and borrowing in the subtraction, such as 74j4l83.
Examples containing more than two figures in the divisor,
like 346)59781.
,
are in step fifteen*
In step sixteen are examples with two or more figures in
the divisor and one or more zeros in the dividend, such as
39JT400I.
The subsequent step contains examples with one or more
zeros in the quotient like the examples 98) 78614. and 72)676449.
Step eighteen consists of examples in which the trial
quotient is not the true quotient, like the example 36) 23607.
The final step in the division process contains examples
in dollars and cents with two or more figures in the divisor*
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The frequency of appearance of each process step in a
test containing examples in whole numbers is printed in
TABLES YII through XII. These tables are divided into the
four fundamental processes : namely, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. Each process has two major
parts: first, the coverage of fundamental facts, and second-
ly, the major process steps in the process. For example,
under the heading Addition are the subheadings (1) facts
and (2) process steps. Below the subheading Facts appear
two columns: first, the number of the 100 primary facts
used and secondly, the number of the 380 upper decade facts
used. Below the subheading Process Steps the ten major
process steps are listed. A similar arrangement is employed
for each of the fundamental processes.
After the method of test analysis described on the pre-
ceding pages had been devised, all examples in whole numbers
on available arithmetic tests were examined to determine the
number of fundamental facts used and the frequency of each
process step. These data were first recorded on a summary
sheet which was ten feet by fifteen feet. It would be im-
possible and inadvisable to administer all the tests con-
taining examples in whole numbers to a group of pupils there-
fore it was necessary to discover representative types of
tests from this original summary sheet. The number of ad-
dition facts, subtraction facts, and so forth were added to
obtain the total number of different fundamental facts used
in each test. Then the total number of different process
steps appearing in a test was determined, for example, even
if the frequency of a process step, such as "columns, one-
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place addends”, was twenty, it was tabulated as one process
step* If frequency alone had been considered, a test might
have a large number of process steps and still measure just
one process step. By counting the different process steps,
the maximum number for any test could be the total of all the
process steps on the table or fifty. A two-way distribution
table of the number of fundamental facts and the number of
process steps in the tests was .made. It was first attempted
to consider in such a distribution the total number of re-
sponses necessary to complete the examples in whole numbers
on each test. Such a distribution was futile because of the
inequality of the responses; that is, the answer to a primary
addition fact is a response and the answer to an example with
a column of three-place addends is a response. To determine
the number of responses required to complete a test does not
indicate the length of the test. It was decided, therefore,
to use the number of fundamental facts and the number of
process steps as the axes for a two-way distribution table
of the tests. When this table was completed, the tests seemed
to group themselves rather readily. By dividing the distribu-
tion table into six sections, the tests were classified as
they appear on TABLES VII through XII.
TABLE VII is a frequency table of the fundamental facts
and process steps in tests which measure knowledge of funda-
mental facts only; that is, they are limited to all or to
some of the following process steps: 100 primary facts and
380 upper decade facts in addition; 100 primary subtraction
facts; 100 primary multiplication facts; 90 even division
facts, and 360 uneven division facts. They contain no other
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TABLE VII
c
FEEQJJENCY TABLE OF FUNDAMENTAL FACTS IN TESTS WHICH CONTAIN ONLY FUNDAMENTAL FACTS
ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION
Facts 1 Process Steps Facts! Process Steps Foas Process Steps 5 c ',s Process Steps
Title Author Form Publisher !
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'Clap) 's Number
Combination Test
Frank L. Clapp and
Bernard P.Huebner 1
Boston : Houghton
Mifflin Company 193< 2-6 1
' 100 100 100 100 100 90 90
Dia^.iostic Tests Garry C. Myers Cleveland : Harter
School Supply Co. 192; 100 100 100 100 IOC 100 80 80
Phon
)
:1 rapn Record
'Test 1 in Arithmetic £.L. Ritter
Mason City, Iowa:
H. A. Phillips *93: 3-1
100
2
100 100 100 100 100 90 90
Ston ) -Hopkins
-
Browifield Inventor;
J. C. Stone ,L. J. Hopkir
M. ’.V. Brownfield
3 t Chicago :Eenjamin A.
Sanborn&Co. I93C 100 1
'
ICO 100 100 100 90 324 90 324
Dia iostic Test in
Addl iion Albert E.Lunceford I
Emporia , Kansas : Burea
of Ed. Measurements
,
I92C 1-4 54 54
Di-i lostic Test in
Addi iion Albert E.Lunceford n
Emporia, Kansas ;Burea
of Ed. Measurements
State Teachers Coll.
ii
L92C 1-4 54 54
Guhii's Number Test M. M. Guhin
Aberdeen, South Dakot
Hub City School
a. :
192" 3-6 77 7 -
The 7ilson Inventory
ana Diagnostic Tests Guy M. Wilson 3A-6E
Chicago :The Universi
Publishing Company L92" 2-- 100 380 200 500 1 c
2<~ 200 100 100 81 368 100 400
The numbers in the 9 Tuarea indicate frequenc es
,
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process steps because their range is confined to fundamental
facts* Seven different testB appear in TABLE TII which gives
the following information about each test :
(1) its title
(2) its author or authors
(3) the form or forms of the test analyzed
( 4 ) the publi she r
(5) the date of publication
(6) and the grades for which the test was created*
The two forms of the Magnostic Test in Addition by Albert E*
Lunoeford are listed separately because some of the facts in
Form I occur in Form II, and the two forms are printed as sep-
arate tests* Forms 3A to 6B of the Wilson Inventory and Diag-
nostic Tests are listed as one test because they are a sequence,
that is, one form measures primary addition facts; another, pri-
mary subtraction facts, and so forth* The numbers in the squares
indicate frequencies; for example, Clapp T s Humber Combination
Test uses the one hundred primary addition facts, and the fre-
quency of appearance of the process step "100 primary facts "
is one hundred* Some of the tests measure responses in all
four processes while others, such as Guilin's Humber Test,
contain only examples in addition*
TABLE Till is a frequency table of the fundamental facts
and process steps in tests which contain five or less process
steps* Various forms of eleven tests appear in this table*
While reading this table one may think that some of the tests,
such as the Philadelphia Diagnostic and Inventory Test for
grade 2B, should have been included in TABLE VII. It was not
placed there because TABLE VII contains tests all forms of
which measure only fundamental facts, and the Philadelphia
Diagnostic and Inventory Test is progressively more difficult*
In TABLE VIII most of the tests, like the Unit Scales of Attain-
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. TABLE VIII (CONTINUED
)
FHBJDENCY TABLE OF FUNDAMENTAL FACTS AMD PROCESS STEPS IN TESTS WHICH CONTAIN FIVE OR LESS PROCESS STEPS
ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION
Facts i Process Steps
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FREQUENCY TA3LE OF MNDAliHITAL FACTS AND PROCESS STEPS IN TESTS IHICH CONTAIN FIFE OR LESS PROCESS STEPS
ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION
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ment, attempt to measure a few different process steps. This
does not indicate that a test contains just a few examples. It
happens that most of the tests are relatively long, hut the ma-
jor parts of the tests measure responses in fractions, decimals,
and denominate numbers and have just a few examples in whole
numbers. It was therefore necessary in this study to extract
the examples in whole numbers and analyze them.
The numbers in the squares indicate the frequencies, for
example, form A, 2 of the Analytical Scales of Attainment-
Arithmetic uses six of the primary subtraction facts in two ex-
amples with borrowing and zero difficulties. It is apparent that
just four tests, except those measuring only responses on funda-
mental facts, contain examples in each of the four fundamental
processes. The authors of the tests apparently believe that a
small sampling is adequate for testing in whole numbers. The
tests which measure in all four processes of whole numbers are:
fl) form A of the Philadelphia Diagnostic and Inventory Test
which has just one example beyond those measuring fundamental
facts; (2) the Kansas Every Pupil Scholarship Test ; (3) the
Providence Arithmetic Test for Grade 6B
,
and (4) form AG of
the Comprehensive Objective Tests for Fifth-Grade Pupils in
Texas .
TABLE IX is a frequency table of the fundamental facts and
process steps in tests which measure six to twenty-five process
steps and less than one hundred fundamental facts. This seems
to be the most common type of arithmetic test containing examples
in whole numbers. Various forms of twenty-eight tests appear in
this table. In obtaining the number twenty-eight the writer con-
siders the Progressive Ari tbmetic Test-Intermediate different
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TAB!3 IX (CONTINUED)
FREQUENCY TABLE OF FUNDAMENTAL FACTS AND PROCESS STEPS IN TESTS WHICH MEASURE SIX TO TWENTY-FIVE PROCESS STEPS AND LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED FUNDAMENTAL FACTS
ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION
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-TABLE IX (CONTINUED)
!. jHBJUfflOY TABLE OF FUNDAMENTAL FACTS AND PROCESS STEPS III TESTS WHICH MEASURE SIX TO TWENTY-FIVE PROCESS STEPS AND LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED FUNDAMENTAL FACTS
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from the Progressive Arithmetic Test-Advanced because various
forms of each of these tests are published. The numbers in the
squares indicate the frequencies, for example, form A of the
Dearborn Arithmetic Test uses sixteen primary addition facts
and nineteen upper decade facts. It has three examples which are
primary facts in addition, one example which is a column of one-
place addends, and so forth. The description of each test listed
in the table can be read in a similar manner. Most of the tests
in TABLE IX are achievement or survey tests. A few diagnostic
4
or analytical tests may be found.
In TABLE I are the frequencies of fundamental facts and
process steps in tests which measure six to twenty-five process
steps and more than one hundred fundamental facts. Various
forms of thirteen tests appear in this table. The numbers in the
squares indicate the frequencies, for example, form B of the
Philadelphia Diagnostic and Inventory Tests uses thirty-one of
the one hundred primary addition facts, twenty-one of the upper
decade facts. There are twelve examples in "column addition with
one-place addends"; three with "two- or three-place addends and
carrying in one place only" ; and seven with " three or more
places in the addends and carrying in two or three places". The
table may be read in a similar manner to obtain an analyzed de-
scription of each of the tests. Although the tests in this table
do not measure more process steps than those in TABLE IX, they
contain more fundamental facts. This is possible because the
frequencies of the individual process steps are greater. If a
test has as many as twelve examples which are "columns with
one-place addends", it consequently has more fundamental facts
than a test which has just one example of this type.
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The greater the frequencies of the individual process steps
are, the greater the number of fundamental facts should be. A
large number of different process steps does not indicate that
a large number of fundamental facts should appear. If the fre-
quency of each different process step is small, the frequency
of the fundamental facts may be small.
TABLE XI is a frequency table of fundamental facts and
process steps in tests which measure more than twenty-five
process steps and more than one hundred fundamental facts. There
are relatively few of these tests; various forms of just seven
tests appear in this table. The numbers in the squares indicate
frequencies, for example, form 2 of the Diagnostic Test in Whole
lumbers uses sixty different primary addition facts and thirty-
three upper decade facts. The process step, n100 primary facts",
occurs forty times. The process step, "upper decade facts",
does not appear in the test. A test may use upper decade facts
and still not have the process step, "upper decade facts", because
the upper decade facts may be parts of more difficult steps,
such as column addition. It happens that in this test there
are six column addition examples with one-place addends. Con-
tinuing across the table one may read the description of the
construction of the test. 3y reading horizontally, one may
obtain an analysi of each test contained in the table.
TABLE XII is a frequency table of fundamental facts and
process steps in tests of special diagnostic construction. Most
of these tests use a large number of fundamental facts and
process steps. The Los Angeles Diagnostic Test was prepared so
that the pupils' solutions of examples would indicate a probable
field of error in the fundamental operations, that is, failure
on a particular example or examples in the test should indicate
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specific weaknesses or disabilities* The instruction sheet
accompanying the test aids the teacher in discovering fields
of error by listing the significance of each example; for
illustration, examples 6,7,11, and 14 in addition purport to
discover errors in the use of seros.
The Brueckner Diagnostic Test in Whole numbers aims to
aid in locating very specific shortcomings when the processes
are being learned* This test claims to contain a sampling of
the various process steps which can occur in each fundamental
operation* It presupposes a knowledge of the fundamental facts
for each process because it does not measure any fundamental
facts as isolated examples* More than one example of each type
is included in the test* An individual diagnosis sheet which
classifies difficulties is available for each pupil.
The Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for Fundamental
Processes in Arithmetic were prepared for individual oral
diagnosis. There are two printed parts to each test: a pupil's
work sheet and a teacher's diagnostic chart* The latter con-
tains the same examples used in the pupil’s work sheet
,
and
beside each example is a space in which the teacher may note
the pupil’s method of working. Each fundamental operation is
introduced with a check list of faulty habits to aid the teacher
in summarising her findings*
The Compass Diagnostic Tests break up each fundamental
operation into its constituent elements and provide a test for
each element. To illustrate, example 3 in division is 74) £2269
*
,
and in previous parts of the test these elements appear :
3x4 222 89 21 and 13x7 -222 -741x41x7
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Tli© test aims to indicate the exaot level at which a pupil ' s
mastery of a fundamental operation breaks down.
The Diagnostic Computation Scales by T.G.Poran have a dual
function: survey, and diagnostic » The principal purpose of
these scales is their diagnostic use. A classification of er-
rors for diagnostic purposes is included in the manual of
directions* A comparative frequency of the types of errors
should indicate the processes in which remedial teaching is
necessary • Besides identifying class errors the test should
indicate individual errors. Examples in whole numbers fractions,
decimals, and denominate numbers are located at random in the test
Although the Sohonell Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests are a
foreign publication, they are readily usable in this country
because they do not contain examples in foreign exchange or in
the metric system in the first eleven tests0 The entire set con-
sists of a series of twelve tests of which the first eleven meas-
ure, in graded steps, achievement in the four fundamental opera-
tions with whole numbers, and locate individual difficulties in
these processes. In analyzing the subtraction process, for ex-
ample, the first sub-test consists of the one hundred basic
combinations. The next sub-test in subtraction is a sampling of
the vital process steps in their order of difficulty. Pour ex-
amples are allotted to each step. A similar treatment is given
each of the other fundamental operations. These tests differ
from others in that the author purports to use four examples to
measure each process step.
The Spencer Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests were designed for
diagnostic purposes. Examples testing a particular phase of a
process are enolosed within a rectangle to enable the teacher
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to determine easily the particular step in whioh any difficulty
lies* Sometimes three and sometimes as many as ten examples
are enclosed in one rectangle* To facilitate diagnosis a check
list of common difficulties in each process is included for use
in each class of pupils. The errors are general, such as bor-
rowing, and do not give the specific difficulties in borrowing*
The Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests use most of the
primary number combinations and a large ratio of the upper dec-
ade fact8* It is the extensive coverage of fundamental facts
that has dominated the writing of these tests. Besides attempt-
ing to measure many fundamental facts, the tests aim to measure
most of the major process steps. lists of specific error diffi-
culties are printed on the back of each test so that the diffi-
culties may be checked and form a basis for individual remedial
work. The tests attempt to help the teacher and the pupil to
locate the specific causes of process difficulties*
The Diagnostic Test in Arithmetic of The Learning Cycle
Tests contains six tests in whole numbers : one for each process
except division in which there are three. Each test is con-
structed in rows of examples • The pupil is instructed to draw
a line around the number of the row in which he has one or more
examples incorrect. The number of rows on a test may vary :
in addition there are seven; in subtraction, eight ; in multi-
plication, six. An error occurring in any row indicates dif-
ficulty on that particular process step. These tests like the
Brueckner Diagnostic Test in Whole numbers do not measure is-
olated fundamental facts*
The above description of tests of diagnostic construction
is not an evaluation of any of the tests. It merely serves to
acquaint the reader with some of the various ways in which dl-
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agnostic tests in arithmetic have been constructed and to de-
fend the writer's placing them in TABLE XII# The numbers in
the squares indicate the frequencies; for example, form 1 of
the Los Angele 8 Diagnostic Test uses forty-two primary addi-
tion facts and thirty-nine upper decade facts# It has one
example which is a fundamental fact, and so forth# The anal-
ysis of each of the various forms of the nine tests included
in TABLE XII may be read in the same way#
SUMMARY
Chapter three is a survey of arithmetic tests# In TABLE I
are listed tests which are not available now. TABLE II lists
tests of problem solving# Tests of number readiness or number
concept are in TABLE III, and in TABLE IT are tests whioh are
limited to areas of mathematics other than computation with
whole numbers# Tests, which are basically practice exercises
or progress tests, are located in TABLE T • TABLE TI contains
tests of foreign publication which are not readily adapted to
use in this country. TABLES TII through XII contain analyses of
available tests which have examples in whole numbers# These ta-
bles indicate the frequencies of fundamental facts and process
steps in the tests and indicate representative types of arith-
metic tests as determined by the extent of coverage of funda-
mental facts and process steps# These tables are analytical
descriptions of the tests contained in them#
Since Judgment enters into the analysis of a test, partic-
ularly its process steps, there is the strong possibility of
error in some of the details of TABLES TII through XII# However,
the tables do represent an honest and determined effort at
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analysis, and the results are fairly descriptive of the contents
of the tests*
Prom TABLES TII through XII, tests were selected to be ad-
ministered to a group of one hundred high school pupils. The
purpose for administering the selected tests was to discover
whether or not any relationship exists between the way in which
a test has been constructed and its diagnostic power0
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CHAPTER IV
PROCEDURE IE THE STUDY
Sinoe it is impossible and inadvisable to administer all
the available arithmetic tests containing examples in whole num-
bers to any one group of children, it is necessary to have a ba-
sis from which a reasonable number of tests can be selected. To
discover representative types of arithmetic tests containing ex-
amples in whole numbers, available arithmetic tests were analyzed
by the method described in Chapter III. By using the results of
the analyses, TABLES VII through XII were created to classify
tests of similar construction, as determined by the coverage of
fundamental facts and process steps. It was planned to choose
one test from each table to administer to a group of children.
This would make a total of six tests to represent the types of
arithmetic tests containing examples in whole numbers. It may
seem that one could use more than six tests, but it happens that
some of the tests require four testing periods each. Each fun-
damental operation in some of the tests is written as a separate
test and requires an entire testing period to be completed. For
example, each of the four parts of the Compass Diagnostic Tests
in Arithmetic ,measuring whole number operations, occupies a class
period.
From TABLE VII, Frequency Table of Fundamental Facts and
Process Steps in Tests Which Contain Only Fundamental Facts
,
Clapp 1 s Humber Combination Test was selected to represent that
classification. The problem of this study is to discover the
- 72 '
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relationship between the construction of tests in the four fun-
damental processes of arithmetic in whole numbers and their di-
agnostic power, A test measuring all four fundamental opera-
tions must be used to fulfill the requirements of the problem.
Some tests were eliminated because they are limited to one or two
of the fundamental operations. Any of the tests measuring all
four fundamental operations might have been chosen to represent
Table YII. Clapp's Number Combination Test was selected by the
writer because of the facility with which it may be administered,
its clear .legible print, and because it contains only fundamental
facts. There is no time limit on this test which contains four
pages. On the first page are the one hundred primary addition
facts; on the second page, the one hundred subtraction facts; on
the third page, the one hundred primary multiplication facts;
and on the last page, the ninety even division facts. Exhibits
I and II show the frequency of the addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, and division facts appearing in Clapp's Number Combi-
nation Test. In the table of addition facts in Exhibit I, the
numbers across the top of the table are added to those at the left.
The numbers at the left are subtracted from those across the top
of the subtraction table in Exhibit I. In the table of multipli-
cation facts appearing in Exhibit II the numbers at the left are
the multipliers. The dividends of the division facts in the table
in Exhibit II are at the left of the table. The numbers in the
squares in all the tables indicate the frequencies, for example,
the addition fact 0 and 0 appears once in Clapp's Number Combina-
tion Test. By reading the table in Exhibits I and II, one notices
that all primary addition facts, all primary subtraction facts.
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Multiplication Facts5 and Their Frequency in Clapp's Dumber Combination Test 75
o 1 ? 5 4 5 8 7 8 8
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l The numbers across the too of the table are
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 multiplied by those on the left. The numbers
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 in the squares indicate frequencies, for
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l example , the fact 9 x 9 appears once in this
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 test. Clapp's Dumber Combination Test uses the
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 one hundred multiolication facts.
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3.
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1
_1_ 1 1 1 1 JL_JL_1_
Division Facts and Their Frequency in Clapp 1 s Dumber Combination Test
12 3 4 5 5 7 8. 9 12 5 4 5 578
0 111111 111 25 1 l
1 1 27 1 1
2 1 1 28 1 1
3 1 1 30 1 1
4 11 1 32 1 1
5 1 1 35 1 1
6 111 1 33 1 1 1
7 1 1 40 1
8 11 1 1 42 1 1
9 1 1 1 45 1 1
10 1 1 48 1 1
12 111 1 49 1
14 1 1 54 1 1
15 1 1 53 1 1
15 1 1 1 S3 1 1
13 11 1 1 54 1
20 1 1 72 1 1
21 1 1 81 1
24 11 1 1
The numbers acros
The figures in the s
occurs once in this
e the top of the table are divided into those at the left,
quares indicate frequencies, for example, the fact 81“ 9
test. Clapp's Dumber Combination Test uses the ninety even
division facts.
!
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all the primary multiplication facts, and the ninety even
division facts are contained in the test. Each fact appears
once. Each process is tested on a separate page of the test
(see specimen copy in appendix). There is no time limit on
the test; a pupil may work until he completes the test. Blanks
for indicating the time needed to d o each page of the test are
provided on the test form. The time consumed in doing a test
is valuable information for diagnosis of a pupil’s difficulties.
If a pupil needs a rather long period of time to complete a
test, he probably is counting, deriving facts from known facts,
or using some other faulty habit.
Prom TABLE VIII, Frequency Table of Fundamental Pacts and
Process Steps in Tests Which Contain Five or Less Process Steps
,
no test could be selected for the testing program. Just four
forms of tests in this table measure all four fundamental opera-
tions, To fulfill the limitations of the problem of this study
a test should measure all four fundamental operations. It is
evident that a test cannot be diagnostic in a process which
it does not measure. The four tests which meet the requirements
of the problem are the test for grade EB of the Philadelphia
Diagnostic and Inventory Tests, the test for grades EB and 3A of
the Philadelphia Diagnostic and Inventory Tests, the Kansas
Every Pupil Scholarship Tests for grades 7 and 8, and the Com-
prehensive Objective Tests for Fifth-Grade Pupils in Texas. The
Philadelphia Diagnostic and Inventory Test for grade EB oontains
only fundamental facts and therefore does not differ from the
tests appearing in TABLE VII from which Clapp’s Dumber Combina-
tion Test was selected. The Philadelphia Diagnostic and Inven-

77
tory Test for grades 23 and 3A has Just one example beyond
fundamental facts. This test does not differ sufficiently
from the tests in TABLE VII to warrant administering it to
a rather large group of pupils. The Kansas Every Pupil
Scholarship Tests are published in January and April annual-
ly. At the time that the writer was analyzing tests contain-
ing examples in whole numbers, the current copy of that exam-
ination, as representative of the test, was analyzed for cov-
erage of fundamental facts and process steps. When the test-
ing program was being carried on in the fall of 1940, a suf-
ficient supply of that particular test could not be procured.
A similar condition prevailed for the Comprehensive Objective
Tests for Fifth-Grade Pupils of Texas. For the above reasons
no test representing TABLE VIII was used in the testing pro-
gram. Since the tests in this table contain a maximum of five
examples, it is probable that they would have yielded very lit-
tle information about the pupils, and they would have shown a
low diagnostic power.
To represent TABLE IX, Frequency Table of Fundamental
Facts and Process Steps in Tests Which Measure Six to Twenty-
Five Process Steps and Less Than One Hundred Fundamental Facts
,
the Public School Achievement Test : Arithmetic Computation,
form 1 was chosen. Any of the tests appearing in this table
might have been used. The Public School Achievement Test is
representative of the type because it contains ninety-two fun-
damental facts and twenty-two process steps in the examples in
whole numbers. It contains examples in whole numbers, common
fractions, decimal fractions, percentage, square root, and de-
nominate numbers. The pupils were instructed to do only the
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examples in whole numbers. In Exhibits III and IV are fre-
quency tables of the fundamental facts used in form 1 of the
Public School Achievement Test : Arithmetic Computation. In
the addition table in Exhibit III the numbers across the top
of the table are added to those at the left. The numbers in
the squares indicate the frequencies of the facts, for example,
the fact 1 and 3 occurs twice in the test. A total of four-
teen different primary addition facts and seven upper decade
facts in addition are used. In the subtraction table in Ex-
hibit III the numbers at the left of the table are subtracted
from those across the top. The numbers in the squares indi-
cate the frequencies of the facts, for example, the fact 2-C
appears once in the test. This test uses eighteen primary
subtraction facts in the examples in whole numbers. The num-
bers to the left of the multiplication table in Exhibit IV are
the multipliers. The frequencies of the facts are shown by
the numbers in the squares
,
for example, the fact 0x0 oc-
curs twice in the test. The multiplication examples in Form
1 of the Public School Achievement Test : Arithmetic Computa-
tion employ thirty-five multiplication facts. The dividends
are the numbers to the left of the table of division facts in
Exhibit IV. The table is read as follows: 0 divided by 3 ap-
pears once in the test, 4 divided by 4 is used twice in the
test, and so forth. Fifteen even division facts and three un-
even division facts are in the test* Besides measuring knowl-
edge of the fundamental operations with whole numbers
,
this
test measures common fractions, decimal fractions, percentage,
and denominate numbers. The test is so arranged that the
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0 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 3 9
1 2 1
2 L- 1
3 1
4 1 1
5 1 11
/n
O 2 1
3 1
9 2
10 1 1 1
11 1
12 1
14 1
15 1
The numbers across the ton of the tabl e are added to those at the left. The
figures in the squares indicate frequencies, for escample, the fact 1+3 occurs
twice in this test. Form 1 of the Public School Achievement Tests ^Arithmetic
Computation usesfourteen primary addition facts and seven unuer decade facts in
its examples in whole numbers
.
Suttr&ction Facts and Their Frequency in
Arithmetic Computation, Form 1 by Jacob
the Public School Achievement Tests:
S. Orleans
0 12 3 4 5 S 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 13 17 13
0 1 1
1 1 1
2 1 1 1
3 1 1
4 1 1
5 1
3 1 1
7 1 1
3 1 1*
The numbers to th
The figures in the
14-8 appears one
e left of the table a
3 squares indicate
le in this test. F
re subtracted from th
frequencies, for
orm 1 of the Publj
ose across the top.
example, the fact
.c School Achieve-
nent Tests : Arithme
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EXHIBIT IV
Multiolication Facta and Their Frequency in the Rib lie School Achievement Tests:
Arithmetic Comnutr tion. Form 1 by Jacoc S . Orleans 80
0 1 2 3 4 5 3 7 8 9
0 2 2 2 2
1 111 1
2 12 1 1 1
3 1
4 1112 11
5 1 111
6 111 11 1 1
8 11 11
The numbers to the leit of the table are multipliers . The figures in the squares
indicate frequencies, for example, the fact 0x0 appears twice in this test. Form 1
of the Public School Achievement Tests jArithmetic Computation by Jacob S. Orleans
uses thirty-five multiplication facts in its examples in whole numbers.
Division Facts and Their Frequency in the Public School Achievement Tests :
Arithmetic Computation
,
Form 1 by Jat-cjb S. Orleans
i 1 2 3 4 5 3 7 9 3
res in the squares
in this test. Form 1
usee fifteen even
0
4
5
3
9
14
15
13
18
24
30
31
72
72
1
2
1 1
1 2
1
The numbers at the top of the table are divisors. The figu
indicate frequencies, for example
,
the feet 79 ~ 9 appears once
of the Public School Achievement Tests: Arithmetic Computation
division facts and three uneven division facts.
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pupils can be instructed to do just the examples in whole num-
bers. There is a time limit of forty minutes for the entire test.
The description of the process steps used in the test may be ob-
tained from TABLE II in Chapter III. A variety of process steps
is found in this test, which is comparatively brief, when one
considers the coverage of fundamental facts and the time con-
sumed in doing the examples.
From TABLE X, Frequency Table of Fundamental Facts and
Process Steps in Tests Which Measure Six to Twehty-Flve Process
Steps and Mo re than One Hundre d Fundamental Facts
,
the Diagnostic
Tests in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and Problem
Solving by Reavis and Breslich were secured as representative
of that type of test. In it are three hundred fifty-four
fundamental facts and ten process steps. Each process is
measured on a separate page of the test booklet. Just the
first four pages of the booklet were needed in the testing
for the problem of this study. The remainder of the test
contains examples in fractions and decimals and verbal problems.
The tests in whole numbers are timed tests, that is, three minutes
are allowed for doing the test in addition which consists of
twelve examples, each of which is a column of five addends of
four digits each.
The test in subtraction has twenty examples which have three
or four digits in the minuend and three digits in the subtrahend.
Borrowing is necessary in each example. One and a half minutes
are allowed for doing the test.
For the test in multiplication, three minutes are permitted.
This test contains twelve examples with four digits in the multi-
plicand and two in the multiplier.
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In each of the twelve examples in the division test, there
are five digits in the dividend and two in the divisor. To com-
plete this test the pupil is given four minutes.
Exhibits V and VI contain tables indicating the frequency
of fundamental facts in these tests. In the addition part, sixty-
one primary addition facts and eighty-eight upper decade facts
appear. Many of the facts are used more than once in the test,
for example, 7 and 5 occurs four times. The subtraction test
uses forty-deven fundamental facts, and the multiplication test
requires a knowledge of sixty-five multiplication facts. For a
description of the process steps in the examples in whole numbers
in the Reavis-Breslioh Diagnostic Test, TABLE X should be con-
sulted.
The test representing TABLE XI, Frequency Table of Fundamental
Facts and Process Steps in Tests Measuring More than Twenty-Five
Process Steps and Mo re than One Hundred Fundamental Facts
,
is
Form II of the Diagnostic Test in ’Thole Numbers by Christofferson
and (Juiler. This test, which has three hundred fourteen fundamental
facts and twenty-nine process steps, consists of eight parts.
Part I contains forty primary addition facts, and Part II has
twelve examples in column addition. Six of them have one-place
addends; the others have two or more places in the addends and
measure various process steps. In Part III are forty primary
subtraction facts, and in Part IV are ten subtraction examples
using various process steps. Part V measures forty multiplica-
tion facts. Several process steps in multiplication appear in
the twelve examples in Part VI. In Part VII are forty even divi-
sion facts and thirty-six uneven division facts. For a complete
-* *
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Addition Facts an
Fundamental Opera
SXHI
d Their Frequency
tions of Arithmetj
BIT V
in Form A of Diap:
lc and in Problem
nostic Tests in th
Solving by 83
Reavis-Breslich
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0
1 1 2 2 111 1
2 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 4
3 2 3 13 3 1 1
4 3 1 112
5 2 2 2
6 11 11 2
7 11 2 1 2 4 112
8 11 1 2 1
9 2 1 11 2 2 1 112
10 1 1 1 3
11 2 3 1 13 1 2
12 3 13 2 11 4 1 1
13 2 2 .' 11 2 1
14 1 12 2 2 1
lb ill 1
16 2 112 1 2
17 1 1112 2
id 111 211 2 3 1
19 1 1 1 2
20 1 3 1
21 1 1 1
22 2 2 1 2 1
23 112 1 1
24 1 1
26 1 1 1 1
27 1
28 2 2
29 1
33 1
The numbers across the top of tjhe table are addec 1 to those at the
left. The numbers in the squares indicate frequencies
the fact 1-t" 0 occurs once in this test. Form A of the
in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and in P
5, for example,
i Diagnostic Tests
°oblem Solving by
Reavis-Breslich ui
facts in its test
ses 61 primary addition facts and Si
of addition of whole numbers.
3 upper decade
1-
->L
1.
1-
,.l
1.
EXHIBIT VI 84
Subtraction Facts and Their Frequency in Form A of Diagnostic Tests in
the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and in Problem Solving by
Reavis -Breslich
0 12 3 4 56 78 9 1011 1213 1415 1617 18
0 1 1 1
1 2 2 1
2 112 2
3 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
4 2 2 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 2 1 2
•
7 1 2 1 1
8 2 1 1 2 2
9 1 1 1 1 1 L_
The numbers at the left of the table are subtracted from those
across the top. The numbers in the squares indicate frequencies, for
example, the fact 1-0 occurs once in this test. Form A of the
Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and in
' Problem Solving by Reavis-Breslich uses 47 primary subtraction facts.
Multiplication Facts and Their Frequency in Form A of Diagnostic Tests
in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and in Problem Solvin bv
Reavis-Breslich
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0
1
2 11 2 1 111
3 13 12 4 1 112
4 1 11 2 1 13 1 1
5 2 3 12 112
6 11 2 1 2 2 2 1
7 1 12 2 3 2 1
8 1 13 11 11 1 2
9 1111 11 5 2 1
The numbers
at the left. The ]
example, the fact
icross the top of the table are multiplied by those
figures in the squares indicate frequencies, for
2x1 occurs once in this test. Form A of the
Diagnostic Tests :
Problem Solving b^
.n the Fundamental
{ Reavis-Breslich
Operations of Arithmetic and in
uses 65 multiplication facts.
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description of the process steps in the test see TABLE XI in
Chapter III.
For an analysis of the coverage of fundamental facts,
exhibits , VII
,
VIII, and IX should he studied. The table in
Exhibit VII shows the frequency of the addition facts. The
numbers across the top of the table are added to those at the
left. The integers in the squares are the frequencies of the
facts, for example, zero and one occurs once in the test. Sixty
primary addition facts and thirty-three upper decade facts in
addition are used. From the table of subtraction facts in
Exhibit VIII, one learns that fifty-eight primary subtraction
facts appear in the test. The numbers to the left of this table
are subtracted from those across the top. The figures in the
squares show the frequencies, for example, zero minus zero is
employed once. The multiplication table in the same exhibit
reveals that seventy-four multiplication facts are needed in
doing the test. The numbers to the left of this table are the
multipliers, and the figures in the squares indicate the fre-
quencies, for example, zero times zero is used seven times.
In the table in Exhibit IX are the frequencies of forty-four
even division facts and forty-five uneven division facts. The
numbers to the left of the table are the dividends, and the
frequencies of the facts are shown by the numbers in the squares.
Each part of this test is timed as follows :
Part I
Part II
Part III
Part IV
Part V
Part VI
Part VII
2 minutes
3 minutes
2 minutes
3 minutes
2 minutes
4 minutes
5 minutes
7 minutesPart VIII
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Addition Facts and T>
by H. C. Christofi
2XH1B
leir Frequency in the
'erson and W. S. Guile
IT VII
Diagnostic Test in Ftlole Numbers, form 2
jr
0 1 2 3 4_ 5 6 7 8 9
0 1
1 12 1 1 1
2 2 3 1 2 2 12
3 3 11 112 11
4 1111
5 1 112 3 12 1
s 2 12 2 2 13 1
7 1 l 12 11
8 2 11112
9
_J L_ 4 14 11
10 111
11 4 1 1
12 1
13 1
14 1 111
15 1 2 1
16 1 2
17 2 2
13 1 1
.
19 1 1 1
20 1 1
22 1
23 1
24 1
26 1
29 1
30 1
34 _l
The numbers acros53 the top of the table are added to those at the left . The
figures in the square
once in this test . T1
5S indicate frequencies, for example, the i
L6 Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by H. C
^ct 34+5 occurs
. Christ offerson
and W. S. Guiler uses
facts
.
sixty primary addition facts and thirty-
t
hree upper decade



Division F*cts end Their Frequency in the
EXHIBIT IX
by H. C. Christoff erson and w. S. G-uiler
0
2
3
4
5
7
3
9
12
14
15
18
19
20
24
25
23
27
28
30
32
34
35
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1
1
1
1 1 1
2
1
111 1
1
1
1
1 1
11 1 1
1 1
1 1
1111 1
1
1 1
1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1
1
3 2 1. ....2—3
Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers, form 2 88
The numbers across the top of the tabl
figures in the squares indicate frequeue ie
in this test . The Diagnostic Test in Whole
uses forty-four even division facts and fo
36
38
39
40
42
45
46
48
49
50
53
54
56
58
33
64
68
70
71
72
79
88
1 1 1
1 1
1
1 1 1
1 2
1 1 1 1
1
1 1
1
1 1 1
1
1 1
1 1
1
111
1
1
1
1
2 1
1
L_
e are divided into those at the left. The
s, for example, the fact 0*^5 occurs once
Numbers by H. C. Christofferson and W. S
rty-five uneven division facts.
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The ideal program would be to administer all the tests in
TABLE XII
,
Frequency Table of Fundamental Facts and Process Steps
in Tests of Special Diagnostic Construction . Since it is impossible
to take the time necessary for such a program from the average
class instruction periods, one or two tests of different construc-
tion must suffice for a sampling. Ho test was selected from TABLE
VIII .therefore the writer used two tests from TABLE XII to make a
total of six tests to administer to a group of pupils. The Wilson
Inventory and Diagnostic Tests, which closely resemble several of
the other tests in TABLE XII, were selected for the testing pro-
gram. There are only minor differences in physical construction
between this test and the majority of the others in TABLE XII;
the coverage of fundamental facts and process steps is essentially
similar. The Compass Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic differ from
the other tests in that they provide a test for each element of
each process. Their construction is singular , therefore they were
included in the list of tests to be administered. The other unique
test in TABLE XII is the Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for the
Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic. These were used in individual
oral diagnoses of the pupils' work, which will be described later.
In the Wilson Diagnostic and Inventory Tests are five separate
tests, one in each of the following categories : addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, short division, and long division. For
a complete description of the process steps in these tests the
reader should consult TABLE XII in Chapter III. Most of the
process steps in each process are included in the tests. Exhibits
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X,XI, and XII contain tables which indicate the frequency of
the fundamental facts in the tests. From Exhibit X one learns
that all the primary addition facts and ninety-five of the upper
decade facts are used in the AP Test. The numbers across the
table are added to those at the left, and the frequencies of the
facts are represented by the digits in the squares, for example,
zero and zero is employed once. The table of subtraction facts
in EXHIBIT XI shows that ninety-seven of the one hundred primary
subtraction facts are in the examples in the SP Test. The numbers
across the top of this table are the minuends. The figures in the
squares indicate the frequencies of the facts. The table of multi-
plication facts in this same exhibit indicates that ninety- eight
multiplication facts appear in the MP Test. The numbers across
the top of the table are multiplied by those on the left. The
figures in the squares indicate frequencies, for example, zero
times four occurs five times. The SDP Test contains thirty-seven
even division facts and thirty uneven division facts as the table
in Exhibit XII describes. All the tests in the series of Wilson
Diagnostic and Inventory Tests were so constructed that they would
contain an extensive coverage of ftindamental facts and process steps.
They are not timed tests; the pupil may work until he completes a
test. On each test form is a blank in which the time needed for
working a test is to be recorded. Pupils are advised to place a
check beside any example on which they hesitate and a double check
beside those in which they count or say tables. Cn the back of
each test is a list of errors or faulty habits. For each error
found, the teacher should enter a tally in the right place on
\
the list.
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EXHIBIT X
Addition Facts and Tbeir Frequency in the AP Test of The Wilson Inventory and c33
Diagnostic Tests lu Arithmetic by Guy M. Wilson
o 1 2 3 4 5 S 7 8 9
0 1 i 1 1 1 1 111 1
1
X
1 1 2 1 1 1 12 1 1
2 1 2 1 2 3 1 111 2
3 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
4 1 1 2 2 1 1 111 1
5 1 1 1 2 1 1 111 1
s 1 1 1 4 1 1 111 1
7 1 x 2 1 1 1 111
3 3 1 x 1 1 1 12 1 2
3 ? 1 1 1 1 1 111 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
11 1 1 1 1 1*1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 2 111 1
14 1 1 1 1 111
15 1 1 1 1 1 1
15 2 1 1
17 1 1 1 1
13 1 3 1 1 111
19 1 1 1 1
20 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
22 1 1
23 1 1
24 1 1 1 2 1 1
25 1 2
26 1
28 1
29 1 1 1
30 1 1 1
32 1 1
77 1
-
37 l
33 1
39 1 1
The numbers across the top of thje table are added to those at the
left. The figures in the squares indicate frequencies, for example.
the fact 0 + 0 appears once in this test . Test AP of The V/ilson Inven-
tory and Diagnost ic Tests in Arithmetic uses the 100 primary addition
facts and 95 uppe der*ad e

Subtraction Facts and
Diagnostic Tests
2XHIBIT XI
Their Frequency in the SP Test of The Wilson Inventory and
:.n Arithmetic hy Guy M. Wilson
0
1
2
3
4
5
S
7
S
9
92
0 12 4 5 6
3 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
1
1
1
1
2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
2 4 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1
1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 ? 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 1
_L_ 1 1 1-
The numbers at the left of the table are subtracted from those across the top.
The figures in the squares indicate frequencies, for example, the fact 0-0 occurs
three times in this test. The SP Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests
uses ninety-seven primary subtraction facts.
Multiplication Facts and Their Frequency in the MP Test of The Wilson Inventory ana.
Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic by Guy M. Wilscn
squares indicate frequencies, for example, the fact 0x0 appears four times in this
0 12 3 4 5 3 3
4
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
4
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
5
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
The numbers at the left of the table ere the multipliers . Thi
test. Tiie MP Test of The Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests
hinety-eight multiplication facts.
in Arithmetic uses
ie figures in the
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For diagnostic purposes the Compass Diagnostic Tests in
Arithmetic are of great interest. Every example is broken into
its constituent elements, and these elements are measured, for
example, the following example appears in Part IV of the addition
test : 47
4
13
49
29
In part 1, the primary facts 9 and 9, 3 and 2, 5 and 4, 9 and 1,
which are needed in this example, are found. The upper decade facts
18 and 3, 21 and 4, 25 and 7, 10 and 4, which are also needed in
this example are in part 2. To measure a pupil's attention span
columns of 3, 4,5,6, and 7 one-place addends are included in part 3.
The underlying assumption in the construction of this test is that
if a pupil makes an error on an element of an example, he will
repeat that error in doing the example itself. There are four
tests in whole numbers, one in each of the four fundamental opera-
tions. The tests are not timed; a pupil may work until he com-
pletes a given test. The process steps included in the tests
may be found in TABLE XII in Chapter III.
The coverage of fundamental facts is designated in Exhibits
XIII, XIV, and XV. Exhibit XIII shows that seventy-five primary
addition facts and eighty-three upper decade facts are used in
the addition test in the Compass Diagnostic Test. The numbers
across the top of the table are added to those at the left.
The numbers in the squares indicate the frequencies of the facts,
for example, 10 and 0 appears three times in the test. The fre-
quency of each fundamental fact is usually more than one. According
to the construction of the test it should be at least two, but
>t
.
.
'
c K r
EXHIBIT XIII
Addition Facts and Their Frequency in Test I of the Compas s Diagnostic Tests ;Form A 95
0 12 2 3 11
1 1 11 2 2 4 4 3 2
2 5 3 6 6 3 3 3 2 10
3 4 2 2 3 4 2 3 2
4 3 2 5 1 2 11
5 3 5 2 5 13
r*O 4 3 1 2 5 3 3
7 5 3 16 4 2 2 4 1 7
8 5 4 1 1 2 5
9 2 8 12 4 5 1 5
10 3 3 2 5 3 111
11 1 2 15 6
12 5 5 5 6 3
13 4 2 5
14 5 3 5
15 117
16 1 2 3 14
13 2 4 114 4
19 2 12 2 2
20 1 2 3 5 12 2
21 4 7
22 3 1 8 1
23 2 4
24 3 2 7 1
25 4 7
26 4 1 3 2
27 3
28 3 2
29 2
30 1
31 3
32 1 2
33 1 2
36 2
33 2
40 2
42 1 2
The numbers ac ross the top of tljie table are added to those at the
left. The figures #m the squares indicate freauencie s. for exaaole. t> le
fact 10 -1-0 appear s three times in
. * * »
Cast 1 of the Compass Diagnostic Te:jits.
rhis test US 0 S 73 primary addition facts and 83 upper decade facts.
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in some oases it may not be because the writer analyzed all
examples by adding upward. The authors of the test do not in-
dicate the method of adding that should be used in doing the
test.
The table of subtraction facts in Exhibit XIV shows that
fifty-eight primary subtraction facts are used in the subtraction
test. The numbers to the left of the table are subtracted from
those across the top. The integers in the squares indicate the
frequencies of the facts, for example, the subtraction fact,
one minus one, occurs sixteen times in the subtraction test.
In the table of multiplication facts in the same exhibit
are the frequencies of seventy-seven different multiplication
facts. The numbers to the left of the table are the multipliers.
The fact frequencies are shown by the digits in the squares, for
example, zero times zero appears nine times in the multiplication
test.
From Exhibit XV one learns that forty-two even division facts
and forty-one uneven division facts occur in the division test
of Test IV of the Compass Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic. The
figures to the left of the tables are the dividends. The numbers
in the squares are the frequencies of the division facts, for
example, zero divided by four is used four times in the division
test.
Thus far in Chapter IV the instruments to be employed in
the group testing program of this study have been described in
terms of coverage of fundamental facts. The description of the
process steps in each test may be read in TABLES VII-XI I in
Chapter III. Representing types of arithmetic tests in the four
fundamental operations in whole numbers are Clapp 1 s Number
-.
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EXHIB
Subtraction Facts and Their Frequency in
Form A
IT XIV
Test II of the Compass Diagnostic Tests
:
g«
0 3 2 2 4 2 4 2
1 IS 2 3
2 3 2 3 3 2 2
•
.3 4 2 3 2 3
4 5 2 1 3 3 3 3 2 2
5 4 4 2 2
S 4 3 4 4 3 2 2
7 3 3 4 2 2
8 4 4 2 2 2
9 2 4 1 3 2 3 3
The numbers at the left of the table are subtracted from those across the top.
The figures in the squares indicate frequencies, for example, the fact 17-9 occurs
three times in this test. Test II of the Compass Diagnostic Tests :Form A uses fifty-
eight primary subtraction facts.
Multiplication Facts and Their Freauency in Test III of the Comoas
s
Diagnostic Tests
Form A
0 9 3 8 5 4 4 2 5 •4
1 4 S 4 2 6 2 9
2 7 1 4 1 5 2 2 r*»c: 7 3
3 4 2 3 3 5 2 2 2 3 3
4 2 4 1 3 1 7
5 5 3 1 4 2 3 4
6 S 4 5 2 3 4 4
7 S 1 S S 3 8 3
3 3 1 4 1 4 1
9
_3_ _3_ 2 3 _1_
The
indicate
Test III
facts
.
numbers at the left of the table are multipliers . The
frequencies, for example, the fact 0x0 appears nine
of the Compass Diagnostic Tests :Form A uses seventy-se-
figures in the squares
times in this test,
yen multiplication
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Combination Test, The Public School Achievement Test : Arithmetic
Computation , the Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental Operations of
Arithmetic and Problem Solving by Reavis-Breslich, the Diagnostic
Test in Whole Numbers by Christofferson and Culler, the Wilson
Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic , and the Compass Di-
agnostic Tests in Arithmetic . Exhibit XVI shows the number of
fundamental facts and process steps appearing in these six tests.
These tests were administered to a group of one hundred high school
pupils during regular class periods#
The Pupils to Whom the Tests Were Administered
Permission was granted to the writer to do the necessary
testing for this study in her mathematics classes at Technical
High School in Springfield, Massachusetts. Since there were one
hundred eight pupils enrolled in these classes at the beginning
of the testing program, the writer decided that one hundred pupils
would be used for the testing program. Frequently pupils transfer
from the school or from a class so the eight extra cases were
needed to replace case studies which could not be completed before
the students withdrew from the classes.
The pupils used in this study represent an average group of
high school pupils. They are heterogeneously grouped in classes,
therefore, the range of their mental ability should approximate
a normal distribution. GRAPH II shows the distribution of
Henmon-Nelson I.Q’s of the one hundred pupils who served as
subjects for the testing program. The numbers in the horizontal
seale represent the I.Q.’s and those on the vertical scale
are the number of pupils, for example, eight pupils had an I.Q.
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between 85 and 89* The mean of 101.57 and the median of 104
± 1«25 are slightly above average. Scores on the Henmon-ffelson
Tests of Mental Ability tend to be slightly higher than those on
some other tests of mental ability. The correlation between I.Q. *s
of one hundred seventy-nine twelfth grade pupils on this test and
those on the Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental Ability is .806.
GRAPH II was placed in this study to indicate that the group of
pupils, whose work was diagnosed in this study, do not deviate to
any great degree from an average group of pupils.
All the pupils cooperating in this study were studying algebra
at one of three different semester levels. They represented class-
es from freshman to post graduates. The distribution of pupils
by grades was as follows:
Grade Humber of Pupils
10B 39
10A 46
11B 9
11A 4
Post Graduate 2
Total 100
Since the school in which the testing was done is a technical
high school, the majority of the pupils are boys. Of the one
hundred pupils participating in the testing program, twenty were
girls and eighty were boys.
Graph III shows the distribution of ages of the one hundred
high school students. The numbers in the vertical scale represent
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GRAPH II 102
SHOVING THE DISTRIBUTION OF HENMON-NELSON I.Q.'S OF THE ONE HUNDRED
PUPILS TO T 'HOM THE ARITHMETIC TESTS WERE ADMINISTERED
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ages In years and months. The figures in the horizontal scale
are the number of pupils. The graph is read as follows : two
pupils were between fourteen years four months and fourteen
years six months, four pupils were between fourteen years
seven months and fourteen years nine months, and so forth 0
Both the mean and the median ages were sixteen years#
GRAPHS II and III are included in this chapter to give
evidence that the pupils used in the testing program were an
average, unselected group with varying mental ability and
degrees of maturity. A group of this type was desired for the
study so that it would represent the pupils with whom the
average teacher is working. The classroom teacher must provide
for the individual differences of pupils with various degrees
of mental ability* To fulfill a diagnostic function, tests
should aid the teacher in discovering the difficulties of all
pupils who have been assigned to him or to her. For deter*
mining what relationship, if any, exists between a test in the
four fundamental processes of arithmetic in whole numbers and
its diagnostic power a typical, unseleoted group of one hundred
pupils served as subjects*
The Group Testing Program
To each of the one hundred pupils who cooperated in the
testing program the six tests representing types of arithmetic
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104GRAPH III
SHOEING THE DISTRIBUTION OF AGES OF THE ONE HUNDRED {HIGH SCHOOL
PUPILS
Atces
TO WHOM THE TESTS WE. E ADMINISTERED
14-4 to 14-6 *
14-7 to 14-9 t
14-10 to 15-0 * X % £ X 'X %
15-1 to 15-3 'k S2 * ££ M * % * *
13-4 to 15-6 £ HHH ^ •
13-7 to 13-9 * * * * S £ % % X ** * £
15-10 to 16-0 nuti
16-1 to 16-3 t * t X SO
16-4 to 16-6 $ os X
16-7 to 16-9 * * * *.
16-10 to 17-0 **
17-1 to 17-3 * * %
17-4 to 17-6 k
17-7 to 17-9 k £ £
17-10 to 16-0 k
18-1 to 18-3 k
18-4 to 18-6
18-7 to 16-9
18-10 to 19-0 k
19-1 to 19-3
19-4 to 19-6
19-7 to 19-9
19-10 to 20-0
20-1 to 20-3 k
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1314 15|
Number of pupils
dean age Is 16 years.
Median age is 16 years.
The numbers in the vertical scale are the ages in years and
months. The numbers in the horizontal scale represent the number
of pupils. Each square represents one pupil.
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tests in the four fundamental operations with whole numbers were
administered. To minimize the effect of practice a rotation sys-
tem was employed in administering the tests, for example, on the
first day of the testing one class was given the Diagnostic Test
in Whole Numbers by Chris tofferson and Guiler; another, the addi-
tion test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in Arith-
metic; another, Clapp's Number Combination Test; and the final
one, the division test of the Compass Diagnostic Test in Arithme-
tic. Throughout the testing period, such a system was maintained
so that practice would not affect the results to any greater de-
gree than necessary. Twelve separate periods of testing were
needed to administer all the tests. Each part of the Compass
Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic and the Wilson Inventory and Diag-
nostic Tests in Arithmetic was given on a different day. Each of
the other tests could be administered in one class period. So
that the results of a test would be reliable, it was desirable
that a period should not be extended beyond one class session. The
class periods in the school are forty minutes in length, in which
time the testing was accomplished. The maximum time permitted
for a part of an untimed test was, therefore, forty minutes.
In the case of the division test of the Compass Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic, a majority of the pupils could not complete
the test in the forty minute period. It seemed inadvisable to
give another testing period to this test because the pupils could
then compare results and invalidate the results of administering
the test. It seems that a group test in just one process should
be short enough for high school pupils to complete it in forty
minutes. Maximum time limits were adhered to in the giving of
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timed tests. In the case of untimed tests the pupils were allowed
to work until their tests were completed or until the end of the
class period, and the time consumed in doing each test was recorded.
After all the tests had "been administered, each test of each
pupil was studied by the writer in an attempt to discover the
errors or faulty habits that the written responses of each pupil
might reveal. To facilitate diagnosis and the recording of errors
or faulty procedures, the writer had the forms in Exhibits XVII
through XX printed. Only the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic provided the opportunity to record errors or
faulty habits. To have a uniform record of errors and faulty
\
procedures in addition for each test for each child, the form in
Exhibit XVII was used in diagnosing the written responses in each
addition test. The same thing was done for each process ; therefore
,
for each test there were four formsfone for each process) for each
child. This made a total of twenty-four forms for each child
when the work in four processes of six tests had been analyzed. A
tally was placed beside each error or faulty habit appearing in a
pupil 1 s work. Errors, which are not listed in Exhibits XVII
through XX and which were discovered in a pupil's written responses,
were added at the bottom of each form. Although an error might
occur more than once in a test, it was tabulated as one case of
error in determining the total number of pupils who displayed
evidence of a given error or faulty habit. After all the tests of
each child had been diagnosed as far as possible, and the findings
had been tallied on forms like those in Exhibits XVII through XX,
the program of individual testing was started.
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ANALYSIS OF ERRORS - ADDITION
1. Primary combinations missed
2. Upper decade facts missed
3. Counting, evidence of
4. Reading numbers incorrectly
5. Can’t keep unseen addends in mind
6. Gets lost in column work above figures
7. Omits addends
8. Confused by zeros
9. Gaps cause trouble
10. Skips about in adding
1 1. Facts come slowly, hesitatingly
12. Skips about for easy groupings
13. Reverses digits in putting down answer
14- Omits one of two-figure sum for left-hand column
15. Is bothered by dollar sign and decimal point
16. Fails to carry
17. Carries wrong digit
18. Places carried number as extra in answer . ...
19. Carries wrong amount, too many or too few
20. Carries when there is nothing to carry
21. Subtracts instead of adding
22. Has no regular habit, proceeding differently each time
23. Fails to observe column position
24. Derives unknown combination from known one
25
26
27
28 .
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EXHIBIT XVIII
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS - SUBTRACTION
1 . Adding instead of subtracting
2. Borrowing, failing to borrow when necessary
3. Borrowing, from second figure to left instead of first
4. Borrowing, increasing instead of decreasing minuend digit
5. Borrowing, not taking one away when borrowed
6. Borrowed too many; e.g
,
2 or 3 instead of 1
7. Borrowing, when unnecessary
8. Double borrowing
9. Triple borrowing
10. Combination errors, minuend under 10
11. Combination errors, minuend 10 to 18
12. Counting for answer
1 3 . Cross subtraction
14. Lefts, dangling lefts ignored
15. Lefts, vanishing lefts brought down
16. Minuend figure brought down
17. Minuend, figure of minuend taken from subtrahend
1 8. Process not understood
19. Remainder figures reversed
20. Remainder, one borrowed put as next figure in remainder
21. Subtrahend figure brought down
22. Not completing subtraction
23. Unknown combinations derived from known
24. Zero, when remainder is zero, bringing down figures of sub-
trahend or minuend
25 Zero, subtraction some number from (1=0
26. Zero, subtracting some number from 0— subtrahend figure
27. Zero, subtracting some number — 0
28. Dollars and cents
29
30
31
33 .
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EXHIBIT XIX
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS—MULTIPLICATION
1. Primary combinations
2. Zeros in multiplicand
3. Addition combination errors in carrying
4. Combination errors in adding partial products
5. Carried wrong number
6. Forgot to carry
7. Errors in carrying into zero
8. Put carried number in product
9. Misplacement in writing partial products
10. Columns confused in adding partial products
11. Multiplying by zero
12. Omitting zeros in partial product
13. Omitting one figure of multiplier
14. Omitting one figure multiplicand
15. Switching multipliers
16. Decimal point omitted or misplaced in product (United
States money)
17. Used wrong process, added or subtracted
18. Counted or said tables to get multiplication facts
19
20
21
22 .

EXHIBIT XX
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS - DIVISION
1. Division process not known, or not kept in mind,
general confusion
2. Division incomplete, all figures of dividend not used
3. Division facts not known
4. Bringing down figures, two figures brought down,
only one needed
5. Bringing down figures, failure to bring down next figure
6. Bringing down figures, wrong figure brought down
7. Bringing down figures, dividend figure brought down
a second time
8. Bringing down figures, annexing zero to dividend,
then bringing down
9. Divisor put as quotient in answer
10. Quotient figure too small
11. Quotient figure too large
12. Quotient figure put over wrong dividend figure
13. Quotient, wrong figure in quotient, but right
multiplier used
14. Quotient putting any figure in quotient, but making
last product equal last partial dividend
15. Quotient, not obtaining last quotient figure
16. Quotient, last figure when zero, not set down
17. Partial dividend, larger than divisor used, giving an
extra figure in quotient
18. Remainder, failure to subtract to get final remainder
19. Remainder not expressed in answer
20. Remainder, extra figure put in remainder
21. Remainder, not using a final zero, which forms part
of remainder
22. Remainder, larger than divisor
23. Zero omitted between figures of quotient
24- Zero within dividend ignored
25. Final zero in dividend ignored
26. Confused by dollar sign and decimal point
27. Inability to check the answer
28. Subtraction facts 0 to 9 (no borrowing)
29. Subtraction facts 10— 19 (borrowing)
30. Decreasing next figure, although no borrowing
31. Not decreasing next figure for one borrowed
32 Borrowing when unnecessary
33 Not completing rinal(left hand) subtraction
34- Multiplication facts, no carrying (other than 0)
35. Multiplication errors, when zero is involved
36. Multiplication errors, with carrying
37. Failure to carry in multiplying
38. Multiplication, carrying when there is none to carry
39. Repeatimg parts of multiplication table
40. Not completing multiplication missing one figure
41 Correct figure in quotient, but not used in multiplying
42. Carrying to answer a figure in mind as 37 : 7= 7
43. Zero -s- by some number=that number or 1

*11
The Pro gram of Individual Oral Testing
To obtain criteria for judging the diagnostic power of
group tests, the oral interview method of diagnosis is probably
1
the best available source. In a study of the comparative value
of two diagnostic techniques (1) the personal interview and
( 2 ) analysis of written responses, it was found that the"personal
interview and the analysis of written responses are equally satis-
factory only for the gross types of diagno sis f total examples miss-
ed, total number of faults detected, total number of faults of par-
ticular types). For these types of diagnosis, analysis of written
responses is to be preferred because of its conveniBnce-values,
When, however, diagnosis is that of the processes and difficulties
of individual children, the personal interview is both more re-
1
liable and more valid" • In this study, the findings derived from
the individual oral method of diagnosis serve as criteria for
judging the diagnostic power of group tests.
To discover as many of the errors and faulty habits as poss-
ible of the one hundred high school pupils to whom the group tests
had been administered, a program of individual oral testing was
arranged. The Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for the Funda-
mental Processes in Arithmetic were used in the oral interview
1, W. A. Brownell and B .Watson, "The Comparative Worth of Two
Diagnostic Techniques in
Arithmetic" Journal of Educational
Research, XXIX ( May
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method. These diagnostic charts cover a large number of funda-
mental facts and most of the process steps. Exhibit XXI shows
the frequency and distribution of the addition facts appearing in
the addition part of the charts. The numbers at the top of the
table are added to those at the left. The numbers in the squares
indicate frequencies, for example, the 0 and 6 appears twice in
the test. Sixty-four primary addition facts, fifty-two upper
decade facts, and six higher decade facts are used in the addition
section of the Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for the Fundamental
Processes in Arithmetic.
The table of subtraction facts in Exhibit XXII contains the
frequencies of the sixty-four subtraction facts which are found
in the subtraction test. The numbers to the left of the table
are subtracted from those across the top. The numbers in the
squares show the frequencies of the facts, for example, the fact
(18-9) is used twice in the test.
1. Ibid. p. 675
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The Table of multiplication facts in Exhibit XXII indicates
the frequency of the multiplication facts used in the multiplica-
tion part of the Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for the Fundamental
Processes in Arithmetic. The numbers to the left of the table
are the multipliers. The numbers in the squares are the frequen-
cies of the facts, for example, the fact 0x0 occurs five times
in the test.
The Table of division facts in Exhibit XXIII shows the
frequency of the even and uneven division facts in the division
section of the Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for Fundamental
Processes in Arithmetic. The numbers to the left of the table
are the dividends. The figures in the squares indicate frequen-
cies, for example, the combination 0 divided by 2 appears three
times in the test. Thirty- two even division facts and twenty-
three uneven division facts are used in the division part of the
Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for Fundamental Processes in
Arithmetic.
1
Brueckner discusses the factors which affect the reliability
and the validity of educational diagnosis. Among them are:(l)
the previous training and experience of the examiner, (2) the
frequency of a type of example in a test, (3) provision for the
sampling situations which include the known variables which are
most likely to affect the results. From his work in diagnosis
of errors in the multiplication of fractions, Brueckner proposes
that a valid diagnosis of difficulty or inability in arithmetic
• •••••••••• •••• ••• •••••••••••••••
1. L.J. Brueckner, "Validity and Reliability of Educational
Diagnosis" .Journal of Educational Research,
XXVI I f Sept emb er , T935T pp.1-10.
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is not probable on the basis of a test containing only one
example of a type. At least four examples should be used.
In order that the oral diagnostic program in this in-
vestigation might be as valid and as reliable as possible, the
factors affecting the reliability and the validity of educational
diagnosis as outlined by Brueckner were used in planning the oral
testing program. The Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for Funda-
mental Processes in Arithmetic are especially prepared and adapted
for oral diagnosis in arithmetic fundamentals. They include a
large number of fundamental combinations. Most of the process
steps are included, and the frequency of each process step is
usually two or more. The description of the process steps meas-
ured by all parts of the test may be found in TABLE XIII. There
is no provision in this test for measuring computation in examples
involving dollars and cents. In order that ability to compute
with dollars and cents in each of the four fundamental processes
of arithmetic with whole numbers could be measured, decimal points
and dollar signs were printed into three examples in each of the
fundamental processes of the Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for
Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic.
To supplement the material in the Buswell-John Diagnostic
Charts for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic, each child was
tested orally on the one hundred primary addition facts, the
one hundred primary subtraction facts, the one hundred multipli-
cation facts, the ninety even division facts, and the three hun-
dred upper decade facts in addition. The two facto rsfl) frequency
of types of examples and ( 2 ) provision of sampling situations which
-.
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include the known variables , seem to have been cared for in this
oral testing program in which were used the Buswell-John Diagnostic
Charts for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic and the oral testing
of fundamental facts.
The interview with each pupil opened with an explanation by
the writer of the purpose of the testing. Rapport was established
easily when the pupil was assured that the revelation of his methods
of work would not count against his mark in Algebra. It was ex-
plained to the pupil that a teacher's comprehension of his work
method would lead to a better understanding of his work and more
intelligent and sympathetic grading. After a pupil had been in-
formed of the purpose of the testing, the actual testing proceeded.
Each child was tested orally on the one hundred primary addition
facts, three hundred upper decade facts in addition, one hundred
primary subtraction facts, one hundred multiplication facts, and
ninety even division facts. This was accomplished by giving the
pupil a sheet of the combinations in each of the above classifica-
tions. The facts were arranged in heterogeneous order. The
writer had a test form like the pupil fs . As the student responded
and indicated any faulty habits, such as: counting, saying tables,
deriving a fact from a known fact, and so forth, or made errors;
the writer noted the findings on her test form. When a pupil
hesitated in giving a response, he was questioned on his pro-
cedure. In this way, the thought process or method of work of
each pupil was determined. Accurate information about each
pupil's knowledge of fundamental facts was obtained.
After a pupil had been tested orally on the fundamental
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combinations listed above, he was given the Buswell-John Diagnostic
Charts for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic. In this test he
worked the examples with pencil on the work-sheet and ’’did all his
thinking aloud.” The writer observed his work and recorded any
erroneous procedure or incorrect response on the teacher's diag-
nostic chart. Ho attempt was made to suggest ways of working or
to correct a pupil's faulty work habits. Frequently, only one
process was diagnosed during a period of testing so that fatigue
would not affect the results. This was necessary especially in
cases where many faulty procedures were employed, and the pupil
worked slowly. The time needed to test a pupil orally on the
one hundred primary addition facts, the three hundred upper decade
facts in addition, the one hundred primary subtraction facts, the
one hundred multiplication facts, the ninety even division facts,
and the Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for Fundamental Processes
in Arithmetic varied from one and a half hours to three and a
half hours depending on the work habits of a pupil. The same
procedure was followed for each of the one hundred pupils, who
participated in both the group testing program and the individual
oral diagnosis.
The cooperation of all the pupils was a significant feature
of the testing. They gave generously of their time and thoughts.
Such an extensive program of individual testing could not be
achieved in regular class periods. The pupils came to school
often as early as an hour before the regular school opening,
worked during their regular study periods, and remained after
the close of school. All the oral interviews took place before
school, during free periods of the writer and pupils, and after
.,
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school so that the presence of other people would not distract
the pupils or interfere with rapport.
The work was enjoyed hy both the pupils and the teacher.
After the testing of a pupil had been completed, the writer
discussed a pupil’s difficulties with him and suggested correct-
ive procedure. The pupils were vitally interested in discover-
ing how they had worked. Many of them had used a faulty method
so long that they were unaware of it and were astonished to learn
that other pupils used a different method. Others were somewhat
ashamed of their methods of work, but after the writer explained
probable reasons for their using such procedures, their mental
attitude toward mathematics changed.
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CHAPTER T
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
Introduction
As each group test of the one hundred high school pupils
participating in the testing was studied diagnostically to dis-
cover what errors or faulty habits the test would reveal, the
findings were tabulated on forms like those in Exhibits XYIi
through XX.’* The total frequency of each error or faulty hab-
it for each test was determined. Each pupil demonstrating an
error or faulty habit on a test was counted as one case. A
pupil might have repeated an error several times, but he was
considered as one frequency of the error. There were one hun-
dred pupils to whom the six group tests were administered,
therefore the highest possible frequency of any error or faulty
habit could be one hundred. The total frequency of each error
or faulty habit was translated into a percentage.
From the individual oral testing, the total frequency of
each error or faulty habit was calculated likewise. As in the
case of the group tests, each pupil who acknowledged that he
possessed a faulty habit or made an error was classified as one
frequency of the error or faulty habit. The total frequency of
each error or faulty habit was converted into a percentage. The
standard error of each percentage was determined by the formula
cases that occurred, and q equals 1-p. N is the total number of
case 8, which is one hundred in this study.
fl)
In this formula p represents the percentage of
1. H.E. Garrett Statistics in Psychology and Education New York:
Longmans, Green and Co. ,l£5$ pp.2E7
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Addition Process
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TABLE XIII shows the percentages of the one hundred high
school pupils having each error or faulty habit in addition of
whole numbers as revealed by the six group tests used in the
study and by individual oral diagnoses* For brevity and sim-
plicity, the tests are labeled by authors instead of titles
,
except in the case of the Compass Diagnostic Test which is
termed Compass in the table because there are four cooperating
authors of this publication*
TABLE XIII is read as follows: the addition test of the
Compass Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic revealed that forty-two
per cent ± *0494 of the one hundred high school pupils made
errors on the one hundred primary addition facts, forty-nine
per cent ^ *0500 made errors on the primary addition facts in
the addition test of Clapp's Humber Combination Test, and so
forth* Blanks in the table show that the error or faulty hab-
it was not revealed by that test f in the case of any pupil*
There are one hundred primary combinations in addition*
The error numbered (1) in TABLE XIII means that one or more of
the basic combinations were not known by the given percentages
of pupils. An analyzer of a pupil's written responses cannot
determine whether or not a pupil knows the fundamental facts
unless they are tested separately in a test, that is, if all
1* I. E. Garrett Statistics in Psychology and Education Hew York:
Longmans, Gre en and Co *75-955 pp.^27
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the examples in addition are of the column addition type, the
examiner oannot detect where the exact error was made* A pupil
may hare several incorrect responses in column addition and
still know his primary combinations* The difficulty may lie in
the upper decade combinations, in losing his place, or in omit-
ting a number in the process of skipping about for convenient
combinations of upper decade facts*
The second error in TABLE XIII is n upper decade facts not
known" • There are three hundred upper decade facts in addition
from 10 + 0 to 39 + 9 • If an examiner is to discover whether
or not a pupil knows these facts, they should be tested sepa-
rately in a written test* The same condition exists as for
primary addition facts; one oannot determine accurately that
a pupil does not know the upper decade facts merely because the
response to a column addition example is incorrect. There is a
positive correlation between the number of isolated upper dec-
ade facts which a written test measures and the power of a test
to reveal errors in upper decade facts in addition* This fact
can be established by looking at the specimen copies of the
test 8 in the appendix and the percentages of error on upper dec-
ade addition faots as shown for error (2) in TABLE XIII* Occa-
sionally a written test which does not contain isolated upper
decade facts, like the Reavis-Breslioh test, may reveal that a
pupil does not know certain upper decade faots because he writes
the answer to each fact in the example, for illustration:
8ic1t* 7a9 M,
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8 9
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did not know, therefor© accurate information about knowledge
of upper decade facte was obtained®
The faulty habit, "counting”, is number (3) in TABLE XIII®
For the analyzer of written responses, there is evidence of this
• • •
irregular procedure when groups of dots or marks, such as ...
111 ... or
443:4 are placed on the paper. This is, however, only one type of
counting. A pupil may count on his fingers, count by tapping,or
count mentally. Written responses do not reveal such procedures®
In the oral testing the pupils reported each fact which they
counted. If a pupil has not mastered a fact, he either counts
or derives the fact from a known fact#
The fourth cause of error, "reads numbers incorrectly",
cannot be determined from a written test except in the Compass
Diagnostic Test in which there are two opportunities. In part
4 of the Compass addition test, the pupils must copy and add
two examples which are given in horizontal form. From the ex-
amples which the pupils wrote in vertical form the writer dis-
covered three pupils who had made errors in reading and copying
the numbers.
The habit of writing numbers to be carried is not a serious
fault but nevertheless it should be discouraged. It can be de-
tected relatively easily from written tests. An illustration of
this procedure is 5655
3157
4918
stffor
Although this seems to be a persistent habit, the percentages of
pupils writing the numbers to be carried in group tests and in
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individual oral diagnosis are not identical. Some pupils real-
ise that this is a faulty procedure and write the numbers to be
carried very lightly and erase them when they have finished an
example
•
The sixth listing in TABLE XIII is "loses place in column
work". In such procedure the pupil loses his place when adding
a column and must add one or more of the columns again. The
probable cause for such weakness is that the pupil’s attention
span is too short. There is no evidence of this inefficiency
in a written group test. This faulty habit requires a pupil to
use more time for doing addition examples than he should need.
The next faulty habit in TABLE XIII is "omits one or more
digits". Rarely can this habit be discovered from a group test.
It may be assumed when a pupil writes each sum as he proceeds up
a column, and his figures indicate that he must have omitted a
digit as in the following example in which the 4 in the first
column seems to have been neglected: 79
34
,
68
A frequent cause of this error, as the oral testing revealed,
is that the pupil skips about for convenient groups of numbers,
and in so doing he omits a digit.
The habit of skipping about for convenient groups of digits
may be illustrated by the following example :
27
96
77
84
98
17
26
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The pupil hunts for oonibinations which he knows; for example, he
may pick out the three 7's, and two 6's, and then the 4 and 8*
He adds 21,12, and 12, Such procedure occurs when a pupil does
not know all the fundamental factB, and he attempts to do all
his addition with those facts which he knows fairly well. This
habit is a frequent source of error because a pupil is likely
to omit one or more digits or he may add the same digit in two
groups. Cases of this faulty procedure may be discovered from
written group tests only when a pupil writes the sums of his
groups beside the example. An illustration from a pupil*s work
The ninth error in TABLE XIII is "omits one of two-figure
stun". This is an error or oversight which would not result if
a pupil checked his work. An illustration of this error taken
from a pupil’s paper is 7 + 4 - 1.
Omitting or misplacing a decimal point can be discovered
only when a test in addition of whole numbers contains examples
in dollars and cents. Omission or misplacement of the decimal
point may result from inadequate training in the meaning and
purpose of the decimal point.
Error number (11), "fails to carry", can be detected rarely
in a written group test. This habit describes itself; a pupil
does not carry the required number into the next column. If, in
written work, a pupil usually writes each number to be carried
and fails to write one or more of the carried numbers with a
resulting error, one may be fairly certain in assuming that the
pupil has failed to carry.
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The error, "places carried number as an extra digit in answer",
was not a constant error among the one hundred pupils studied in
this investigation* It can be discovered readily from written re-
sponses as this problem illustrates* 47 In this example the 1
85
was placed as an extra digit in the 49 answer*
17l9
Error (13), "carried wrong amount ", means that a pupil does
not carry the right number from one column to another* A pupil
may add a column correctly as in the following example: <j/48
59
76
in which the amount to be carried is 2* In transferring the
number to the next column, the pupil changed the number to 3* This
error frequently occurs when the pupil adds the carried number last*
The analyzer of written responses can assume that "carrying the
wrong amount" is a cause of error when the wrong amount carried is
indicated on the paper* A diagnosis of this error is not reliable
because the pupil may have skipped a decade in his adding or may
have made some other error*
The faulty procedure of carrying when there is nothing to
carry can be discovered from written group tests when a pupil
writes the digits to be carried as in this example 42 which
71
82
/94
:
m
indicates that the pupil is carrying a 1 when there is nothing to
carry* If a pupil does not write the numbers which he carries,
the analyzer of written responses has no way of determining that
a pupil carries when there is nothing to carry*
Faulty habit (15), "derives unknown combinations from known
one 8", can be ascertained only by oral diagnosis. A fact may be
derived in the following manner : Suppose a pupil does not know
the response to 8+9* He may say "8 and 8 and add 1 more" or he
:
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may say "9+9 and take one away". Some pupils use the first
method; and others, the latter.
The hahit of splitting numbers develops from a pupils not
knowing some combinations or from irregular procedure at the in-
itial learning. This habit may be illustrated by the fact, 7+8.
A pupil may say 7+3*10, 10+6=15. The examiner must determine by
questioning why the pupil proceeds thus. Some pupils, in their
initial learning, seem to have been taught to add to 10 there-
fore they split each number to be added so that they have 10
and proceed from that point. Many pupils who do not split num-
bers in primary facts do so with upper decade facts. Frequently
pupils split numbers more than once; for example, in adding 18+9
they may say 18+2, 20+5,25+2. Such procedure necessitates the
adding of three facts and requires at least three times the
amount of time needed for adding one fact. In written work a
habit of this type can be detected only when the pupil indi-
cates his splitting of numbers on his paper®
Error (17) ."multiplying one digit and adding the others",
is an error which ocours when the pupil does not keep the proc-
ess in mind. An illustration of this faulty procedure is 4753
2623
7571
"Error in writing" as used in TABLE XIII means that the
pupil says one number and writes a different one. This source
of error can be discovered only in oral testing.
The error of omitting one or more columns in an addition
example had just one frequency in this investigation and there-
fore may be considered an error which resulted from a pupil 1 s
not checking his work.
Faulty habit (20) in TABLE XIII " adds oarried number last",
is a common source of error. The habit of adding the oarried
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number last means that a pupil adds the carried number after he
has found the sum of a column* This is a source of error because
a pupil is apt to forget the carried number entirely or to carry
the wrong amount since he must keep the number in mind for such
a long time* It would be easier to add the carried number first,
and this habit can be established easily. Analysis of written
responses does not yield information about the habit of adding
carried numbers last.
The faulty procedure of adding the carried number irregular-
ly means that a person adds the carried number in various places
in columns. His procedure is not consistent; he may add the car-
ried number first, last, or wherever he can find a convenient
combination in a column. This habit was not so prevalent among
the oases in this study as the habit of adding the oarried num-
ber last. It is significant .however, because it indicates that
pupils do not have systematic work habits and have not mastered
the fundamental facts in addition. Written group tests do not
indicate this irregular procedure, which easily leads to error,
because the pupil may omit the carried number or add it more than
once.
The frequency of error 22 in TABLE XIII shows that it is an
uncommon error. This procedure of adding the same digit in two
columns occurs in examples in which the number of digits is not
the same in all the addends. An illustration of this error is
the following example : 22. In most cases, this error can be
3
F
recognized in the responses to written group tests.
The faulty habit of adding the carried number twice cannot
be discovered from the written responses to group tests. This
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procedure 1b closely allied to the habit of adding the carried
number at irregular places in columns*
Error 24, "adds the same digit twice", means that in proceed-
ing up or down a column a pupil adds the same digit twice* Sup-
pose a pupil were to add 8,7,9, and 3* He might say 8 and 7 are
15, 15 and 9 are 24, 24 and 9 are 33 and 3 are 36* In his work-
ing of the example, the pupil added the 9 twice although it ap-
peared but once in the example* The analyzer of written re-
sponses cannot determine that this procedure has happened be-
cause an error in a sum may be the result of incorrect responses
to fundamental facts* Among the group of students who were the
subjects in the study, this error was not common.
The error of not using the right process was also an unusual
error among the oases in this investigation. The reason for this
error may be that the pupil did not read the directions or that
he did not concentrate on the task at hand.
The last error in TABLE XIII, "not completing an example",
may be caused by hasty work without checking. Incorrect answers,
resulting from not completing examples, can be located easily in
written group tests.
TABLE XIII shows that all the tests except the one by Reavis-
Breslich revealed that some pupils did not know one or more of the
primary addition facts. Clapp* s Humber Combination Test, which
measures the one hundred primary addition facts, indicated the
largest percentage of pupils who did not know the primary addi-
tion facts. The test which contains the greatest number of iso-
lated primary addition facts seems to be the most diagnostic as
far as these facts are concerned. The same conclusion may be
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stated about the diagnostic power of a group test in respect to
the upper decade facts in addition# The Compass Diagnostic Test
in addition measures the largest number of isolated upper decade
facts and yields the largest percentage of error on these facts#
The Wilson test here used is the AP Test, which can be given
in a few minutes. When this test reveals errors, Wilson recom-
mends that it be followed by Test A-l (100 primary addition facts)
and Test A-3 (300 upper decade combinations)* The above discussion
indicates that this is good practice# In the present study, however,
the AP Test alone is evaluated as to its diagnostic power#
After obtaining the number of pupils having each error or
faulty habit in addition of whole numbers from the group tests and
from individual diagnosis, it was necessary to determine whether
or not the group tests and individual diagnosis differed signifi-
cantly in diagnostic power, that is, in the number of errors or
faulty habits revealed. By the analysis of variance technique, it
was found that the various group tests and individual diagnosis
differ significantly in the degree to which they indicate errors
or faulty habits of pupils in the addition of whole numbers#
The following data on the errors and faulty habits of one
hundred high school pupils in addition of whole numbers, as indica-
ted by six group tests and individual oral diagnosis were obtained.
Degrees Sum Mean
SOURCE of of
Freedom Squares Square
Between means of columns in TABLE XIII 6 5960.3570 993.3928
Within columns of TABLE XIII 175 25843.3092 147.6760
Total 181 31803.6662 175.7108
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To determine whether or not the variances may have arisen by
ohanoe, the writer employed Fisher's function z which is % loge
2 ( 1 ) 2
Si Si
• For the above data
_
_ 6*73 and z - *95329. For
?
Sg
( 2 )
181 aiid 6 degrees of freedom in Fisher’s table, the writer
*2
found the 5$ point to be .3706 and the Vf> point to be .5162 •
Since the obtained z of .95329 is beyond the one to be expected
in even one per cent of the samples on the basis of ohanoe
fluctuation, the various group tests used in this study and indi-
vidual oral diagnosis differ significantly in diagnosis of errors
and faulty habits in the addition of whole numbers.
-fS)
Use of the unbiased correlation ratio, Kelley's
,
gives
the same result as Fisher's z and shows the strength of relation-
,As cl*
ship as well as its significance. The formula for f is 1—
,
sr
in which Sc. represents the variance within columns; and Sp ,the
total population variance. From the data in TABLE Kill, one de-
rives an ( of .16 and an £ of .40 • In Kelley's table of ,
for 181 and 6 degrees of freedom, one finds a 5$ point of .0375
and a 1# point of .0605 • This tells the same story as Fisher's
z because the obtained (f'ot .16 is beyond the 1% point.
1. C.C.Peters and W.R. Tan Toorhis
Statistical Procedures and Their Mathematical Bases
$ew York : MeCraw Hill Book Company, lnc.,l9 46. pp. 336
2. G.U.Yule and M. G.Kendall
An Introduction to the Theory of Statistics London:
SEarles Griffin and Company ,Limited, 1937. pp. 538-539
3. T.L. Kelley "An Unbiased Correlation Measure". Proceedings of
Kational Academy of Science. XXI (1935). pp. 554-559
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After discovering that the six group tests and individual
oral diagnosis differ significantly in the power to diagnose
errors and faulty habits in addition of whole numbers, it is
essential to evaluate the diagnostic power of each group test.
One must compare the percentages of errors and faulty habits,
which each test reveals, with some criterion. In this study,
the findings of individual oral diagnosis serve as criteria
for evaluating the diagnostic power of each group test. As noted
1
on page 115 » Brueckner has cited the factors which affect
the reliability and validity of educational diagnosis; namely,
(1) the previous training and experience of the examiner,
(2) the frequency of a type of example in a test, and (5) pro-
vision for the sampling situations which include the known
variables. The criterion used for evaluating the diagnostic
power of group tests used in this study seems to fulfill the
above qualifications. (1) The writer, who was the examiner,
has specialized in corrective arithmetic and has taught mathe-
matics at various grade levels for more than ten years.
(2) The frequency of a type of example in the Buswell-John
Diagnostic Charts for fundamental Processes in Arithmetic is
usually two or more. (3) Adequate provision seems to have been
made for the various sampling situations because the major
process steps were included and all the fundamental combina-
tions were measured.
1. L. J. Brueckner "Validity and reliability of Sducational
Diagnosis", Journal of Sducational research
.
XXVII (September, 19337, pp. 1-10.
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It is essential to learn whether or not significant dif-
ferences exist between the percentages of errors or faulty habits
revealed by each group test and the percentages of errors or
faulty habits which the individual oral testing showed to exist.
TABLE XIV shows the differences between the percentages of
errors or faulty habits in addition, as revealed by each group
test and by individual oral diagnoses, divided by the standard
errors of the differences in the percentages. The formula used
to find the standard error of the difference between the two
(1)
percentages was <rdp rl . in which p is the standard
error of one percentage, p is the standard error of the other
percentage. The standard error of each percentage was calculated
by the formula <rp —i in which p equals the percentage/IT
of occurrence of an error or faulty habit; q equals 1-p; and
N equals the number of cases. The difference between each two
percentages was divided by the standard error of the difference
between the two percentages. For application of the above
formulas, consider the percentages of pupils not knowing the
primary addition facts, as revealed by the Compass Diagnostic
Test and by individual oral diagnoses. From TABLE XIII one
reads that these percentages are forty- two and seventy-three
,
respectively. The standard error of .42 is .0434, and the
standard error of .73 is .0444. Using the formula
the following example results: <rdp - \/( .0434 f+C •0^4'41^ •
The result of this computation is .062. The difference between
.73 and .42 is .31. Dividing the difference between the percen-
tages (.31) by the standard error of the difference between the
1. H.E. Garrett Statistics in Psychology and Education . New York:
Longmans, Green and Co
.
,1939
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TABLY XIV
i
Tn- 3 Of I.Ha PJ.RG3NIA j25 . 3RR0RS AND FAULTY HaBITS IN ADDITION a3 iUVI LCD EY BACH GROUP TBST AND EY INDIVIDUAL uiAGNOSY:
Brror or Faulty Habit Gompass Glapp Ghrlstofferson Orleans Rsavis-Breslicn
.Vi Ison
Primary combinations not known 3 . uu *• 3.58- 8
. 20 * 14.58* 16.59*
2. Upper decade facts not known 9. 22 99'.00> 99.00 •• 70.00* 46.00*
1 . I A
--
70.00*
3. Gounting 6 . 07* 6.57-- 6. 25 •- 6.43* 7.84* 5. 60*
4. Reads numbers incorrectly • 38 2. GO 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
5. Writes numbers to be carried 1.52 7.76--
.90 1.67 1.67
• 59
6. Loses place in column work 5.46 5. Ac- 5.4 5.48* 5.46*
7. Omits one or more dibits 4 . 1
7
4.17- 4.17* 4. 17 - 4.17* 3.76*
c. Skips about for convenient roups
*
5.0S- 9.00* 7.09* 9.00* b.45* 6.32*
9. Omits one of two-figure sum
[
OO
1
—1 1.00 1.00
• 58
10. Omits or misplaces decimal point 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00" 2.00
11. Fails to carry 5. 83 * 6.52 6.52* 6. 52* 6.52 * 6.52*
12. Places carried number as extra digit in answer 1.00 1.00
•
1.00 1.00 1.00
.58
13. Garries wrong amount 2.50 5.00* 5 . 00 * 5.00* 5.00 * 3-56*
14. Garries when there is nothing to carry 3.33 - 3.33* 3. 33* 3.33* 3.33* 2.00
15. Derives unknown combination from known one 2.80 2.8,0 2.60 2.80 2.80 2.80
16. Splits numbers 4. 76* 5.12* 5.12* 5.12* 5.12* 5.12*
17. Multiplies one digit and adds others 1.76 1.00 1.76 1.00 1.76 1.76
18. Brror in writing 2.27 2.27 2.27 2.27 2. 27 2.27
19. Omits one or more columns 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
20. Adds carried number last 7.02* 7.02* 7.02* 7.02* 7.02* itCMO
21. Adds carried number irregularly 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96
22. Adds same digit in two columns .58 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
23. Adds carried number twice 1.76 1.76 1.76 1. 76 1.76 1.76
24. Adds same digit twice 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
25. Subtracts instead of adding • 1.00
26. fixampl a not, nompl atari 1.41 1.00
Th-Is table Is read as follows: the difference between tne
percentage of pupils not knowing the primary addition facts as
revealed by the Gompass Diagnostic lest and the percentage
which individual diagnoses revealedjdivided by the standard error
of that difference is 5-00. A D/rfc of 3.00 is considered significant
Significant differences are marked with asterisks.
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percentages (.062), the result Is 5.00. It is customary to
take a D/^ of three as evidence of significant difference*
In TABLE XIV those D/^'s of three or more are marked with
asterisks to facilitate reading the table.
TABLE XIV shows that for many errors or faulty habits
significant differences exist between the percentages reveal-
ed by the group tests and by individual oral diagnoses. When
there is a significant difference between the percentage of
errors revealed by a group test and the percentage of errors
shown by individual oral testing, it is probable that the
group test does not yield sufficient information about the
specific disabilities or weaknesses of the pupils in respect
to that particular error. From reading TABLE XIV it is ap-
parent that not one of the group tests in addition revealed,
adequately, the following errors or faulty habits :
(1) primary combinations not known
(2) upper decade facts not known
(3) counting
(4) loses place in column work
(5) omits one or more digits
(6) skips about for convenient groups
(7) fails to carry
(8) splits numbers
(9) adds carried number last
All the group tests except the Compass Diagnostic Test
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differ significantly from individual oral diagnosis in showing
that pupils carry the wrong amount. There is no special con-
struction in the Compass Diagnostic Test to aid in locating this
error and, therefore, the Compass Diagnostic Test cannot he
credited with any special diagnostic power as far as this error
is concerned. The same statement may he made about the AP Test
of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests, which did not differ
significantly from individual oral testing in revealing cases pf
carrying when there is nothing to carry.
Clapp’s Humber Combination Test which measures only knowledge
of primary facts does not indicate the habit of writing the num-
bers to be carried. All the other group tests have the power to
reveal this faulty habit.
Although the group tests differed significantly from in-
dividual oral diagnosis in revealing many errors and faulty
habits, one must recognize that the percentages of errors or
faulty habits revealed by the group tests vary greatly, for
example, the range of percentages on the first error in TABLE XIII,
"primary combinations not known", is from zero to forty-nine.
It is evident, therefore, that some of the tests vary in their
diagnostic power when the primary addition facts are considered.
To determine the diagnostic power of each of the addition
tests of the group tests, the percentages of errors or faulty
habits revealed by each test were correlated with the percentages
of errors or faulty habits which the individual oral testing
showed to exist. The findings from individual oral diagnosis
of the work of one hundred high school pupils serve as criteria
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for evaluating the diagnostic power of the group tests in
addition. The correlation of these findings,was calculated
^ r c
^
by the product-moment method with the formula r - ^ -1L •
rx
€y
The probable error of each correlation coefficient was calculated
by the formula PE r * ^ 7 ^
^
T H7~
Each of the following coefficients of co rrelation was
calculated by the product-moment method, and the data revealed
by each test were correlated with the data obtained from individual
oral diagnoses:
r PEr
Compass Diagnostic Test .8$ .63
AP Test of the Wilson Inventory and
Diagnostic Tests
.46 .11
Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by
Christofferson and Guiler
.45 .11
Clapp's Number Combination Test .46 .11
Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental
Operations of Arithmetic and in
Problem Solving by Heavis-Breslieh
.23 .13
Public School Achievement Test .18 .13
The coefficient of correlation for the Compass Diagnostic Test
differs significantly from the other coefficients of correlation,
and, therefore, this test may be said to have greater power for
diagnosing the addition process than the other group tests used
in this study, to represent the major types of tests of whole
numbers in the four fundamental processes of arithmetic.
1. Ibid. pp. 270
2. Ibid. pp. 280
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From the findings presented in TABLE XIV and from the
coefficients of correlation, it seems that the following con-
clusions may be made :
(1) a test of special diagnostic construction like the Compass
Diagnostic Test is significantly superior for diagnosis in addi-
tion of whole numbers*
(2) no written group test>- is completely diagnostic, that is, it
do 68 not reveal all the disabilities or weaknesses of all pupils*
(3) a written group test which contains many process steps is
more diagnostic than a written group test which contains just a
few process steps in addition.
(4) a written group test in addition which contains a great number
of the fundamental facts is probably little more diagnostic than
one which contains a relatively small number of fundamental facts
unless these facts are measured as isolated facts.
(5) a written group test in addition of whole numbers which
measures just a few process steps does not yield an adequate
diagnosis.
(6) a written group test in addition must be devised so that it
will aid the teacher in discovering those errors or faulty habits
which none of the group tests adequately revealed. These errors
and faulty habits will probably be revealed by a written group
test in which the pupils are asked to show their thought pro-
cesses.
Subtraction Process
TABLE XV shows the percentages of one hundred high school
pupils having errors or faulty habits in subtraction of whole
numbers as revealed by the six group tests used in this inves-
tigation and by individual oral testing. The standard error of
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each percentage, calculated by the formula ex“
pressed beside the percentage. The tests are listed by authors
except the Compass Diagnostic Test which is labeled "Compass”.
This table is read as follows: on the Compass Diagnostic Test
six per cent of the pupils added instead of subtracting, on
Clapp's Kumber Combination Test, three per cent of the pupils
added instead of subtracting, and so forth.
Adding instead of subtracting is listed as the first in-
correct procedure in TABLE XT. The reason for using the wrong
process is probably that the pupil did not read the directions
carefully. Occasionally a pupil reverts to the addition pro-
cess in the middle of a subtraction test. One reason for such
procedure is that subtraction examples closely resemble some
addition examples, and the pupil does not keep the process in
mind. Another reason is that the addition process was taught
before the subtraction process, and generally more drill was
given on addition than on subtraction, therefore, the addition
process is foremost in the minds of many pupils. All the written
group tests revealed cases of pupils who added instead of sub-
tracting.
The second faulty habit in TABLE XT, "borrows from the second
figure to the left instead of the first", may be illustrated by
/ it
the following example : 4£6fc
-1169M3
In this example borrowing is necessary for subtracting the 9 from
the 2. Instead of borrowing from 6, the pupil borrowed from 2.
Among the one hundred pupils studied by the writer this was not
a common procedure. It occurred only in examples like the one
above in which borrowing from the 6 would have disturbed the easy
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combination
,
6-6. The occurrence of such erroneous procedure
indicates that the pupil does not comprehend the borrowing pro-
cess.
The faulty habit, "increasing instead of decreasing the min-
uend digit when borrowing” may be explained by this example:
-1834
IZZZ
The pupil increased the 2 instead of decreasing it when borrowing
to subtract 8 from 13. In analysis of written responses this pro-
cedure can be detected only when the pupil indicates his borrowing
procedure on his paper as in the example above. The reason for
making this error is that the pupil confuses two or more methods
of subtraction.
A common cause of error among the cases in this study was
"not taking one away when it was borrowed”. An illustration of
this erroneous procedure is 4326
,
in which example the pupil
-2219
iirr
should have taken 1 away from the 2 in the minuend. Group tests
which include examples in which borrowing is necessary generally
indicate this faulty habit.
In TABLE XT, faulty habit 5, "borrowed 2 or 3 instead of 1”,
may be detected in group tests when the pupil indicates his borrow-
ing process. An illustration of this error is the following ex-
ample: 4543
-2319
The jjupil took 2 away from the 4 when he borrowed. This error may
be caused by a pupil’s not knowing the subtraction fact, 4-1; but
in many cases, it is caused by a lack of comprehension of borrowing.
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If a borrowing error is constant, the child probably does not
understand the process.
Another faulty habit related to the borrowing process is
"decreasing the next figure although no borrowing is necessary."
The following example, in which the pupil borrowed unnecessarily
vT
from the 6 demonstrates the procedure : 78$5 • This error was
-4723
3T3
2
more common in the responses on three of the group tests than in
the individual oral testing. This was probably caused by too
rapid work and no checking of the work by the pupils.
Error 7 in TABLE XV, "double borrowing", means that error
occurs in the borrowing process in an example requiring double
borrowing. An example necessitating double borrowing is 380
- 296
in which one must borrow from the 8 and from the 3. On a written
group test there is evidence of a pupil’s being unable to cope
with this situation when the pupil indicates in the example his
borrowing process. Many different erroneous methods may appear
in the work of pupils who do not understand the process of double
borrowing.
Triple borrowing includes the same steps as double borrowing
with one additional instance of borrowing. An example in which
triple borrowing is necessary is 68730 . Errors in triple
-46955
borrowing may take various forms, such as: taking the minuend fig-
ures from the subtrahend figures, increasing instead of decreasing
the minuend digits when borrowing, and so forth. All such errors in
triple borrowing indicate inability to meet the situation. Such
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deviations in method often occur in double and triple borrowing
and not in single borrowing.
The ninth error in TABLE XV,” combinations, minuend under 10,
not known", explains itself. There are one hundred primary sub-
traction facts. They have been divided into two groups in this
study- those which have a minuend under 10 and those which have a
minuend from 10 to 18. In the former group, the minuends contain
one digit, and in the latter group, the minuends have two digits.
In a written group test, errors in responses to the primary sub-
traction combinations with minuends under 10 can be discovered
even though the test does not measure them as isolated facts as
the following example illustrates: 6543 • All the group tests
- 4323
reveal that some of the pupils did not know some of the primary
subtraction facts. The group tests did not reveal the same per-
centage of errors as the individual oral diagnoses did, because
in the individual oral testing, the pupils designated the facts
which they counted or derived from other facts. On a written
group test a pupil may not know a fact, but his response may be
correct because he derives the answer by some method which is
considered a faulty habit.
For error 10, "combinations, minuend 10 to 18, not known",
the percentages are higher than for the combinations with minuends
under 10. The facts with minuends from 10 to 18 are more difficult.
In analyzing written responses on group tests, one cannot discover
lack of mastery of the subtraction facts with minuends from 10
to 18 unless the facts are measured as isolated facts. To illustrate.
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in this example 6535 the analyzer cannot determine whether the
-3678W
incorrect digit (6) in the answer was caused by the pupil’s not
knowing the fact 12-7 or by an error, in borrowing. The group
tests which measure the largest number of isolated primary sub-
traction facts revealed the largest percentages of pupils, who
did not know these facts.
Although fifty per cent of the one hundred pupils confessed
that they counted subtraction combinations; the group tests, as
shown in faulty habit 11, revealed but one or two per cent. It is
evident that just one or two pupils employed the method of counting
by making marks or dots on their papers.
Faulty habit 12 in TABLE XY," dangling lefts ignored", may be
illustrated by the following example : 1546 in which the 1 in the
-378
36S
minuend is a dangling left. Group tests reveal this faulty habit
if they contain dangling lefts.
The faulty habit termed "vanishing lefts brought down" may be
explained by this example : 12866
,
in which the 1 in the minuend
-9029
13837
vanishes. If this faulty procedure occurs, the 1 is brought down.
Among the oases in this investigation, this erroneous method of
work was not common.
The faulty procedure of bringing down the minuend figure
means that in response to a subtraction combination, the pupil
gives the minuend figure • This error may happen because the
minuend digit is foremost in the pupil's mind, for example, for
the fact 7-3 the pupil may say 3 from 7 and accidentally write 7*
10 -'.
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Individual oral testing did not reveal thiB faulty habit, but
some of the group tests did. These were probably errors caused
by haste and lack of checking.
"Figure of minuend taken from subtrahend" is the fifteenth
error or faulty habit in TABLE XT • An illustration of this er-
ror is 387 • In this example the pupil subtracted the 8 in the
-296
ITT
minuend from the 9 in the subtrahend. Among a few pupils this
was a persistent habit in examples in which borrowing is neces-
sary. Written group tests reveal this type of error.
"Subtrahend figure brought down" means that the pupil gave
the subtrahend figure in response to a subtraction combination.
In writing the answer to the fact 7-1, the pupil gave the answer
1. This was probably caused by hasty work and no ohecking. This
error can be reliably diagnosed in written responses only when
there is a large difference between the correct responses and
the subtrahend figure.
Error 17, "not completing subtraction", was not a frequent
source of error among the pupils who served as subjects in this
investigation except on the Compass Diagnostic Test. This error
may be explained by a pupil* s work in the following example :
4700. In the response to this example, the extreme left digit
-1432
6 is missing.
Faulty habit 18 in TABLE XT, "derives unknown combination
from known one", can be discovered only by oral diagnosis. If a
pupil has this faulty habit, he calculates the responses to the
combinations which he does not know, from those which he knows.
To illustrate, a pupil does not know the response to 16-7. He
may say 16-8 and add 1.
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Error 19, "subtracting some number from zero equals zero",
was not a frequent error among the subjects of this study, but
it was a constant error* For an explanation of this error, con-
sider the following example : 4700.
,
in which the pupil wrote 0
-1432
3306
when subtracting 2 from 0* This'error results when a pupil does
not comprehend the meaning of zero and the process of borrowing
when zero is in the minuend* This source of error can be discov-
ered in written group tests which contain examples with zeros in
the minuends*
Error 20, "subtracting some number from zero equals subtra-
hend figure", is explained by this example: 4700. in which the
-1432
pupil wrote two subtrahend figures instead of doing the necessa-
ry borrowing and subtracting. One pupil made this error in the
oral testing and on all the written group tests which had examples
of this type* Another pupil made this error on the Public School
Achievement Test, but this was a chance error* A written group
test will reveal this error if it contains examples with zeros in
the minuend and numbers other than zero in the subtrahend* The
reason for a pupil* s making such an error consistently is that he
has never been taught this step in the subtraction process*
"Zero subtracted from some number equals zero" was a more
frequent source of error in this study than either of the two
zero difficulties previously described* This error is illus-
trated by the fact 7-0 to which the pupil responded 0* The
cause of this error is lack of comprehension of the meaning of
zero and its function* Written group tests reveal this error
to the degree to which they contain examples with zeros in
the subtrahends*
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Error 22, "omits or misplaces decimal point", is revealed
only by those written group tests which contain examples in
dollars and cents. A reason for a pupil* s misplacing or omit-
ting a decimal point in subtraction of dollars and cents may be
too hasty work without checking. Misplacing the decimal point
may result from confusing the subtraction of dollars and cents
with the multiplication and division of decimal fractions.Many
pupils have a vague idea that there are some rales to follow
but cannot remember the rules.
"Reads numbers incorrectly" was a source of error as re-
vealed by the Compass Diagnostic Test which has two examples in
horizontal form. The pupils are asked to copy and work the ex-
amples. In the following example which is taken from the SP
Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests, it seems re-
liable to diagnose that the pupil misread the number; 7849.
-1991
This seems to be a reliable diagnosis especially when a pupil's
responses to the other examples in the test are accurate.
Error 24, "puts an extra zero in answer", was a careless
error among the subjects in this investigation. It is illustra-
ted by the following example: 15098. This may have been caused
-8078
7Q020
by the pupil* s losing his place in the example and subtracting
the same two digits twice. Written group tests reveal this error.
The error, "multiplies instead of subtracting ", was an unnec-
essary error among the responses analyzed on the written group
tests. This error results from a pupil's not reading the direc-
tions or from his not keeping the process in mind. Written
group tests reveal this error when it occurs.
"Divides instead of subtracting" was also a chance error.
This error can be detected readily in the responses to a group
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test* It happens most commonly In examples which are written
in horizontal form.
Error 27 in TABLE XT, "uses same digit in two columns 11 , is
explained by the following work of a pupil: 59. In this exam-
-2
17
pie, the pupil subtracted the 2 from both the 9 and the 5.
This error cannot be diagnosed reliably in a written group test.
If this same example and response appeared on a written group
test, the analyzer could not be certain that this procedure oc-
curred. It may be that the pupil misread the 5.
The faulty habit, "splits numbers", can be discovered only
in oral testing. The following illustration is taken from the
work of a pupil who uses the additive method. In responding to
16-7, he 8aid,"7 and 3 are 10; add 6 more; 6 and 3 are 9."
Error 29 in TABLE XT, "omits one or more columns", was not a
common error among the subjects in this investigation. It is il-
lustrated by the following work of a pupil: 292. ,in which a
184
lZ.8
blank was left for the response to the second column. Written
group test 8 will reveal suoh erroneous procedure.
An "error in writing", as used in this study, means that a
pupil says one number and writes a different one. This error can
be detected only in oral diagnosis.
The final error in TABLE XT, "uses additive method, does not
increase subtrahend figure when previous minuend figure is ten",
can be diagnosed only in oral testing. Generally the method of
subtraction used by a pupil can be determined only by oral di-
agnosis. A pupil who uses the additive method would think as
follows when he computes this example: 950.
,
"6 and 4 make 10,
-321
8 and 7 equal 15. 4 and 5 equal 9." Failure to increase
a subtrahend figure when the previous minuend figure was 10 was
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the source of error for one pupil in this investigation#
Analysis of variance technique was employed to test the
hypothesis that the six group tests in subtraction of whole
numbers and individual oral diagnosis differ significantly
in diagnostic power# The data in TABLE XV yielded the fol-
lowing information:
Degrees Sum Mean
SOURCE of of
Freedom Squares Square
Variance between means of columns 6 2676.0871 446.0145
in TABLE XV
Tarianoe within columns 210 27909.0697 132.9
in TABLE XV
Total 216 30585.1568 141.598
By using Fisher's z, the method described under the ad-
dition process, the writer obtained a z of .6059 7. The 5fo
point for 216 and 6 degrees of freedom is .3706, and the 1$
point is #5152. Since the obtained z of .60597 is beyond the
Vf> point, the six group tests used in this study and individ-
ual oral diagnosis differ significantly in their power to di-
agnose errors and faulty habits in the subtraction of whole
numbers#
To determine whether or not significant differences exist
between the percentages of errors and faulty habits as revealed
by a group test and the percentages of errors and faulty habits
indicated by individual oral diagnoses, the difference between
each pair of corresponding percentages was found. This differ-
ence was divided by the standard error of the difference which
was computed with the formula ^ • A difference,
divided by the standard error of the difference
,
of three or
more is considered significant#
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TABLE XVI shows the results of dividing the difference be-
tween each two corresponding percentages by the standard error
of that difference* In each case the percentage of errors or
faulty habits as revealed by a group test has been subtracted
from the corresponding percentage of errors or faulty habits
indicated by individual oral diagnoses* A difference divided
by the standard error of that difference of three or more is
marked by an asterisk*
TABLE XVI is read as follows: the difference between the
percentage of pupils adding instead of subtracting on the Com-
pass Diagnostic Test and the percentage of pupils adding in-
stead of subtracting in the individual oral testing, divided
by the standard error of that difference, is 1*03*
None of the written group tests used in this study was
sufficiently diagnostic in respect to counting and revealing
lack of mastery of the combinations with minuends 10 to 18,
Unless the combinations with minuends 10 to 18 are tested as
isolated facts, the analyzer of written responses cannot as-
certain reliably that a pupil does not know them. When they
appear as elements in an example, the examiner cannot deter-
mine if the source of error lies in not knowing the facts or
in difficulty with borrowing. Clapp T s Humber Combinations
Test measures all the primary subtraction facts as isolated
facts, but it does not necessarily indicate knowledge of the
facts when a pupil's responses are correct* The correct ans-
wers may have been derived by counting*
Counting in the subtraction process cannot be discovered
from the written work of most pupils. The habit of indicating
counting on paper is not so prevalent in subtraction as in
addition*
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Significant differences exist between the percentages re-
vealed by the Compass Diagnostic Test and the percentages in-
dicated by individual oral testing for the following errors
and faulty habits:
(1) double borrowing
(2) triple borrowing
(3) combinations, minuend 10 to 18, not known
(4) counting
(5) not completing subtraction
Although the Compass Diagnostic Test breaks examples into
constituent elements, it is difficult for one to locate the
specific disability in double and triple borrowing. The test
does not aid in diagnosing the borrowing process of the pupil.
The only explanation that can be given for the large per-
centage of pupils not completing the subtraction in examples
in the Compass Diagnostic Test is that the test looks very long
to pupils. They proceed in great haste so that they will be
sure to complete the test, and then do not check their work.
Clapp’s Humber Combination Test has no diagnostic power
for locating borrowing difficulties because it contains no
examples requiring borrowing. It also does not have the power
to reveal the error of ignoring a dangling left because it con-
tains no examples with dangling lefts in them. A significant
difference exists between the percentages for the error "zero
subtracted from some number equals zero". This does not seem
logical because Clapp’s Humber Combination Test contains the ten
primary subtraction facts with zero in the subtrahend. It seems,
however, that pupils are more apt to make errors when these facts
are parts of larger examples than when the facts are isolated,,
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In addition to the two sources of error which none of the
group tests adequately diagnose^., the Diagnostio Test in Whole
numbers by Christofferson and Guiler did not yield a sufficient
diagnosis on the combinations with minuends under ten.
The Public School Achievement Test by Orleans did not have
enough process steps to reveal specific borrowing disabilities.
It did not yield adequate information about knowledge of the
primary subtraction facts because it measured just eighteen of
them. Since this test contains no subtraction examples in whole
numbers with dangling lefts, it cannot aid in locating errors
from this source. The Public School Achievement Test also failed
to indicate the difficulty, "zero subtracted from some number equals
zero"
.
The subtraction test by Reavis and Breslich is a timed test.
One and a half minutes are allowed for computing twenty examples
with three-place subtrahends and three-or four-place minuends. In
this given time the pupils could not do sufficient work to reveal
many of their disabilities. There are significant differences
between the percentages revealed by this test and the percentages
obtained from the individual oral testing for the following errors
and faulty habits :
(1) not taking one away when borrowed
(2) double borrowing
(3) triple borrowing
(4) combinations, minuend under ten, not known
(5) combinations, minuend 10 to 18, not known
f 6 ) counting
(7) zero subtracted from some number equals zero
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The SP Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests
was not adequately diagnostic for the following errors and faulty
habits :
(1) triple borrowing
(2) combinations, minuend under 10, not known
(3) combinations, minuend 10 to 18, not known
{4) counting
The degree to which each of the written group tests revealed
each error and faulty habit varied. To determine the diagnostic
power of each test, it was necessary to correlate the data ob-
tained from analysis of the responses on it with the criteria
which were acquired by individual oral testing. The percentages
for each group test were correlated with the corresponding per-
centages for individual oral diagnoses by the product-moment
method. The coefficient of correlation for each subtraction test
is as follows :
Title of Test r PEr
Diagnostic Test in Whole numbers by Christofferson
and Guiler
.95 .01
Compass Diagnostic Test .79 .05
Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental Operations of
Arithmetic and Problem Solving by Reavis and
Breslich .74 .06
SP Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests CO*0• .07
Clapp’s number Combination Test .67 .07
Public School Achievement Test by Orleans .24 .12
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The coefficient of correlation for the Diagnostic Test in
Whole numbers by Christofferson and Guiler differs significantly
from all the coefficients of correlation except the one for the
Compass Diagnostic Test* In ninety-eight chances ont of one
hundred it would differ significantly from that of the Compass
Diagnostic Test. The Diagnostic Test in Whole numbers by
Christofferson and Guiler, therefore, is probably superior for
diagnostic purposes to the other group tests used in this study.
The Public School Achievement Test, which contains six
process steps in subtraction and eighteen primary subtraction
facts, revealed very little information about the specific
disabilities of the pupils. Its coefficient of correlation
and the probable error of that coefficient indicate that it is
not reliably diagnostic.
TABLE XVII shows the coverage of fundamental facts and
process steps in subtraction of whole numbers and the coeffi-
cient of correlation for each of the written group tests. Prom
TABLE XVII it seems probable that it is not essential for a
test in subtraction of whole numbers to contain all the process
steps and all the fundamental facts for diagnostic purposes. A
test which contains as many as six process steps and a relative-
ly small number of fundamental facts is not adequately diagnos-
tic. A test which contains only the fundamental facts is not
sufficiently diagnostic. It seems probable that a subtraction
test which measures the fundamental facts with minuends from
10 to 18 as isolated facts and contains a majority of the proc-
ess steps and fundamental combinations would be a better written
diagnostic test than any of those now published*
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That some of the tests meeting these requirements were not
more revealing may he due to the failure of the author at critical
points.
The selection of process steps is doubtless an important
factor. The following process steps or combinations of process
steps in a comparatively short subtraction test of whole numbers
would probably have adequate diagnostic power :
(1) fundamental facts with minuends 10 to 18, measured as
isolated facts.
(2) simple subtraction, no borrowing
(3) one step borrowing
(4) borrowing, zero or zeros in subtrahend, with a gap (dangling
left)
(5) borrowing with zero or zeros in minuend
(6) dollars and cents with triple borrowing
The written group tests were not significant in revealing
the faulty habit of counting. It seems essential, therefore,
that a subtraction test in whole numbers should make provision
for the pupils to divulge their thought processes and methods of
work if the test is to be adequately diagnostic.
Multiplication Process
TABLE XVIII shows the percentages of one hundred high school
pupils having errors or faulty habits in multiplication of whole
numbers as revealed by the six group tests used in this study and
by individual oral diagnosis. The tests are listed by authors
except in the case of the Compass Diagnostic Test which is labeled
"Compass". The standard error of each percentage, calculated
with the formula <fp = is written beside each percentage
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TABLE XVIII is read as follows: the multiplication test of the
Compass Diagnostic Tests revealed that sixty per cent of the
one hundred high school pupils did not know all the primary mul-
tiplication facts* 01app T s Number Combination Test indicated that
seventy-two of the hundred pupils did not know all of the primary
multiplication facts, and so forth*
There are one hundred primary multiplication facts from OxO
to 9 x 9* Error I in TABLE XVIII means that some of the one hun-
dred facts are not known by the given percentages of pupils. In
the individual oral testing, the pupils designated those facts
which they had not mastered. In analysis of written responses
to a group test, the writer determined that a pupil did not know
a combination if the response was incorrect. The group tests
were diagnostic in revealing lack of mastery of the fundamental
facts to the degree to which they measured the combinations as
isolated facts.
Error 2 in TABLE XVIII , "errors due to zero or zeros in the
multiplicand", may be illustrated by the following work of a pupil:
701
7
4ST7
mm
In his work the pupil said, "7 x 1 is 7. 7 x 0 is 7. 7 x 7 is 49."
Written group tests reveal errors due to zero or zeros in the
multiplicand if they contain examples with one or more zeros in
the multiplicand and fundamental facts with zero in the multipli-
cand.
There are eighty addition facts above 39 and 9 which are
needed for carrying in multiplication. These facts range from
40 i 1 to 81 + 8. Error 3 in TABLE XVIII, "addition combination
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errors in carrying in multiplication", means that a pupil does
not know all of these facts. In the following example, the pupil
needs to know the facts — 40 4 4, 45 4- 4, and 30 +- 4 :6989. The
5
analyzer of written responses in the multiplication of whole num-
bers cannot discover that a pupil does not know the eighty addi-
tion facts needed in multiplication unless these facts are tested
separately. If a pupil indicates his carrying processes on his
paper, the examiner is helped in analysis of a multiplication
example. Only those written group tests, which contain examples,
in which carrying in the multiplication is essential, will indicate
any lack of mastery of the necessary addition facts.
The fundamental facts of addition are used in adding the
partial products in a multiplication example. Error 4, "addition
errors in adding partial products", is illustrated by the compu-
tation in the following example : 473 • In analysis of the
29
4267
946
1F7T7
pupil’s work, one notes that no error exists in the actual multipli-
cation. The error lies in adding the 9 and 4 of the two partial
products. Written group tests can reveal, to a limited degree,
errors in adding partial products. If carrying is required in
adding partial products or more than two partial products are
added, the analyzer of written responses cannot determine exactly
where the error occurred. The Compass Diagnostic Test revealed
that sixty per cent of the pupils made errors in adding partial
products while individual oral diagnoses revealed that twenty-
seven per cent made errors of this type. The Compass Diagnostic
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Test contains separate examples in adding partial products. Pupils
made errors in adding these elements of the examples and not in
the actual examples; for illustration, the pupil made an error
in adding 16 and 5 when this fact was isolated; hut when it was
part of a larger example, he made no error. The correlation of
scores for the elements of examples in the Compass Diagnostic Test
and the scores for the examples themselves is discussed later in
this chapter.
Error 5, "carries wrong number”, has two major opportunities
for occurrence in multiplication of whole numbers. The pupil may-
carry the wrong amount in multiplying, for example, if he is
multiplying 48 by 5, he must carry 4 to the product of 5 x 4 .
In adding partial products he frequently must carry a digit from
one column to another. He may carry the wrong amount in adding
the partial products. Written group tests reveal that a pupil
carries the wrong number if the pupil writes the number to be
carried. Otherwise, this source of error cannot be detected on
a written group test because the error may lie in a pupil's not
knowing either a multiplication combination or an addition com-
bination. Clapp's Number Combination Test contains no examples
with carrying, and thus cannot reveal errors in carrying.
The sixth error in TA3IE XVIII, "forgot to carry", means
that a pupil omits the carried number either in multiplication
or in addition of partial products. Analysis of written responses
will reveal this error if a pupil habitually writes the humbers
to be carried. Omission of a number which should be carried and
a resulting error probably indicates that he failed to carry the
number.
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For pupils who do not write the numbers to be carried, a written
group test will not always diagnose this source of error.
Error 7 in TABLE XVIII , "errors in carrying into zero", is
closely allied to the second error in TABLE XVIII ."errors due to
zero or zeros in the multiplicand". It differs in that carrying
is required. The error is demonstrated by the following work of
a pupil : 4004 In doing this example, the pupil failed to
2180
0000
320032
400 4
8008
TI5oF75o
carry the 3, from multiplying 4 by 8, to the 0; he wrote 32 and
then multiplied 0 by 8. ThiB error results from a pupil's not
understanding the meaning of 0. Group tests reveal this source
of error if they contain examples with carrying in the multiplica-
tion and zero or zeros in the multiplicand.
The error, "put carried number in the product", was an un-
common error among the written responses analyzed except for those
in the Compass Diagnostic Test. The fatigue element is a probable
explanation for the frequency of this error among the responses to
the Compass Diagnostic Test. The following work of a pupil illus-
trates this error, although the calculation involves two other
e rro rs
:
9627
1260
57755(5
19254
9627
16311660
After adding the third column from the right, the pupil wrote 18
instead of carrying the 1 to the next column. This error can be
diagnosed on written group tests which include examples with at
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least two digits In the multiplier and in the multiplicand.
Error 9 in TABLE XVIII, "misplaces partial products", is
demonstrated by the example which was the illustration for
error 8. In that example the pupil misplaced the second and
third partial products. This error occurs very commonly in
examples which have a zero or zeros in the multiplier. Mis-
placement of partial products was a frequent source of error
among the pupils who participated in the testing program of
this investigation. Written group tests reveal errors in
misplacing partial products if they contain examples with
two or more digits in the multiplier and a zero or zeros in
the multiplier. The test by Reavis and Breslich, which has
no zeros in multipliers, revealed no errors in misplacing
partial products.
The error, "confuses columns in adding partial products 11
,
was more frequent in the Compass Diagnostic Test than in any
other test, including the individual oral testing. Observa-
tion of the work of the pupils gives an explanation for such
a high frequency. The examples in Part 4 of the Compass Di-
agnostic Test in multiplication of whole numbers are printed
so closely together that the average pupil does not have suf-
ficient space to do his work. Consequently the calculations
for examples run into each other, and the columns become con-
fused(see specimen copy in appendix). The following illus-
tration of confusing the columns in adding the partial prod-
ucts is not the result of inadequate space but of poor work
habits: 2004.
3256lM
100X0
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60/2
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The test by Reavis and Breslich did not indicate any errors of
this type* All its examples contain just two digits in the mul-
tipliers. It seems that in adding just two partial products, the
pupils are not so apt to confuse the columns. It is probable
,
therefore, that a written group test should contain examples with
three or four figures in the multipliers if it is to reveal this
faulty work habit. Individual oral testing showed that error 11
in TABLE XVIII , "errors due to zero or zeros in multiplier", was
a source of error for about half the pupils. The calculation in
the following example characterizes this error : 8503.
7007
59521
8503
8503
59521
60515851
In multiplying by both the zeros in the multiplier, the pupil
said 0 times some number was the number. This souroe of error
is revealed by any written group test which contains examples
with one or more zeros in the multipliers. It is evident that
a pupil who says 0 times some number is the number does not un-
derstand the function of zero.
Error 12 in TABLE XVIII," omits one figure of multiplier",
was a slightly more frequent error for three of the written group
tests than for individual oral testing. This
,
probably
,
was caus-
ed by the pupils' working more hastily on the written group tests.
The following work of a pupil is an illustration of this error:
6498.
987
4M85
51084
MT&ze
It is evident that the pupil failed to multiply by the 0 . This
error can be detected in the responses to written group tests.
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The next error in TABLE XVIII , "omits one figure of multi-
plicand", was not so frequent an error among the oases analyzed
in this study as omission of a figure of the multiplier# The
following calculation demonstrates this error: 94530. While
600
5716000
multiplying, the pupil omitted the 4 in the multiplicand# Care-
ful analysis of written responses will reveal this error on most
group tests. It is,however, sometimes impossible to analyze the
pupil’s process, especially when errors in combinations also occur.
Error 14 in TABLE XVIII,” omits one figure of partial prod-
uct", is illustrated by the following work of a pupil: 53.
321
53
*JD6
1£9
TS6T3
The pupil omitted the 1 in the second partial product. Errors of
this character can be discovered in the responses to written
group tests.
The faulty habit of switching multipliers results from a
pupil’s having a short attention span. This habit may be de-~
scribed by a pupil’s work in the following example:
6498.
9874M6
45£84
5842
6349526
When multiplying the multiplicand by 8, the pupil switched to
multiplying by 7. Some pupils make this error frequently in
their work. It cannot be diagnosed easily in a written group
test except when there is a large difference between two suc-
cessive digits in a multiplier.
Error 16 in TABLE XVIII," omits or misplaces decimal point".
can be discovered only in those written group tests which contain
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examples of multiplication in dollars and oents. The Public
School Achievement Test by Orleans has an example in multipli-
cation of dollars and cents with a one digit multiplier# This
did not prove to be a source of error for the pupils# The Di-
agnostic Test in Whole lumbers by Christofferson and Guiler has
examples in multiplication of dollars and cents with a one-plaoe
multiplier, a multiplier (10), and a multiplier (100) .The pupils
who participated in the testing program did not make errors in
placing the decimal points in these examples to the degree that
they did in individual oral testing. It seems, therefore
,
that
examples of multiplication of dollars and cents should have two-
or three-place multipliers with some multipliers other than 10
and 100 to yield an adequate diagnosis of difficulty in placing
the decimal point.
Error 17, "uses wrong process, adds or subtracts", is caused
either by a pupil's not reading the directions carefully or by
his not keeping the process in mind. Written group tests reveal
errors resulting from using the wrong process.
The faulty habit of saying tables to get multiplication
facts oould be discovered only in individual oral testing. A
person who has this faulty habit says a table of facts until
he arrives at the response to the combination which he needs.
Suppose that a pupil with this habit needs the response to 8x9.
He says the "9 table" through 8x9. This faulty habit results
from learning the multiplication facts in tables and not as is-
olated facts.
Faulty habit 19 in TABLE XYIII," omits zeros in product",
is caused by a pupil's not comprehending the function of zero.
Written group tests reveal .this faulty habit if they contain
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examples with zero or zeroB In the products* In the response to
a test which includes only primary combinations, the pupils do not
seem to omit the responses which are zero* The faulty habit of
omitting zeros in products is illustrated by the following work
of a pupil: 70. in which he omitted the 0#
6
42”
The faulty habit of not adding partial products occurred
frequently in the work of a few pupils. It is demonstrated by
the following response of a pupil: 72051
906
415230
648450
Written group tests indicate this faulty habit if they contain
examples in which there are partial products to add#
Error 21 in TABLE XVIII," carries when there is nothing to
carry", may oocur in carrying in the multipliaction or in addition
of the partial products. The following example shows the occur-
rence of thiB error : 53
321
"TO
106
159
IToTS
In the addition of the partial products, the pupil carried 1 to
the extreme left column when there was nothing to carry. Written
group tests do not reveal this sdurce of error in many eases. If
there are two digits to be added, the analyzer of written re-
sponses cannot determine whether the pupil carried a number to
those digits when there was nothing to carry or if he made an
error in the response to this combination. When the pupil writes
the numbers which he carries, diagnosis is facilitated.
The faulty habit of reversing figures when writing is reveal-
ed by most group tests. Among the subjects in this investigation,
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this was not a common error. The response to the following 170
example is a case of reversing the digits when writing: 705.
7
4333
the pupil said 35 and wrote 53.
Error 23 in TABLE XTIII," omits one column in adding
partial products", was an error due to carelessness among the
pupils whose work was diagnosed in this study. This error is
closely allied to that of confusing the columns in adding the
partial products, that is, both these sources of error usual-
ly occur simultaneously. The calculation of a pupil for the
following example contains additional errors hut explains this
faulty procedure : 6498.
987
243586
. 51984
'58482
654528
"
Analysis of written responses will usually reveal when a pupil
has failed to add a column.
The faulty habit of omitting a zero or zeros in the multi-
plier is a constant source of error for some pupils. The place
of the zero or zeros in the multiplier seems to govern a pupil's
procedure. Some pupils omit the zero only when it is the right
digit in the multiplier; others omit it if it is located between
two figures. The following examples illustrate both procedures:
4004. 560
2180 107
320S§ 3320
4004 560
8008 3320
672872
“
In the former example, it is evident that the pupil omitted the
zero in the multiplier. In the latter example, the pupil omitted
the zero when it was located between two other digits. Written
group tests reveal the faulty habit of omitting zero or zeros in
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the multiplier if they contain examples with zeros in the multi-
plier.
Error 25 in TABLE XYIII , "reads own or printed number in-
correctly”, can be recognized easily in individual oral diagnosis.
If a pupil misreads a printed number on a written group test, the
error cannot be discovered in most cases. Pupils who misread their
own figures usually make their figures carelessly. Erom the form
of a figure and the response to the combinations of which it is a
part, the examiner can discover that a pupil has misread his own
figures. The following illustration, duplicating the work of a
pupil as closely as possible, demonstrates that a pupil misread
his own figure: 64
30
w
192
172
1
Error 26, "puts an extra zero in multiplier", was a chance
error which one pupil made on the Compass Diagnostic Test. In
this test, three examples must be copied and checked in the boxes
to the right of them. When writing an example in a box, the pupil
put an extra zero in the multiplier.
The error of putting an extra zero in a product was a rare
error among the pupils who participated in the testing program.
This error, which written group tests readily reveal, is illustrated
by the response to the following example : 8003 .
3
240007
Error 28 in TABLE XVTII , "multiplies by the same digit twice",
occurred in the individual oral testing. The procedure in the
following example demonstrates this error : 97
12
ITT
194
97
11834
fey the 2 twice.
It is evident that the pupil multiplied
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One pupil used a digit of the multiplicand twice in the
individual oral diagnosis. This is caused by a pupil's losing
his place in an example and not redoing all the multiplying by
the digit which he is using. The response to this example ex-
plains the error : 35897 . The pupil multiplied the 5 by the 2
2
twice. 711794
Error 30 in TABLE XVIII , "writes figure of multiplier as a
partial product", was made twice by one pupil during oral diagnosis.
The following specimen of his work shows his procedure :
68
9878
544
476
8
9
rsioi'"
i.
The pupil made this error when there were more digits in the
multiplier than in the multiplicand.
The error of writing the left digit of a product and carrying
the right one is illustrated by this example : 7604 •
9
6VF3F
The pupil said 54 as the product of 9 and 6, wrote the 5, and
carried the 4. This error could not be diagnosed reliably in
the responses to a written group test. If the above response
appeared on a written group test, the examiner would not know
if the pupil made an error in the combination or wrote the wrong
digit.
The final error in TABLE XVIII," multiplies carried number
by the multiplier", is explained by the response to the following
example : 35897
. in hi s 0ral calculation of the problem,
703794
pupil said, " 2 x 7 is 14. 2 x 9 is 18 and 1 is 19. 2 x 8 is 16
and 1 is 17. 2 x 1 is 2 and 1 is 3. 2 x 5 is 10. 2 x 3 is 6 and
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1 is 7.” The pupil multiplied the 1, which was carried from
the previous product, by the 2. This error is difficult to
diagnose in the responses to written group tests.
To learn whether or not the six written group tests in
multiplication of whole numbers and the individual oral diagnosis
differed significantly in diagnostic power, the analysis of vari-
ance technique was applied to the data in TABLE XVIII. The
following material was obtained :
Degrees Sum of Mean
of
SOURCE Freedom Squares Square
Between means of columns in 6 6554.5232 1092.2539
TABLE XVIII
Within columns of TABLE XVIII 217 48531.2928 223.6465
Total 223 55084.8160 247.0171
By using the formula for Fisher’s function z, which is
i logari^l , the writer obtained a z of .79257 • The 5$ point
Sur'
for 223 and 6 degrees of freedom is .3706, and the Vf> point is
.5152. The obtained z of .79257 is beyond the ifo point, and,
therefore, the six group tests used in this study and individual
oral diagnosis differ significantly from each other and from the
whole distribution in the diagnosis of errors and faulty habits
in subtraction of whole numbers.
To discover the errors and faulty habits which the written
group tests did not diagnose adequately, it was necessary to
determine whether significant differences existed between the
1. C.C. Peters and M.A. Van Voorhis, Statistical Procedures and
Their Mathematical Bases Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
,
1940. pp.336.
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percentages of errors and faulty habits which each group test
revealed and the percentages of errors and faulty habits which
individual oral diagnoses indicated. The formula for determining
whether the differences between two corresponding percentages
is significant is • D represents the difference between
two percentages, (TD represents the standard error of that
difference as calculated by the formula &Dp = ^
The quotient of a difference divided by the standard error of
that difference of 3,00 or more is considered significant.
TABLE XIX shows the difference between corresponding per-
centages of errors and faulty habits in multiplication of whole
numbers as revealed by each written group test and by individual
oral diagnoses, divided by the standard errors of those differ-
ences. Significant differences, those 3.00 or more, are marked
with asterisks to facilitate locating them.
A scanning of TABLE XIX shows that the faulty habit, which
none of the written group tests revealed, was, "says tables to
get multiplication facts."
The Compass Diagnostic Test differed significantly from
individual oral testing in showing errors in adding partial
products and in omission or misplacement of the decimal point.
There are no examples in multiplication of dollars and cents in
the Compass Diagnostic Tests ; therefore
,
it cannot locate dis-
ability in the use of the decimal point. The test in multiplication
1. H.E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education
Dew York: Longmans, Green & Company, l$39,pp. 228.
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of whole numbers of the Compass Diagnostic Tests contains
six parts (1) basic multiplication facts; (2) additions used
in the multiplication of parts 4,5, and 6; (3) carrying in
addition used in the multiplication of parts 4,5, and 6; (4)
fundamentals in multiplication; (5) checking in multiplication;
and (6) finding errors in multiplication. The percentage of
pupils making errors in adding partial products was significantly
greater for the Compass Diagnostic Test than for individual oral
diagnoses. Examination of the pupils' papers indicated that the
errors made in parts 1, 2, and 3 of the Compass Diagnostic Test
in multiplication of whole numbers were not repeated in parts 4,
5, and 6. If the construction of this test is to fulfill its
diagnostic purpose, it seems that there should be a high positive
correlation between scores on parts 1, 2, and 3, and scores on
parts 4, 5, and 6.
To determine the degree of correlation between the scores
of one hundred high school pupils on parts 1, 2, and 3 and the
scores on parts 4, 5, and 6 of the multiplication test in whole
numbers of the Compass Diagnostic Tests, two methods of calcula-
tion were employed: fl) the product-moment and (2) curvilinear.
The coefficient of correlation by the product-moment method was
.50. Kyx and Nxy were .51 and .56 respectively. Kelley’s
,
fD
unbiased correlation ratio
^
which is superior to eta
gives ratios of .31 and .40. Exhibit XXIY shows the calculation
fl) T.L Kelley, "An Unbiassed Correlation Measure", Proceedings
of National Academy of Science, 1X1(1935) pp.
554-559.
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of the coefficient of correlation and. the correlation ratios
between the scores of one hundred high school pupils on parts 1,
2, and 3, and the scores on parts 4, 5, and 6 of the test in
multiplication of whole numbers of the Compass Diagnostic Test.
•31 and .40 denote low correlation. I®, therefore, seems un-
necessary to measure the elements of examples, as well as the
examples, in the multiplication of whole numbers. The low cor-
relation between the scores on elements of examples and the
scores on the examples aids in comprehension of the large per-
centage of pupils making errors in adding partial products in
the multiplication of whole numbers in the Compass Diagnostic
Tests.
Significant differences exist between the percentages of
pupils having the following errors and faulty habits as revealed
by Clapp’s Humber Combination Test and by individual oral di-
agnoses:
(1) addition combination errors in carrying in multiplication
(2) addition errors in adding partial products
(3) carries wrong number
(4) forgot to carry
(5) misplaces partial products
(6) omits one figure of multiplier
(7) switches multipliers
(8) omits or misplaces decimal point
(9) uses wrong process, adds or subtracts
Considering the nature of the material, an r of .50 and
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(10) says tables to get multiplication facts
(11) carries when there is nothing to carry
(IE) omits zero or zeros in multiplier
(13) reads own or printed number incorrectly
Clapp's Humber Combination Test which includes just the one
hundred multiplication facts, cannot reveal errors related to
carrying because it has no examples in which carrying is used.
Errors in adding partial products or misplacing partial products
cannot be disclosed when there are no partial products in the
examples in a test. Errors, such as switching multipliers,
omitting one figure of multiplier, and omitting zero or zeros
in multiplier, cannot be indicated by Clapp's Humber Combination
Test, which has just one digit multipliers. There are no ex-
amples in multiplication of dollars and cents in Clapp's Humber
Combination Test, therefore, this test cannot show disability
in handling the decimal point. Since it is not necessary for
pupils to read their own numbers in the computation in Clapp's
Humber Combination Test, errors relating to this irregular pro-
cedure do not appear.
The Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by Christofferson and
Guiler did not indicate adequately the percentage of pupils making
the following errors and faulty habits:
(1) primary combinations not known
(S) errors due to zero or zeros in multiplicand
(3) addition combination errors in carrying in multiplication
(4) carries wrong number
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(5) errors due to zero or zeros in multipliers
(6) omits or misplaces decimal point
(7) says tables to get multiplication facts
(8) reads own or printed number incorrectly
This test probably failed to disclose adequately addition
combination errors in carrying in multiplication and the carry-
ing of a wrong number because the examples in the test are com-
paratively easy. There are just three examples with 3-place
multipliers, and two of these have a zero for the right digit.
In this test, therefore, there is just one example with three
partial products to add. Although this test contains three
examples in multiplication of dollars and cents, it does not
reveal all the cases of inability to handle the decimal point.
The multipliers in these examples are 8, 10, and 100. The decimal
points in the examples with multipliers of 10 and 100 can be
moved by the rules for multiplying by 10 and 100. An example
in multiplication of dollars and cents with a one digit mul-
tiplier does not prove that a pupil knows where to place the
decimal point. He can follow the rule used in addition and
subtraction of dollars and cents (place the decimal point directly
under where it is in the example).
The Public School Achievement Test by Orleans was inadequate
in disclosing the pupils who did not know the primary multiplica-
tion facts. This probably results from the fact that the test
employs but thirty-five of the combinations.
This test did not indicate errors due to zero or zeros in
the multiplicand because it measures no isolated facts with zero
in the multiplicand.
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The reason for its not showing addition combination errors
in carrying in multiplication is that it does not measure any of
the addition facts needed in carrying in multiplication as isolated
facts.
The frequency of addition errors in adding partial products
in the Public School Achievement Test could not be large because
there are just two examples with partial products to add.
In relation to the Public School Achievement Test, the next
three sources of error in TABLE XIX for which significant differ-
ences exist carries wrong number, forgot to carry, errors in
carrying into zero cannot be discovered readily from the re-
sponses to the Public School Achievement Test.
This test also does not indicate satisfactorily the mis-
placing of partial products because it contains just two examples
which have two partial products.
The faulty habit of switching multipliers cannot be diagnosed
sufficiently from the responses to the Public School Achievement
Test. This is probably because there is just one example with a
3-place multiplier, and this multiplier is 100.
The only example in multiplication of dollars and cents in
the Public School Achievement Test has a one-place multiplier.
An example of this type does not reveal inability to handle the
decimal point.
The source of error, "carries when there is nothing to carry",
cannot be detected readily in the responses to this test because
most of the examples require multiplication with carrying.
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There are two examples with zero or zeros in the multipliers
in the Public School Achievement Test. The multipliers in these
examples are 10 and 100. Multiplication by 10 and 100 is accom-
plished by adding one and two zeros respectively. It is, therefore,
impossible for the test to reveal the faulty habit of omitting
zero or zeros in the multiplier.
The Public School Achievement Test with just two examples,
which have two partial products, does not indicate those pupils
who misread their own figures.
The multiplication test of the Diagnostic Tests in the
Fundamental Operations in Arithmetic and in Problem Solving by
Reavis and Breslioh contains twelve examples, eaoh of which has
a 4-place multiplicand and a 2-place multiplier. Since there is
no zero in the multiplier, no examples in dollars and cents, no
isolated fundamental facts, one can readily comprehend why sig-
nificant differences exist for the errors and faulty habits
marked with asterisks in TABLE XIX. From previous discussion,
one can comprehend why a test in which all the multipliers have
two digits, will not have adequate diagnostic power in revealing
errors related to carrying.
The percentages of errors and faulty habits revealed by
the MP Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests differ
significantly from the corresponding percentages, which were
derived from individual oral diagnoses, for the following errors
and faulty habits :
fl) errors due to zero or zeros in multiplicand
(2) addition combination errors in carrying in multiplication
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(3) carries wrong number
(4) errors due to zero or zeros in multiplier
(5) switches multipliers
(6) says tables to get multiplication facts
(7) omits zero or zeros in multiplier
(8) reads own or printed number incorrectly
The percentages of pupils having errors due to zero or zeros
in the multiplicand as revealed by the MP Test of the Wilson
Inventory and Diagnostic Tests differed significantly from the
percentages derived from individual oral testing because this
test contains just one isolated primary combination with zero
in the multiplicand. A similar explanation may be offered for
the significant difference in percentages of pupils having errors
due to zero or zeros in the multiplier. The MP Test includes
just one isolated fact with zero as multiplier.
Errors in carrying are difficult to discover in a written
group test unless the test measures the addition facts needed
in carrying in multiplication as isolated facts.
Errors resulting from switching multipliers could not be
determined from the responses on the MP Test.
The pupils participating in the testing program did not
omit the zeros in the multipliers of the MPTest. This was due,
probably, to the printed form of these examples in the test.
Examples with zero or zeros, as right digits, are printed as
follows in the MP Test : $5.90 842 •
10 2100
Just five cases of pupils' misreading their own figures
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could be reliably ascertained from the calculations on the MP
Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests.
The calculation of significant differences in percentages
of errors and faulty habits aids one in determining which errors
and faulty habits are not diagnosed by each test. It is also
essential to learn the general diagnostic power of a written
group test. To obtain this information about each written
group test, the percentages of errors and faulty habits revealed
by each test were correlated with the corresponding percentages
obtained from individual oral diagnoses. The product-moment
method of correlation was used.
The coefficients of correlation obtained for each of the
written group tests are as follows :
Title of Test r PEr
MP Test of Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests .85 .03
Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by
Ghristofferson and Cuiler .83 .04
Compass Diagnostic Tests .79 .05
Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental
Operations of Arithmetic and in Problem
Solving by Reavis and Breslich .75 .06
Clapp's Number Combination Test .60 .08
Public School Achievement Test by Orleans .48 .10
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Comparison of the coefficients of correlation shows that
no written group test used in this study is significantly
superior to all other written group tests for diagnostic pur-
poses. Certain characteristics of each test seem to contribute
to its diagnostic power. Analysis of TABLE XIX indicates that
certain changes could be made in some of the written group tests
to increase their diagnostic power. The following proposals are
made :
(1) A test should not be so long as the multiplication test in
the Compass Diagnostic Test. Fewer examples of the same degree
of difficulty would reduce the frequency of errors due to fatigue.
(2) It is not necessary for a test to measure all the con-
stituent.? elements of examples because there is not significant
relationship between the errors made in the elements of ex-
amples and in the examples themselves.
(3) For diagnostic purposes a written group test should contain
some essential types of examples or process steps. A study of
the construction of the tests used in this study and of the
findings in TABLE XIX shows that the following process steps
should be included :
fa) a sampling of primary combinations including some with zero
in the multiplicand and some with zero in the multiplier
fb) the addition factsneeded in carrying in multiplication.
These facts undoubtedly, should be included in a multiplication
test and not in an addition test,
fo) some of the more difficult addition facts needed in adding
partial products.
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(d) examples in dollars and cents with two or more places in the
multipliers.
fe) examples with four digits in the multiplicand and three or
four digits other than zero in the multiplier.
(f) examples with zeros in the multiplicand and zeros in the
multiplier, located in various positions.
(4) Besides the process steps listed above, a group test for
diagnostic purposes should make detailed provision for the pupils
to indicate the numbers which they carry and the facts for which
they say tables. It is not sufficient to ask pupils to check
the examples in which they say tables because most of them fail
to do so. A more explicit procedure must be used. The method
by which the pupils indicate the numbers which they carry must
conform to good educational practice so that testing will not
inc'irlcate faulty habits.
Division Process
Of the fundamental processes, division of whole numbers
offers the greatest opportunity for errors and faulty habits
because it involves the other three fundamental processes. In
this study, short division and long division are considered
jointly. The frequency of each error and faulty habit in
division was determined in the same manner as for the other
processes and was converted into a percentage.
TABLE XX contains seventy-two errors and faulty habits
which were discovered in analysis of responses to the written
group tests and in individual oral testing. This table shows
the percentages of one hundred high school pupils having errors
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and faulty habits in division of whole numbers as revealed by
the six group tests used in this study and by individual oral
diagnoses. For convenience, the group tests are listed by
authors except the Compass Diagnostic Test which is termed
"Compass 71 . The percentage of frequency for each error and
faulty habit is indicated for each test. The standard error
of each percentage was calculated by the formula, (fp- (¥~-
Beside each percentage in TABLE XX is its standard error.
Blanks in the table indicate that no cases of that error or
faulty habit were discovered.
The analysis of variance-? technique was applied to the
findings in TABLE XX to determine whether the six group tests
used in this study and individual oral diagnosis differ sig-
nificantly from each other and from the whole distribution
in the diagnosis of errors and faulty habits in division of
whole numbers. The writer obtained the following data :
Source
Degrees
of
Freedom
Sum
of
Squares
Mean
Square
Between means of columns in
TABLE XX 6 8916.3864 1486.064
Within columns of TABLE XX 497 55516.4368 111.703
TOTAL 503 64432.8232 126.109
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SHOBIHO PKFCINTAMS OF OHS HUNDRID HI OH SCHOOL FUPILS HAVIiiO EIHOHS OH FAULTY HABITS IS DIVISIOH OF WHOLX NUMBBBS AS MVJJlUCD *T TO* SIX TSSTS UiLD
IS THIS STUDY AND BY INDIVIDUAL ORAL DIAONOSIS
Error or Faulty Habit
i
1. Division procats not known or not kapt in u.ind
2. rivlslon incomplete, all figures of dividend not uoad
3. rivlslon facto not known
4. Two figures of dividend brought down, only ona needed
5. Falls to bring down next figure
3. Brings down wrong figure
7. Brings down a dividend figure a second time
9. Adda sero to dividend and brings It down
3. *rltes divisor as quotient
10.
quotient flgura too small
11.
quotient figure too large
12.
Places quotient figure over wrong diviuead figure
13.
Last quotient figure when sero not set down
14.
Wro.ig figure in quotient, but right multlnller used
15.
Puts any figure in quotient, but makes last prouuct equal
la< t Dartlal dividend
13. Fails to obtain last quotient figure
17.
Partial dividend larger than divisor, giving an extra
figure in quotient
18.
Falls to subtract to get final remainder
1_ .Remainder not exoreesed in answer
20.
Extra figure nut in remainder
21.
Does not use a final zero which forms a nart of remainder
22.
Remainder larger than divisor
27. Zero omitted between figures of quotient
4. Zero within dividend ignored
26.
Final zero in dividend ignored
3.Omits or misplaces decimal point
27.
Error in subtiactlon f acts(C^-3 )no borrowing
23
.
Error in subtraction facts( 10-13 borrowing
23 .Decreasing next figure although no borrowing
30. Not decreasing next figure for one borrowed
*1. Fails to complete subtraction
32 Errors in multiplication facts other than zero
1 *
.Vultiplicntlon errors when zero is involved
34.
Divisor written as part of quotient
35. Subtracts instead of dividing
33.
Error in carrying in multiplication
77
. Fells to carry in multiplication
T 3 .Carries in multiollcet ion when there is nothing to carry
33 .Repeat* o«»rt of multiplication table
40. Falls to complete mult inlicnt ion
41 .Subtraction wrong in short division wiving wrong remainder
to carry
42
.
Remainder reduced lncorrectlj
4"*
.Falls to carry remainder to next figure
44 .Partial divisor used
45 -Reverses figures in quotient
4^. Borrows 2 or 3 instead of 1 In subtraction
47. Error in reading
48 .Only remainder expressed in answer
43.
Added instead of subtracting product from partial dividend
50.
Divisor written as remainder
51.
Carries to answer a figure in mind ae 17+7*7
52.
Zero divided by soma number equals that number or one
63. Figure of dividend divided into divisor
54.
Remainder written within quotient
55
Zero in divisor ignored
53.Omits a digit in quotient
57.
Puts an extra figure in quotient
58
.
Dividend written as quotient
59.
Digits in divisor reversed
30.
Remainder added to quotient
31.
Unable to estimate quotient readily
32. Increases minuend figure when borrowing
33-kinuend figure taken from subtrahend
S4. Extra zero placed in quotient
35.
Uses last digit of divisor to estimate quotient
33.Carries wrong number in multiplication
37.
Derives unknown division combination from known one
38 Adds Instead of dividing
39.
Multiplies instead of dividing
70.
Remainder written over dividend
71.
Error In writing
72.
Used first quotient figure as divisor in remainder of
example
Compass Clapp Chrlstofferson
and duller
Orleans Reavls-Bresllch ffllson Individual
.on. 0170
.021.0140 .05* .0218
.io*.osoo .151.0367 .021.0140 .071.0266
.161.0367 .24t.0427
•bit. 0000 .471.0439 .351.0480 .171.0373
.601.0600 .721.0449
.041.0195
.041.0198 .011.0093
.011.0099
.011.0093
.331.0435
.041.0196 .011.0099 .021.0140 .06*. 0271
. 07*.02b6
.021.0140
.041.0195 .021.0140 .101.0300 .061.0218
.021.0140
.011.0099 .041.0196 .04*. 0198
.051.0213
.061.0237 .161.0367 041.0198
.011.0099 .01* .0099
.121.0326 .121.0325 .011.0099 .011.0099 .141.0347 .131.0302
011.0099 .011.0099 .011.0099 .041.0196
.071.0256
.111.0313 .011.0039 .011.0039
.1 11.0333 .101.0300
.381.0480 .231.0439
.22*. 0414 .Ibt.Sbl
.031.0170 .011.0099
.011.0099 .091.0285 .101.0300
.041.0199 .011.0093 .031.0170 .021.0140 .031.0170 .06 ±.02.77
.081.0271 .061.0218 .04±.0196 .071.0265
.131.0335 .061.02 37 .011.0099 .14*. 0347 .121.0326
.091.0285 .061.0218 .011.0099 .071.0256 .101.0300
.191.0392 .121.0326 .101.0357 .171.0375
.01T.0099
.011.0099 .021.0140
.08t. 0271 .131.0384 .011.0099 . 06 1. 0237 .18*. 0784 .15^.0357
.221.0414 .151.0367 .181.0384 .011.0099 .26t.047? • 17±.037<3
.051.0218
•0*t.0170
.091.0285 .011.0099 .011.0099 .13±.0*73 .3 41.0347
.011.0099 .201.0400 .20*. 0400
.411.0492 .091.0285 .061.0218 .151.0357 . *9i.0483 .22*. 0414
.33*. 0498 .201.0400 .091.0283 .2?i:.04i4 .22*. 0414
.141.0*47 .041.0135 .091.0283 .14 ±.0747
.231.0439 .051.0218 .061.0218 .201.0400 .211.0439
.381.0486 .0*1.0170 .011.0099 .021.0140 .22*.C414 •iat.0794
.431.0500 .161.0357 .021.0140 .201.0400 .141.0474 .4b ±.0497
.341.0474
011.0093
.011.0039
.551.0474 .041.0195 .211.0407 .23* .0^39 .*41.0474
.031.0285 .031.0271 .101.0*00 .171.0375
.0210140 .021.0140 .03*. 0170 .051.0213
.35*. 0477
.01*. 0099
.481.0434 .581.0434 • 4ll.04.32 .241.0427
.021.0140 .081.0271 .111.0*13 .041.0196
.05*. 02 '*7 .011.0099 .11*. 0313 .131.0392
.02t .0140 .031.0170 .011.0099 .071.0255 .021.0140
.02*. 0140 .011.0099 .06*. 0218 .031.0170
.021.0140 .021.0140
.021.0140 .011.0089 .041.0193 .091.0235
.011.0039
.011.0099 .021.0140 .021.0140
.011.0093 .011.0099 .02*. 0140 .011.0039
.081.0271 .031.0170 .091.0286 .011.0099 .201.0400 •22±.0414
.121.0325 .031.0170 .031.0170 .Oat. 0271
.041.0136 .031.0170
.021.0140 .061.0218 .051.0218
.0*1.0170 .011.0099
.021.0140 .041.0196 .02 £.0140
.021.0140 .011.0099 .07*. 0170
.011.0099 . 01 £. G099
.01*. 0039
.011.0099
.831.0375 .801.0400
.011.0099
.021.0140 .031.0170 .031.0170
.01t.0099
.041.0196
.031.0170
.011.0099
.171.0375
.041.0196
.011.0099
.011.0039
.011.0099
.011.0099
.011.0099
The testa are listed by authors because the titles are more confusing and do not distinguish the tests* so readily. For the sake of brevity the Compass
Diagnostic Test is listed as Compass.
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Application of Fisher's z function to the above data
gives a z of 1,4259. The 5$ point for 503 and 6 degrees of
freedom is .3706, and the 1% point is .5152. The obtained z
of 1.4259 is beyond the 1% point, and the six group tests in
division of whole numbers and individual oral diagnosis differ
significantly in diagnostic power.
The findings of individual oral diagnoses are the criteria
for judging the diagnostic power of each written group test.
The percentage of pupils having each error and faulty habit
as revealed by a group test was subtracted from the corresponding
percentage obtained by individual oral testing. These differ-
ences were divided by the standard error of the differences.
A D/<fp of 3.00 or more is considered significant.
TABLE XXI shows the D/<fD 's of the percentages of errors
and faulty habits in division of whole numbers as revealed by
each group test and by individual oral diagnoses. The tests
are listed as they are in TABLE XX. Significant differences
are marked with asterisks. TABLE XXI is read as follows :
the difference between the percentage of pupils not knowing
the division process or not keeping it in mind as revealed by
the Compass Diagnostic Test and the percentage which individual
oral testing indicated, divided by the standard error of that
difference, is .71.
In the discussion of errors and faulty habits in division
of whole numbers, TABLES XX and XXI are used simultaneously.
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INDIVIDUAL URAL Ji,
I, Division proooos not known or not kopt In mind
~2, Division lnoomploto. All figures of dlvldond not usod
J,
Division foots not known
4, Two figures of dividend brought down, only one needed
5, falls te bring down next figure
T. Brings down wrong figure
7. Brings down a dividend figure a second time
6, Adds zero te dividend and brings It down
9, Writes divisor <s quotient
tlent figure tee small
11 . quotient figure too large
12. fl»oes quotient figure over wrong dlvldond figure
lj. List quotient figure when zero not sat down
14, Wrong figure in quotient, but right multiplier used
15 . Puts any figure In quotient, but mikes list product equal list
rtlsl dividend • • . .
lie te obtain last quotient figure
17, PartlAl dividend larger than divisor,, giving an extra figure In quotient
lB. falls te subtract to get final remainder
19. Remainder not expressed In answer
20. Extra figure put In remainder
31. Does not use a final zero which forms a part of remainder
22. Remainder larger than divisor
2J. Zero omitted between figures of quotient
24,. Zero with In dividend Ignored .71
25, Pinal zero In dividend Ignored 1.11
2j. Omits or iqlspl'Ce3 decimal point
27. Error In subtraction facts (0-9) no borrowing
4. 63**
2.97
25. Error In subtraction fcts(10-19) borrowing
-4 2.66
-9. beoreuolng next figure although no borrowing
JO, Not decreasing next flguro for one borrowed
31. Falls to complete subtraction 3.23a
1.76 1.76 1.76
4.00* 4.00* 3.61*
5.00* 5.00* 5.00*
5.37* 2.60 3.62*
5. 37* .34 5.37*
4.00* 2.50 4.00*
•5.91*
_
4.29 * 5.91*
4.74* 3.57* 4.25*
2.66
l.ia
1.02
.70
32. Errors In multiplication f cts othsr than zero .56 9.00* 4.92* 8.27* 3.91* 1.59
33. Multiplication errors wr.e,. zero la Involved 7.23*
34. Divisor written as part of quotient 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
35« Subtracts Instead of dividing 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
36. Error In carrying In multiplication 4.78* 7.23* 5.88* 7.23* 2.10 1.23
37. Fells to carry In multiplication 1.70 4.47* 1.96 4.47* 4.47* 1.46
38. derrics in multiplication when there Is nothing to 3 rry 1.15 2.27 1.15 2.27 2.27 .71
39. depeata part of aultlpllc* tlon t .ble 7.29* 7.29* 7.29* 7.29* 7.29* 7.29*
40. Falla t# complete nultlpllc tlon 1.00 ?!
41. Subtraction wrong, In short division giving wr©:.0 re- inder to e rry 2.77 5.58* 5.23* 5.56* 5.56* 2.62
42. Remainder reduced incorrectly .80 2.00 1.21 2.00 2.00 1.89
43. F"lls to carry remainder to next figure
.2.8J 4.67* 4.50* 4.87* 4.87* 1.60
44. Partial divisor U9ed 1. hi .45 .59 1.41 1.72
45« lie ve rasa figures lr* quotient
.45 1.76 .71 1.76 1.75 2. 27
46. Borrows 2 or 3 lnste d of 1 In aubtr ction 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41
47, Error In rs ding 2.19 3.10* 2.67 3.10* 3.10* 1.43
48. Only remainder expressed In enever 1.00
49. Added Instead of subtr ctlng product from parti <1 dividend 1.41 1.41 .59 1.41 1.41
50. Divisor written 3 remainder 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59
^51 ^rles to onawer a figure In mini si?— 7=7 2.80 4.22 * 2.60 4.88 * 5.37* .34
52. Zero divided by so. > number equals that number or one
.95 1.56 1.56 2.96 2.96 2.96
53. Figure of dividend divided into llvlsor 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.76 .38
34# Remainder written within quotient 1.15 2.27 2.27 2.27 2.27
55. Zero In divisor Ignored 1.76 1.00
56. Omits a digit In quotient 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 .60
57. Puts an extra figure In quotient
.45 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.00
58, Dividend written a quotient 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
59. Digits In divisor reversed 1.00
,60. iieaalnder added to quotient 1.00
61. Un ble to eatlr. to quotient r-- illy
.55 20.00 * 20.00* • >0.00* 20.00
* oo.oo--
I 62. Incre sea nlnuend figure when borrowing 1.0c 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
uEj. Minuend figure taken fro.. 3 ’btr.iaend .80 2.00 .38 2.00 2.00 • 3c
54. dxtr zero pi cod In quotient 1.76 1.76 1.75 1.76 1.76 1.76
65. Uses l.st digit ° r divisor to estlm te ..-otlant 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.uu
66. Jerries wrong number In .ul tlpllc • tlon 4.47* 4.47 * 4.47 - 4.47* 4.47* 4.47-
67. Derives unknown division conbln tlon from known one 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
66. Adds lnste .d of dividing 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 i.00
69. multiplies lnste d of llvldlng 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.C0 1.00 1 . cc
70. ateniaind’er written over dividend 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 i.eo 1.00
71. Srror in writing 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.C0 ,1.00 1.00
72. Used first quotient figure vs divisor In ras'lnier of ex mple 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.C0
This t ‘ble Is re'd as follows: the difference between the percentage
of pupils not knowing the division process or not keeping It in mind as
revs led by the lompass diagnostic rest *nd the percent aa whloh Individual
oraLdl noses lndlc ted’, divided by the standard error of tn-t difference
q JV0 ef 3. CO or sore Is considered Blgniflc r.t. olgnlfic ntl^Bnu's re n rked It. 'Sterisxs.
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Error 1, "division process not known or not kept in mind",
means that the pupil did not understand the division process.
His work indicated general confusion as to the procedure in the
process. Hone of the group tests differed significantly from
individual oral testing in revealing general disability in the
division process. The SDP and LDP Tests of the Wilson Inventory
and Diagnostic Tests disclosed all of the cases which individual
oral diagnoses found. The Compass Diagnostic Test in division of
whole numbers would probably have revealed all the cases if it
were not so long and if the pupils had time to do all the ex-
amples. Clapp’s Number Combination Test cannot disclose pupils
who do not understand the division process because it contains
only the ninety even division facts. The test by Christofferson
and Guiler did not indicate those pupils who had not mastered
the division process because it allows seven minutes for doing
fourteen examples. The pupils with disability in division did
not complete the examples with more than one figure in the divisor.
The second error, "division incomplete , all figures of dividend
not used", is demonstrated by the following work of a pupil :
47
34)~T535'4
136
TT5
248
T5
This example also contains an error in carrying in multiplication
and an error in subtraction. It does show clearly that the pupil
did not use the 4 in the dividend. Clapp’s Number Combination
Test differed significantly from individual oral testing in re-
vealing this source of error because it includes just one process
step. The Public School Achievement Test by Orleans also showed
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a significant difference . This can be explained by the fact
that the test has just one example with a 2-figure divisor.
The test by Reavis and Breslich did not reveal adequately this
source of error. This test has twelve examples with 5 digits
in the dividend and 2 digits in the divisor. Pour minutes are
allowed for doing the calculating in these examples. This length
of time was insufficient for the pupils to do many of the ex-
amples •
Por error 3, "division facts not known", all the written
group tests did not have adequate diagnostic power. Although
some of the tests measure a large number of isolated division
facts, they did not show that the pupils had not mastered the
facts. During individual oral testing, the pupils designated
the facts which they did not know. They could derive the answers
by saying tables or by some faulty method, but they had not
actually mastered the facts. A correct response to a fact on
a written group test does not show that the pupil really does
not know the fact. It is, however, interesting to note that
the test by Reavis and Breslich, which measures no isolated
division facts, revealed no frequencies of pupils 1 not knowing
division facts.
Faulty habit 4, "two figures of dividend brought down, only
one needed", is explained by the calculation in the following
example: 42
9095 Vf
47)43000
423
700
423
235
42
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The pupil brought down the final two zeros in the dividend when
just one was needed. The partial dividend then became larger
than the divisor, and the pupil placed an extra digit in the
quotient. Most of the written group tests revealed the pupil
who had this faulty habit. The test by Reavis and Breslich did
not indicate him because he did only three examples in the given
four minutes. Clapp 1 s Number Combination Test cannot show this
source of error because there are no numbers to bring down in
this test. Two of the group tests—Compass Diagnostic and the
test by Christofferson and Guiler—revealed other pupils who
made chance errors of this character. The explanations' for this
is that the length of those tests caused the pupils to work too
hastily.
Faulty habit 5, "fails to bring down next figure", is illus-
trated by the following calculation: 760 195
395T“3ff5T75 33F
£665
£565
£370
~19Z
The pupil brought down 5 instead of the 7. Then when she did not
have enough figures in the quotient, she put in a zero. There is
also a subtraction error in this example. The Compass Diagnostic
Test differed significantly from individual oral testing in re-
vealing this source of error. The number of pupils making this
error in the responses to the Compass Diagnostic Test was thirty-
eight, while in individual oral testing, it was seven. The
length of the Compass Diagnostic Test in division of whole num-
bers explains this large frequency. By the time the pupils
arrive at doing the division examples after doing all the
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elements of the example, they are aware that the time is grow-
ing short, and they work hastily. The fatigue element is also
a vital factor. Clapp’s Number Combination Test cannot reveal
this source of error because of the character of its construction.
Error 6, "brings down wrong figure", means that in bringing
down a figure, a pupil writes the wrong number. The following
work of a pupil shows this error: _ 78
45T^B 8
315 9
360
*7hile bringing down the 5, the pupil wrote 0. This error is
apparent in the above example because there is no zero in the
dividend. Clapp’s Number Combination Test has no numbers to
bring down and cannot show this source of error. The Public
School Achievement Test by Orleans also did not indicate any
frequency of this error. This test contains just one example
which must be done by long division.
Faulty habit 7, "brings down a dividend figure a second time",
is demonstrated by the computation in the following example :
4117
37)15153
148
~*3
37
T3
37
2F3
259
5
The pupil made an error on the subtraction fact, 11-8, and brought
down one of the 3’s twice. This resulted in an extra figure in
the quotient. This type of error was not common among the pupils
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who participated in the testing program in this investigation.
Clapp's Dumber Combination Test cannot reveal this source of
error because of its construction. The Public School Achievement
Test has one example with a 2-digit divisor and indicated no
frequencies of this error. The Test by Reavis and Breslich would
show cases of this error if the time limit of the test were ex-
tended so that the pupils could do all the examples.
Error 8," adds zero to dividend and brings it down", developed
from confusing the division of whole numbers with the division of
decimal fractions. If an example has a remainder, many pupils
add a zero to the dividend without inserting the necessary decimal
point. The example 5 J151 illustrates this faulty practice :
302
5TTST0
15
10
This is a constant source of error for many pupils. The frequency
of this error was considerably larger for the Wilson Inventory
and Diagnostic Test than for individual oral testing. This high
frequency was caused by two examples in the SDP Test 8") T~ and
7] 3“ . Clapp’s Humber Combination Test did not reveal any cases
of this error because it includes only even division facts. The
Public School Achievement Test did not disclose frequencies of
this error because none of the division examples in that test
have remainders. The Test by Reavis and Breslich did not in-
dicate errors of this type because all its examples , except the
final one, have no remainders. Most of the pupils did not have
enough time to do the last example.
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Error 9, "writes divisor as quotient", was a chance error
among the pupils participating in this investigation. A sample
of this erroneous procedure is the response to the following
9
example : 9} 45 •
The tenth source of error, "quotient figure too small", may
result in an extra figure or figures in the quotient. The following
computation illustrates this procedure : 5101
8) 48o& .
Clapp's Humber Combination Test differed significantly from indi-
vidual oral testing in indicating this source of error because of
its construction. There is a significant difference for the
Public School Achievement Test, also. This probably occurred
because most of the division examples in that test have one-place
divisors. The small number of examples completed by the pupils
on the Test by Reavis and Breslich did not give an adequate op-
portunity for diagnosing this source of error.
Error 11," quotient figure too large", is demonstrated by
the following computation of a pupil : 79
430 F296600
2800
“TF&O
3600
There are other errors in this example, but it illustrates the
error of a quotient figure being too large. Usually pupils,
who make this error, make a subsequent error in subtraction.
Clapp's Humber Combination Test cannot show this source of error
because no estimating of a quotient figure is involved in that
test. Ho frequencies of the error were detected in the responses
to the Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by Christofferson and
Guiler.
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Faulty habit 11, "places quotient figure over wrong dividend
figure”, is characterized either by misplacing the first quotient
figure or by misplacing quotient figures when zeros in the quo-
tient are omitted. The following work of a pupil represents the
way in which he usually writes quotients : 628
530) 332840
3180
”
14^4
1060
~T£?C
4240
Clapp's dumber Combination Test and the Test by Reavis and
Breslich indicated no frequencies of this faulty habit. A
sufficient explanation has already been given about the con-
struction of both these tests. To reveal the faulty habit of
placing the quotient figure over the wrong dividend figure, a
group test should contain examples in which the first figure
of the divisor must be divided into the first two figures of
the dividend.
Faulty habit 13, in TABLES XX and XXI, "last quotient figure
when zero not set down”, is demonstrated by the response to the
following example : 463
9T~416W
36
~T6
54
"27
27
0
This is a constant habit for many pupils and results from a
pupil's not comprehending the function of zero. The Compass
Diagnostic Test in division of whole numbers revealed many more
pupils making this error than the individual oral diagnoses did.
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Many of these errors were chance errors resulting from too
rapid work. Clapp’s Humber Combination Test had no frequency
for this error because all the quotients in this test are just
one figure. Ho pupils made this error on the Public School
Achievement Test because there are no examples in this test
with a final quotient figure of zero. The test by Reavis and
Breslich likewise has no examples with a final quotient figure
of zero.
Error 14, " wrong figure in quotient but right multiplier
used”, cannot always be diagnosed reliably in a written group
test. One cannot determine whether a pupil wrote the wrong
quotient figure or if he made an error on a multiplication fact.
The following example shows this faulty procedure :
381
34FT635?
136
272
54
34
Clapp’s Humber Combination Test has no examples in which products
are expressed and therefore cannot disclose this faulty habit.
The Public School Achievement Test did not reveal any cases of
this error for it has just one example with a 2-digit divisor.
Faulty habit 15, in TABLES ZZ and ZZI, "puts any figure in
quotient, but makes last product equal last partial dividend”,
is illustrated by the computation in the following example :
633
530) 332840
3150
^T7F4
1590
T^O
1940
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This error occurred when a pupil writes the trial quotient and
then merely duplicates the partial dividend. All the group tests
except Clapp T s Number Combination Test revealed some pupils who
had this habit.
A sample of the sixteenth source of error, "fails to obtain
last quotient figure", is the work of the following example :
80
78TTZ5U
624
£44
This type of error occurs when a pupil does not estimate the
quotient figure readily and leaves the example, planning to
return to it later. The construction of Clapp's Number Combina-
tion Test does not permit it to show this source of error. The
Public School Achievement Test and the Test by Reavis and Breslich
did not indicate any frequencies of this error.
Error 17, "partial dividend larger than divisor , "giving an
extra figure in quotient", is related to the error of having a
quotient figure which is too small. The following computation
illustrates this faulty procedure :
217
25) 925
50
s
25
T75
175
The partial dividend (42) is larger than the divisor (25) and
results in the extra digit (1) in the quotient. Three group tests
differed significantly from individual oral testing in revealing
this cause of error. Clapp's Number Combination Test, which
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measures the ninety even division facts, cannot show this source
of error. There is just one example with a two-place divisor in
the Public School Achievement Test, and therefore it would not
be likely to indicate this error. If the pupils had had the
opportunity to do more examples on the test by Reavis and
Breslich, a higher frequency of this error would probably have
ocourred for the test.
Error 18, "fails to subtract to get final remainder”, may be
explained by the following work of a pupil : 803
78TTZ&&
624
244
234
It is apparent that the pupil did not subtract the last product
from the last partial dividend. For some pupils this is a
constant poor work habit. Clapp’s Number Combination Test does
not reveal this type of error because there are no remainders
in the examples in it. The Public School Achievement Test by
Ox^leans did not indicate any cases of this error because there
are no division examples with remainders in the test.
An illustration of faulty habit 19 , "remainder not expressed
30
in answer", is the response to the following example: 51 TET •
which was done by short division. There is a remainder of fl)
in this example, and the pupil has not expressed it. The examples
in Clapp 1 s Number Combination Test and in the Public School
Achievement Test have no remainders, and, there fore, these tests
show no frequencies of this faulty habit. Only the final example
in the test by Reavis and Breslich has a remainder. Just a few
pupils, who started at the end of the test, did this example.
The Test by Reavis and Breslich showed no frequencies of omission
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Error 20," extra figure put in remainder", was a chance
error made by one pupil on the Diagnostic Test in Whole numbers
by Christo fferson and Culler* The following example shows the
$1
pupil 1 s error: 48 ) £$'46
288
,
48
ll8
The pupil placed the (1).which he borrowed, as a digit in the
remainder*
Error 21, "does not use a final zero which forms a part of
remainder", is demonstrated by the following example, which
appears in the Wilson LDP Test :
24
70 } 1740
140
280
6
6
This type of error is made by pupils who do not understand the
function of zero. Errors of this character appeared on the
Compass Diagnostic Test in the division of whole numbers and
on the Wilson LDP Test. Only those tests which contain ex-
amples with zeros in the remainders can show this source of
error. The following example of this type is in the Buswell-
John Diagnostic Charts for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic:
803
78 J"' 6^644
624
£44
234
TO
No cases of pupils' omitting the final zero in the remainder
were discovered during oral diagnoses because the pupils, who
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usually had difficulty with zeros, made other errors In their
computation so that they did not have a remainder of 10.
Error 22," remainder larger than divisor", was a rather
common error for many pupils. This error is closely allied
to the error, "quotient figure too small". The following work
of a pupil is a sample of the error : 89
47) 4360
376
TiO
423
ITT
Only the even division facts are in Clapp's Number Combination
Test, therefore, no frequencies of this error were revealed by
that test. Although the Public School Achievement Test has no
examples with remainders, one pupil had a remainder larger than
a divisor in this test because he had made errors in computation
so that he had a remainder. Similar cases occurred in the Diag-
nostic Tests in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and
in Problem Solving by Reavis and Breslich.
Error 23, "zero omitted between figures of quotient", was a
frequent source of error in this study. It is illustrated by
the response to the following example :
731 1/5
5T "35TB6
35
15
15
6
5
T
The pupil omitted the zero between the 7 and 3. There are no
examples with zeros between the figures of the quotient in
Clapp's Number Combination Test, therefore, it indicated no
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frequencies of this error. The examples with zeros between
figures of the quotients in the test by Reavis and Breslich are
examples numbered 8, 10, and 12, Most of the pupils did not
get to these examples in the four minutes allowed for doing the
test.
Faulty habit 24, ’’zero within dividend ignored”, results
from a pupil’s not comprehending the function of zero. This
faulty procedure is demonstrated by a pupil's work in the
following example : 218 7/40
40) "8T20T
80
*”T2
40
327
320
7
The evidence that the pupil ignored the zero in the dividend
lies in his failing to bring it down. This was a constant error
for a few pupils. Only those group tests which contain zeros
within dividends indicate this faulty habit. The zero or zeros
must be located beyond the first partial dividend, that is, an
example of this type 78) 10342 would not reveal the faulty habit.
Faulty habit 25,” final zero in dividend ignored”, is shown
in the following example : 62 424/530
530
3180
“T3S4
1060
Omission of the final zero in the dividend was a constant error
for many pupils. The construction of Clapp's Number Combination
Test does not permit it to reveal this faulty habit. The
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Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by Christofferson and Guiler
has no final zeros in dividends, and therefore it revealed no
oases of this faulty habit.
Error 26, "omits or misplaces decimal point", is generally
revealed only by those tests which contain decimal points in the
dividends. In this study, the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests were the only group tests in division of whole numbers,
which contained decimal points in dividends. The Compass Diagnostic
Test revealed one pupil who misplaced decimal points. He added
a decimal point to examples which had remainders and carried the
division beyond the point which was necessary. In so doing, he
misplaced the decimal point in the quotient. The following ex-
ample is a case of misplacing the decimal point : $2.3
30) $6.90
60
90
90
Omission of the decimal point was more common than misplacement
of it.
A case of error in subtraction facts (0-9), no borrowing,
is shown in the computation in the following example :
249
4) 9$4
8
19
16
“£4
36T
When subtracting 6 from 9 the pupil wrote 4. No errors in sub-
traction facts can be made in Clapp's Number Combination Test,
which contains the ninety even division facts. Just a few
subtraction facts (0-9), no borrowing, are used in the Public
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School Achievement Test, and therefore its percentage of sub-
traction errors differed significantly from that of individual
oral testing.
Error 28 in TABLES XX and XXI means that pupils made errors
on the subtraction facts with minuends from 10 to 18 in which
borrowing is required. The construction of Clapp's Humber Com-
bination Test does not give opportunity for diagnosing this source
of error. Ho subtraction facts with minuends from 10 to 18 appear
in the Public School Achievement Test division examples, and no
frequencies of error on these facts could occur.
Error 29, "decreasing next figure although no borrowing",
takes place in subtraction in division examples. Analysis of the
computation in the following example reveals this source of error:
400T
736£
'
25560(5
2800
1200
TpOO
2400
Too
The pupil took 1 away from the 5 in the second partial dividend
although no borrowing was necessary. Since Clapp's Humber Com-
bination Test measures only the ninety even division facts, it
cannot reveal this source of error. The Public School Achievement
Test, which has just one example with a 2-place divisor, indicated
no frequencies of this error. The small number of examples com-
pleted by the pupils in the test by Reavis and Breslich did not
permit adequate diagnosis of this error.
Error 30,” not decreasing next figure for one borrowed",
was more frequent among the pupils in this investigation than
the error of decreasing the next figure although no borrowing
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took place. The calculation in the following example shows
an incidence of this error:
5026 8/46
46) 2311W
230
“no
92
"284
276
S’
The pupil did not decrease the 11 in the second partial dividend
after borrowing 1. The construction of Clapp’s Humber Combination
Test does not allow it to reveal errors of this character. There
is no borrowing in the division examples in the Public Sohool
Achievement Test by Orleans, and, therefore, it cannot indicate
errors related to borrowing.
Error 31, "fails to complete subtraction", occurred in a
significantly greater number of cases on the Compass Diagnostic
Test than in individual oral diagnoses. The Compass Diagnostic
Test in division of whole numbers contains sixty-two subtraction
examples which are elements of division examples. As in the mul-
tiplication process, the pupils made errors on elements of ex-
amples which they did not repeat in the actual examples. The
computation in the following example illustrates an error due
to not completing a subtraction :
5021 19/23
46TT3II0*
230
XlO
92
“34
46
38
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The pupil did not subtract the 9 in the second product from the
10. Clapp's Number Combination Test, because of its limited
scope, cannot indicate errors of this type. The Diagnostic Test
in Whole Numbers by Christofferson and Culler, the Public School
Achievement Test by Orleans, and the Test by Reavis and Breslich
differed significantly from individual oral testing in revealing
percentages of this faulty procedure.
Error 32," errors in multiplication facts other than zero”,
is difficult to diagnose on most group tests. The analyzer
cannot diagnose reliably errors which occur when carrying is
involved. This difficulty can be explained by the following
example : 480 14/34
34TT63F4
136
~T75
The location of the error in this example shows that the pupil
did not know the fact 8x4. If the error had occurred in the
27 in the same product, the examiner could not have determined
if the error had happened in the multiplication facts or in the
addition in carrying. No multiplication facts are used in the
division examples in Clapp's Number Combination Test, so this
test shows no frequencies of error 32. The Compass Diagnostic
Test measures the multiplication facts used in the division ex-
amples as isolated facts and has adequate diagnostic power in
revealing errors on multiplication facts. The Wilson Inventory
and Diagnostic Tests contain so many division examples in which
there are multiplication facts without carrying that it did not
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differ significantly from individual oral testing in revealing
pupils who made errors on multiplication facts.
Error 33, "multiplication errors when zero is involved”,
occurred only in the Compass Diagnostic Test. The high frequency
of zero errors resulted from the isolated multiplication facts
with zero in them. The pupils did not repeat the zero errors in
the division examples.
Error 34," divisor written as part of quotient", was a
careless error made by one pupil during oral diagnosis. The
42»
following example shows his work: 2 ) 9
I
T
Error 35, "subtracts instead of dividing", was made by one
pupil during oral testing. This error occurred when facts were
written in horizontal form like 8 7 1.
Addition combination errors in carrying in multiplication
were common among the pupils who participated in the testing
program. An error in an addition combination in carrying in
multiplication occurred in a pupil's computation in the following
764
example : 3951 302175
2765
TF67
2380
“W5
1580
In doing this example orally, the pupil said," 54 and 3 equal 58."
The Compass Diagnostic Test measures, as isolated facts, the
addition facts needed in carrying in multiplication. Many pupils
made errors on these elements of examples and therefore the
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Compass Diagnostic Test revealed a significantly greater number
of pupils making these errors than individual oral testing did.
No carrying is involved in Clapp’s Number Combination Test, so
that it did not indicate frequencies of errors in carrying. The
Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by Christofferson and Guiler
differed significantly from oral testing in revealing this source
of error because it requires very few incidents of carrying in
multiplication. Only two instances of carrying in multiplication
in division examples, 3+1 and 4+2, appear in the Public School
Achievement Test. These are primary addition facts and caused
no errors.
Error 37, " fails to carry in multiplication”, is difficult
to diagnose in the responses to written group tests. The exact
source of error often cannot be located. The following example
illustrates the double occurrence of this error :
775
395) 302175
2735
T$67
2735
“3325
1975
“SEO
When multiplying 9x7, the pupil failed to add the carried 3.
The analyzer frequently cannot determine if a pupil has failed
to carry or if he has made an error on the multiplication com-
bination. Only those written group tests which include several
examples with carrying in the multiplication reveal errors due
to failure to carry. The Test by Reavis and Breslich has many
of these examples, but in the allotted time of 4 minutes, the
pupils did too few examples to reveal this source of error.
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The habit of carrying in multiplication when there is
nothing to carry was not a frequent source of error among the
pupils who participated in this investigation. In the computa-
tion in the following example is an illustration of the error :
626
5307 '33294S
9180
1484
llftO
5M0
3180
So
When multiplying the 5 by the 2 in the second product, the pupil
carried 1 to that product when there was nothing to carry. Clapp's
Number Combination Test, which includes only the ninety even di-
vision facts, cannot indicate this type of error. There is only
one example with a 2-digit divisor in the Public School Achievement
Test. This example requires carrying in the multiplication, and
therefore it cannot reveal the error of carrying when there is
nothing to cariy. The first seven examples in the division test
by Reavis and Breslich require carrying in all the multiplication.
Since most of the pupils did not go beyond these examples, no
frequency of this error appeared for that test.
Faulty habit 39,” repeats part of multiplication table",
was discovered only in individual oral testing. A pupil may
repeat part of a multiplication table to obtain the response
either to a division fact or to a multiplication fact. This
habit develops from teaching the facts in tables and not as
isolated facts.
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Error 40, "falls to complete multiplication" , was a careless
error made by one pupil on the Compass Diagnostic Test*
Error 41, "subtraction wrong in short division, giving wrong
remainder to carry", may have been written as "uneven division
facts not known"* It was written in the former manner because a
large percentage of pupils did the short division examples in
long division form. The following work of a pupil demonstrates
821 3/4
this error: 8) 6584 . After dividing the 18 by 8, the pu-
pil carried 1 instead of 2 to the next figure. The construction
of Clapp's Dumber Combination Test does not give the opportunity
for occurrences of this type. The Diagnostic Test in Whole
Numbers by Christofferson and Culler measures thirty-six uneven
division facts as isolated facts. Because this test contains
these uneven division facts, it revealed a significantly larger
percentage of pupils making errors on them than individual oral
testing did. There are three opportunities for carrying in
short division in the Public School Achievement Test. In those
examples, errors due to carrying could not be diagnosed reliably.
There are no examples with one-place divisors in the test by
Reavis and Breslich, and therefore the test could show no fre-
quencies of error 41.
The failure of a pupil to reduce a remainder was not con-
sidered an error in this study. In practice at present, it is
not essential to reduce every fraction to lowest terms. If,
however, a pupil attempted to reduce a remainder and made an error
in the reduction, a frequency of error was noted. Only those tests
which contain examples with remainders can reveal errors in re-
ducing them*
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Error 43, "fails to carry remainder to next figure”, is
applicable to short division. The response to the following
7001 1/5
example demonstrates this error : 5") &5156 • After writing
0 for the quotient of 1 divided by 5, the pupil failed to carry
the 1 to the next 5. Only those written group tests which con-
tain a short division example, similar to the one above with zero
in the quotient, had adequate diagnostic power in relation to the
error of not carrying the remainder to the next figure, in short
division.
Error 44, "partial divisor used", is demonstrated by the
following calculation of a pupil: 248 4/7
70X1746
14
“S4
28
To
56T
Analysis of the computation shows that the pupil used the 7
instead of the 70 as divisor. All the group tests which had
examples with two-place divisors, except the test by Reavis
and Breslich, revealed some cases of this error* As previous-
ly stated
,
the small amount of work done by the pupils in four
minutes on the test by Reavis and Breslich did not offer oppor-
tunity for the occurrence of many errors and faulty habits.
Error 45," reverses figures in quotient", was not a common
error among the pupils who served as subjects in the study, but
it is an important one for the pupils who make it. The response
to the following example has the last two quotient figures
reversed :
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830
78 1 o2Ml
624
“T44
234
Pupils, who reverse quotient figures, usually obtain the entire
quotient by the trial and error method, that is, in the above
example a pupil would multiply 78 by various numbers until he
approximated a product of 62644. He would then write the most
favorable number in the quotient and fit the calculation to the
quotient figures. When writing the entire quotient in the above
example, the pupil made the error of reversing the digits. Those
group tests which contain several examples with 2-place divisors,
except the test by Reavis and Breslich, revealed cases of pupils
who reversed digits in the quotient.
Another subtraction error appearing in division of whole
numbers was that of borrowing two or three instead of one. Only
two pupils made this error, which is demonstrated in the following
example :
451 20/34
347' 16354
136
5
0
“T4
34
20
The only group test which indicated this source of error was the
Diagnostic Test in Whole numbers by Christofferson and Guiler.
There is no construction in this test for revealing errors in
borrowing; it happened that the pupils wrote their borrowing
process on the tests.
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Errors in reading numbers could be detected on the Compass
Diagnostic Test in which two examples must be checked. Y/hen
copying the numbers for checking, pupils wrote wrong numbers.
The Diagnostic Test in Y/hole numbers by Christofferson and Guiler
also contains examples which must be checked, and thereby it
indicated an error in reading numbers. The computation in some
examples on the V/ilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in Division
showed that a number in the divisor had been misread throughout
an example.
Error 48,” only remainder expressed in answer", means that
the pupil omitted the quotient figures and wrote only the re-
mainder. One pupil revealed this erroneous procedure on the test
by Christofferson and Ouiler. Probably he did his calculation
on scrap paper and failed to copy all the work onto his test
paper.
Error 49," added instead of subtracted product from partial
dividend", is demonstrated by the following work of a pupil :
761119
395T'30£1'75
2765
~T5E7
2370
"4937
”395
395
395
37F5
3555
The pupil added a product and a partial dividend and then placed
l's in the quotient until he had a partial dividend into ^lich
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the divisor would go 9 times. This source of error shows that
the division process was not kept in mind.
Faulty habit 50," divisor written as remainder", was a
constant error for one pupil in this study. The response to
the following example illustrates the error :
9 5/4
5) 49
45T
Only those group tests, which include examples with remainders,
revealed the pupil who had this faulty habit.
Error 51, " carries to answer a figure in mind as 17 -r 7 - 7",
appeared most frequently in uneven division facts. Eo frequencies
of this error could be detected in the test by Reavis and Breslich.
Error 52, "zero divided by some number equals that number
7 1
or one", is illustrated by the following facts : 7T6 and 7)6 •
Those group tests which measure zero facts as isolated facts
revealed this error most readily. Tests should contain more than
one of these facts to yield a reliable diagnosis. Otherwise, one
cannot conclude whether a pupil carried to the answer a figure in
mind or whether he did not know the response to the zero fact.
Error 53," figure of dividend divided into divisor", is
demonstrated by the response to the following example : 2 1/7 .
7) 3
This error is revealed by those group tests, which contain uneven
division facts in which the dividends are less than the divisors.
Error 54, "remainders written within quotient," occurred
in the following example :
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70311
5} 3B1B5"
35
15
15
6
5
I
The pupil wrote the 1, which is the remainder, as a quotient
figure. This error can occur only in those group tests which
have division examples with remainders. It was revealed more
frequently by those examples which have a final quotient figure
of zero and have a remainder.
Error 55," zero in divisor ignored", was indicated by
examples which have a divisor with the last figure a zero,
like 40, 50, 60, and so forth. The Compass Diagnostic Test
and the LDP Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests
contain examples of this type.
Error 56, "omits a digit in quotient", applies to digiti
other than zeros, which were discussed under Error 23. Error 56
is illustrated by the response to the following example :
2463£
8) 1$6B06
The pupil omitted the 5 between the 4 and the 6 in the quotient.
Pupils who do not place quotient figures over the right dividend
figures make careless errors of this type. Tests in which there
are examples with several digits in the dividends reveal this
error.
Error 57, "puts an extra digit in quotient", was an un-
common error among the pupils who participated in the testing
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program. This error, as diagnosed in this study, is not
related to the error, "quotient figures too small". The
following work of a pupil shows that he has put an extra
digit in the quotient :
245563 £
8)l9fiR>fc
16
~36
32
T5
40
“Fo
48
T6
24T
It is apparent from the computation in the above example that
the pupil placed an extra 5 in the quotient. Group tests will
reveal this error if they measure examples other than fundamental
facts.
Error 58," digits in divisor reversed", was made by the
pupil on the IDP Test of the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests.
The following example shows the pupil's work :
65
45") 3555
324
3T5
270
This probably resulted from the pupil's being temporarily con-
fused about the process.
Error 60,” remainder added to quotient ", is demonstrated
in the response to this example : 51=52
8TTO
—
40
TT9
81
One pupil made errors of this type on the SDP Test of the
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Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests. These errors probably
resulted from temporary confusion about handling remainders.
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Difficulty 61,” unable to estimate quotient readily”, could
be recognized easily during oral diagnosis. The pupils usually
have no definite method for acquiring a quotient figure in examples
with two or more figures in the divisors. Various trial and error
methods are employed. The only group test which contains ex-
ercises in estimating quotient figures is the Compass Diagnostic
Test. It seems essential for a group test to include some device
for measuring the abilities of pupils to estimate quotient figures.
Error 62, "increases minuend figure when borrowing”, is
illustrated in the computation in the following example :
_ 4949 28/34
34)1%3Ei
136
475
306
TES
136
334
306
T5
When subtracting the first product from the first partial dividend,
the pupil increased the 6 instead of decreasing it for borrowing.
This error cannot be diagnosed reliably in the computation on a
written group test unless the pupil indicates his borrowing process
as in the example cited.
Error 63,” minuend figure taken from subtrahend”, was a fre-
quent error for a few pupils. The following example includes this
623
error : 924)5802^2
5544
1848
^3552
2772
T20
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The pupil subtracted the 5 in the minuend from the 8 in the
subtrahend in the second subtraction in this example. In all of
the cases of this error, this procedure took place when borrowing
was necessary. Clapp’s Humber Combination Test requires no sub-
traction in its division examples, and therefore it cannot show
errors of this type. Ho borrowing is required in the division
examples in the Public School Achievement Test, and it revealed
no frequencies of this error. The small amount of work done by
the pupils on the test by Reavis and Breslich did not give the
opportunity for discovering this error.
Error 64," extra zero placed in quotient", was a chance error
made by the pupils who did not write the quotient figures over the
right dividend figures.
Faulty habit 65," uses last digit of divisor to estimate
quotient," was the method used by one pupil in all long division
examples. A habit of this type could be discovered only in oral
testing. It developed from wrong initial learning and results
in trying many numbers before acquiring the right one a
laborious and time-wasting habit.
Error 66, "carries wrong number in multiplication", was
discovered only in oral testing. If pupils write the numbers
which they carry, frequencies of the error will be recognized.
As the divisor must be multiplied by two or more quotient figures
generally, the pupils do not write the numbers which they carry
in multiplying in division examples.
Faulty habit 67," derives unkown combination from known one",
developed from lack of mastery of the division facts. An illustra-
tion of the thought process of a pupil for the fact 6 } 42 follows
£5*12 HDW
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" 6 into 36 is 6; 37 , 38 , 39 ,40 ,41 , 42 , f counting) . 6 and 1 are 7.
7 is the answer.” This faulty habit could be analyzed only in
oral diagnosis.
Error 68,” adds instead of dividing", was a careless error
which occurred during oral testing on a fact written in horizontal
form : 8 7 1 - 9.
Error 69 , "multiplies instead of dividing", likewise was a
careless error as in the following fact : 6 i 2 = 12.
Error 70 , "remainder written over dividend", occurred in the
4 1/9
following example : 2) 9 • This was an uncommon error and
one which written group tests would reveal.
"Error in writing" means that the pupil said one number and
wrote a different one. Oral diagnosis showed this source of
error.
Error 72," used first quotient figure as divisor in the
ensuing part of the example", was a careless error made by one
pupil during oral diagnosis. His answer to the following example
shows the error : 441. This error would be rather difficult
2TS5T"
to analyze in written responses.
The preceding survey of the errors and faulty habit3, which
occurred in division of whole numbers in this investigation,
attempted to discuss the reasons why some tests were diagnostic
in relation to some errors and faulty habits and why other tests
lacked this power. By analyzing the construction of the group
tests and the degree to which each error and faulty habit was
revealed by them, the writer concludes that a group test in
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division of whole numbers, for diagnostic purposes, should
contain more than one frequency of certain types of examples
or process steps. The following list of division steps is
suggested :
(1) even division facts, at least three facts with zero in the
dividend to be included
(2) uneven division facts with some facts in which the digit in
the dividend is less than the digit in the divisor
(3) one-place divisor, remainders and carrying
(4) one-place divisor, zeros in the quotient (Located in various
positions)
(5) one-place divisor, dollars and cents
(6) two-place divisor, quotient is apparent from first figure of
divisor and dividend, carrying in the multiplication and
borrowing in the subtraction
(7) two-place divisor, first figure of divisor contained in first
two figures of dividend (include divisors with zeros in them
and some examples in which there is no carrying in the multipli-
cation)
(8) two or more figures in divisor, one or more zeros in dividend
(9) two or more figures in divisor, one or more zeros in quotient
(10) two or more figures in divisor, dollars and cents
(11) exercises in estimating the quotient
In addition to discovering the most pertinent process steps
for diagnostic purposes, it was necessary to learn which of the
group tests used in this study had the greatest diagnostic power.
The data obtained from individual oral diagnoses served as criteria
for evaluating the general diagnostic power of each group test.
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The pro duct-moment method for the coefficient of correlation
was used for this purpose. The percentages of errors and faulty
habits revealed by each group test were correlated with the
corresponding percentages obtained from individual oral testing.
The coefficients of correlation for the six
follows :
group tests are
Title of Test r PEr
Compass Diagnostic Test in Division of
Whole Numbers
.81 .03
SDP and LDP Tests of the Wilson Inventory
and Diagnostic Tests
.61 .05
Clapp’s Number Combination Test .49 .06
Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by
Christofferson and Cuiler
.44 .07
Public School Achievement Test by Orleans .40 .07
Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental
Operations of Arithmetic and in Problem
Solving by Reavis and Breslich
.35 .07
In ninety-nine chances out of one hundred the r for the
Compass Diagnostic Test would differ significantly from the
r for the SDP and LDP Tests of the Wilson Inventory and
Diagnostic Tests. It differs significantly from the other
r's. The Compass Diagnostic Test in division of whole numbers
is .therefore
,
superior for diagnostic purposes to the other group
tests used in this study. Certain changes in the division test of
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Compass Diagnostic Tests would probably improve its diagnostic
power. The test is so long that many pupils could not complete
it in forty minutes. By shortening the test and including ex-
amples in dollars and cents, the diagnostic power would be in-
creased.
For diagnostic purposes, a test should reveal faulty habits,
such as saying tables to get facts and deriving facts from known
facts. Some device, which conforms to good educational practice,
should be included in a diagnostic test so that pupils may express
their thought processes and describe their methods of work.
The Relation of Time to Diagnostic Testing
Time is an important factor in diagnosis of pupils' diffi-
culties. The amount of time consumed in doing a task indicates
the presence or absence of faulty work habits. The tests selected
for the testing program in this investigation represent the
various types of tests in relation to the problem of timing.
The Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers by Christofferson and Guiler
and the Diagnostic Test in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic
and in Problem Solving by Reavis and Breslich are timed tests.
Time limits are given for each section of each test. The pupils
completed in the specified periods of time, the work in all parts
of the Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers except in division. In
no parts of the test by Reavis and Breslich did any pupil complete
all the examples. The diagnostic power of the Diagnostic Tests
in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and in Problem Solving
by Reavis and Breslich was decreased by the brief time limits.
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Thirty minutes are allowed for doing the entire Public
School Achievement Test . Since only the examples in whole
numbers were used in this study, this test was administered as
an untimed test, that is, a pupil could work until he completed
the assigned tasks, and a record of the time consumed in doing
the examples in whole numbers was kept.
The Compass Diagnostic Tests are untimed tests. The time
needed by each pupil for each process was recorded.
The Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests are untimed tests
in which there is provision for recording the time consumed in
doing each section.
Clapp 1 s Humber Combination Test is also an untimed test in
which the time used in doing each fundamental process is noted.
An untimed test is, undoubtedly, superior to a timed test
for diagnostic purposes. If a long time limit is established
for a test, there is no differentiation between the pupil who
is retarded by faulty habits and the pupil who works rapidly and
has no faulty habits. If brief time limits are established,
many of the pupils cannot finish a test and diagnosis of some
process steps is not permitted. An untimed test, which provides
for a record of the time consumed in doing it, is the best type
for diagnostic purposes.
Undoubtedly, a test should be economical in time consumption.
It seemed that excessively long periods of time were required
by the pupils for working the examples in the Compass Diagnostic
Tests . There was, therefore, the problem of determining whether
or not tests of special diagnostic construction like the Compass
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Diagnostic Tests reveal a superior diagnosis to warrant the
additional expenditure of time on them. To solve this problem,
the writer computed the average time which the one hundred pupils
required for doing each of the six group tests. The results
were as follows :
Title of Test
Average Time for
Four Fundamental
the
Processes
Compass Diagnostic Tests 105 minutes
Clapp's lumber Combination Test 9 minutes 5 seconds
Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers
( Christofferson and Guiler)
28 minutes
Public School Achievement Test 5 minutes 50 seconds
Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental
Operations of Arithmetic and in
Problem Solving
(Reavis-Breslich)
11 minutes 30 seconds
Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests 41 minutes 38 seconds
Division of the total number of errors and faulty habits
revealed by each test, by the average time consumed in doing
each test, gave the average number of errors and faulty habits
per minute for each test. For example, the Compass Diagnostic
Tests indicated a total of 1643 errors and faulty habits.
Dividing 1643 by the average time of 105 minutes gave an average
of 15.65 errors or faulty habits per minute for the one hundred
pupils. This is equivalent to .1565 errors or faulty habits per
minute per pupil.
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TABLE XXII shows the average number of errors and faulty
hahits per minute for each of the six group tests. The data in
this table show that tests as long as the Compass Diagnostic Tests
do not warrant the additional expenditure of time on them. There
are many worthwhile characteristics of the Compass Diagnostic Tests
,
as previously discussed, and these features can be incorporated
in a briefer test.
Possibilities for Error
Observation of the length of the tests used in this study
aroused a question of whether or not the length of a test, measured
in a unit other than time, had any relation to its diagnostic
power. The length of a test in arithmetic can be determined by
counting the number of facts used in it. The total number of
facts, which may be considered mental operations, was counted
for each test. To illustrate, in the following example, there
are 11 addition facts including the carried numbers :
48
652
1875
447
Adding upward, one finds the facts 7 + 5, 12 + 2, 14+ 8, 2+4,
6 + 7, 13+5, 18 + 4, 1 + 4, 5+6, 13+-6, and 1 + 1. The total
number of facts in a test may be considered the number of possi-
bilities for errors.
TABLE XXIII shows the possibilities for error and the
product-moment coefficient of correlation between the percentages
of errors and faulty habits in each fundamental process of each
group test used in this study and the corresponding percentages
in individual diagnosis. The product-moment coefficients
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of correlation are those which were obtained and discussed
earlier in this chapter. It is apparent that there is some
relation between the possibilities for error in each fundamental
process and the product-moment coefficients of correlation. There
seems to be a minimum number of possibilities for error, below
which a test does not yield an adequate diagnosis. There also
seems to be a limit to the number of facts in an arithmetic test
for diagnostic purposes. If a test is excessively long, the
element of fatigue brings a point of diminishing returns. TABLE
XXIII supports the finding that the selection of process steps
is a more important factor than the length of a test when diag-
nosis is the function.
Summary
For diagnosis of disabilities in the addition of whole
numbers, the Compass Diagnostic Test is superior to the other
tests used in this study. The Diagnostic Test in Whole Numbers
by Christofferson and Culler is probably the best available
instrument for determining difficulties in subtraction of whole
numbers. No group test used in this study had a significantly
greater diagnostic power than all the others, in the multiplica-
tion of whole numbers. Each test had characteristics which con-
tributed to its diagnostic power. A combination of the significant
process steps would probably contribute to a superior multipli-
cation test. The Compass Diagnostic Test in division of whole
numbers seems to be the best available measure for diagnosis
in division of whole numbers. The diagnostic power of this
test would improve if the test were shortened and if examples
in dollars and cents were included.
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An untime cl test, which offers the opportunity for re-
cording the time consumed in doing it, is superior to a
timed test for diagnostic purposes* Tests of special diagnostic
construction, as long as the Compass Diagnostic Tests, do not
warrant the additional expenditure of time on them.
The length of an arithmetic test in whole numbers, as measured
in the total number of mental operations, affects to a limited
degree the diagnostic power of a test. More potent factors are
the selection of essential process steps and the condition that
the test have no specified maximum time limit.
Certain faulty habits, such as counting, saying tables to
get facts, and deriving facts from known facts, are not revealed
satisfactorily by any of the present group tests. If a group
test is to fulfill its diagnostic purpose, that is, to provide
a basis for planning a corrective program for each pupil; it
should make provision for revealing these faulty habits.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CCUCLUSIOUS
Summary
The problem of this study was to determine the relationship
between the construction of arithmetic tests in the four fundamental
processes in whole numbers and their diagnostic power. A general
survey of arithmetic tests revealed: (1) the tests which are not
available now; (2) the tests which do not measure computation in
whole numbers; (3) the tests which are foreign publications and
are not adaptable to use in this country, and (4) the available
tests which contain examples in whole numbers. The tests in the
latter group were analyzed to determine the coverage of fundamental
facts and process steps in each one. On the basis of the number
of fundamental facts and process steps which a test includes,
each test was placed in one of the six following classifications:
(1) tests which contain only fundamental facts
(2) tests which contain five or less process steps
(3) tests which measure six to twenty-five process steps and less
than one hundred fundamental facts
(4) tests which measure six to twenty-five process steps and more
than one hundred fundamental facts
(5) tests which measure more than twenty-five process steps and
more than one hundred fundamental facts
(6) tests of special diagnostic construction
It was planned to administer a test of each of the above
types to a group of one hundred high school pupils. To represent
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tests which contain only fundamental facts, Clapp 1 s Humber
Combination Test was used. Ho test from the classification,
five process steps or less, could be acquired at the time of the
testing. A test of this type would probably reveal very little
information about the specific disabilities of the pupils and
would not compensate for the time spent in administering it.
The Public School Achievement Test by Orleans, Form I, was
selected to represent tests which contain six to twenty-five
process steps and less than one hundred fundamental facts. Prom
the tests which contain six to twenty-five process steps and
more than one hundred fundamental facts, the Diagnostic Tests
in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and in Problem
Solving by Reavis and Breslich, Form A, were chosen. The
Diagnostic Test in Whole numbers by Christofferson and Culler,
Form II, was taken from the classification of tests containing
more than twenty-five process steps and more than one hundred
fundamental facts. The Wilson Inventory and Diagno stic Tests
,
which were constructed to include a large percentage of funda-
mental facts, were selected fromthe group of tests of special
diagnostic construction. Since no test measuring less than five
process steps was used, another test of special diagnostic con-
struction was administered. The Compass Diagnostic Tests are
unique in that they measure all the elements of the examples
appearing in them.
These six group tests Clapp* s Humber Combination Test
,
Public School Achievement Test by Orleans, Diagno stic Tests in
the Fundamental Operations of Ari thmetic and in Problem Solving
by Reavis and Breslich, Diagnostic Test in Whole Humbers by
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Christo fferson and Culler, Wll Bon Invento ry and Diagnostic
Tests and the Compass Diagnostic Tests were administered to
a group of one hundred high school pupils, who were an average
unselected group of students. Onle the examples in whole num-
bers or the parts of a test measuring whole numbers were used.
Tests which contain examples in addition to those in whole num-
bers are the Public School Achievement Test and the Diagnostic
Tests in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic and in Problem
Solving by Reavis and Breslich.
After the six group tests had been administered to the one
hundred students, the responses on each test were analyzed by
the writer to learn what errors and faulty habits each test re-
vealed for each pupil. The total number of pupils having each
error and faulty habit, as revealed by each of the six group
tests,was converted into a percentage.
Individual oral diagnosis has been found to be the most
valid and reliable method for diagnosis of individual diffi-
1
oulties in arithmetic • The data obtained from individual
oral diagnoses of the work of the one hundred high school pu-
pils served as criteria for judging the diagnostic power of each
group test. To discover what errors and faulty habits each
pupil possessed, the Buswell-John Diagnostic Charts for Funda-
mental Processes in Arithmetic were used. To supplement the
work in these charts, the following facts were measured orally:
one hundred primary addition facts, three hundred upper decade
1. W. A. Brownell and B.Watson
"The Comparative Worth of Two Diagnostic Techniques
in Arithmetic” Journal of Educational Research
,
XXIX (Kay, 1936 )
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facts in addition, one hundred primary subtraction facts, one
hundred primary multiplication facts, and ninety even division
facts* The total number of pupils having each error and faulty
habit in each fundamental process, as learned from oral testing,
was converted into a percentage.
The analysis of variance technique was applied to the num-
bers of errors and faulty habits in each fundamental process, as
revealed by the six group tests used in this study and by indi-
vidual oral testing. The findings showed that in each process
each of the six tests and individual oral diagnosis differed
significantly from each other in diagnostic power.
To discover the errors and faulty habits which each test
adequately diagnosed, critical ratios were computed. The dif-
ference between a percentage of pupils having errors or faulty
habits ,as revealed by a group test, and the percentage of pu-
pils having the same errors or faulty habits in oral testing
was calculated. The difference between the two percentages was
divided by the standard error of that difference to determine
whether a significant difference existed. The percentage of
pupils having each error or faulty habit on a group test was
treated likewise. Those errors and faulty habits, for which
significant differences existed ,were considered to be inade-
quately diagnosed by the group test. A study of the construc-
tion of the group tests attempted to discover why a test failed
to diagnose adequately those errors and faulty habits for which
significant differences were found.
To discover the general relationship between the percentages
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of errors and faulty habits revealed by a group test and the
percentages obtained from Individual oral diagnoses in each
fundamental process, the product-moment coefficient of cor-
relation was calculated. To find the test which was superior
for diagnostic purposes in each fundamental process, the crit-
ical ratios between the obtained r’s were calculated.
Conclusions
Addition Process
(1) In the addition of whole numbers the Compass Diagnostic Test
ranked first among the six tests on the basis of the criteria
applied, if time is disregarded. This test breaks examples into
constituent elements and measures the elements as well as the
examples themselves. Such construction seems to aid in diagnosing
errors and faulty habits in addition of whole numbers.
(2) No available group test is completely diagnostic, that is, it
does not reveal all the disabilities and weaknesses of each pupil.
(3) A written group test which contains many process steps is more
diagnostic than one in which there are only a few process steps.
(4) A written group test in addition of whole numbers, which con-
tains a large number of fundamental facts, is no more diagnostic
than one which contains a relatively small number of fundamental
facts, unless the facts are measured as isolated facts.
(5) An addition test, which measures just a few process steps,
does not yield an adequate diagnosis.
(6) None of the group tests used in this study sufficiently
diagnosed by the methods used, the following disabilities and
weaknesses
:
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(a) primary combinations not known
(b) uppar decade facts not known
(c) counting
(d) loses place in column work
(e) omits one or more digits
(f) skips about for convenient groups
(g) fails to carry
(h) splits numbers
(i) adds carried number last
A written group test should contain some device for discovering
these faulty habits. This probably can be achieved by having
the pupils record their thought processes and methods of work
in a few selected examples.
Subtraction Process
(1) It is not essential for a test in subtraction of whole num-
bers to contain all the process steps and all the fundamental
facts.
(2) The Diagnostic Test in vhole Numbers by Christoffarson and
Guiler is superior among the group tests used in this study for
diagnosis in subtraction of whole numbers.
(3) A test which contains as many as six process steps and only
a relatively small number of fundamental facts is not adequately
diagnostic.
(4) A test which measures only fundamental facts does not yield
a satisfactory analysis of errors and faulty habits.
(5) A subtraction test which contains the following process
I
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steps or combination of process steps would probably give a
valid diagnosis:
(a) fundamental facts with minuends from 10 to 18,
measured as isolated facts
(b) simple subtraction, no borrowing
(c) one step borrowing
(d) borrowing, zero or zeros in subtrahend, with a gap
(a dangling left )
fe) borrowing with zero or zeros in minuend
(f) dollars and cents with double or triple borrowing
(6) Ho written group test revealed all the pupils who had the
faulty habit of counting* It seems essential therefore that
a subtraction test in whole numbers make provision for the
pupils to divulge their thought processes and methods of work*
Multiplication Process
(1) Ho written group test used in this study was significantly
superior to all the others for diagnostic purposes. Certain
characteristics of each test seem to contribute to its diag-
nostic power. Minor changes in some of these tests would in-
crease their diagnostic power.
(2) A test should not be so long as the multiplication test of
the Compass Diagnostic Tests . Fewer examples of the same degree
of difficulty would reduce the frequency of error caused by
fatigue.
(3) It is not necessary for a test in the multiplication of
whole numbers to measure all the constituent elements of ex-
amples because there is not significant relationship between
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the errors made in the elements of examples and the errors
made in the examples themselves.
(4) For diagnostic purposes, a written group test should con-
tain some essential types of examples or process steps. A study
of the tests used in this investigation and the findings de-
rived from them shows that the following process steps should
be included in a multiplication test:
(a) a sampling of primary combinations including some
with zero in the multiplicand and some with zero
in the multiplier
(b) the addition facts needed in carrying in multipli-
cation. These facts, undoubtedly, should be in-
cluded in a multiplication test and not in an addi-
tion test.
(o) some of the more difficult addition facts needed in
carrying and in adding partial products
(d) examples in dollars and cents with two or more
places in the multipliers
fe) examples with four digits in the multiplicand and
three or four digits, other than zero, in the multiplier.
ff) examples with zeros in the multiplicand and zeros in
the multiplier, located in various positions
(5) Besides the process steps listed above, a diagnostic group
test in multiplication of whole numbers should make detailed
provision for the pupils to indicate the numbers which they
carry and the facts for which they say tables. It is not
sufficient to ask pupils to check the examples in which they say
tables because most of them fail to do so. A more explicit pro-
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ce&ure must be used. The method by which pupils indicate the
numbers which they carry must conform to good educational
practice so that testing will not inculcate faulty habits.
Division Process
(1) The Compass Diagnostic Test in division of whole numbers is
superior to the other group tests, which were used in this study
to represent the major types of tests in measurement of whole
numbers, when the function of a test is diagnostic.
(2) The diagnostic power of the Compass Diagnostic Test in
division of whole numbers probably would increase if the test
were shortened, and examples in dollars and cents were included,
(3) For diagnostic purposes, a testlshould reveal faulty habits,
such as saying tables to get facts and deriving facts from known
facts. Some device, which conforms to good educational practice,
should be included in a diagnostic test so that pupils may ex-
press their thought processes and describe their methods of work,
(4) For diagnostic purposes, a test in division of whole numbers
should include more than one frequency of the following process
steps :
(a) even division facts, at least three facts with zero
in the dividend should be included
(b) uneven division facts with some facts in which the
digit in the dividend is less than the digit in the
divisor
(c) one-place divisor, remainders and carrying
(d) one-place divisor, zeros in the quotient (located
in various positions)
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(e) one-place divisor .dollars and cents
(f) two-place divisor, quotient is apparent from the
first figure of divisor and dividend, carrying in
the multiplication and borrowing in the subtraction
(g) two-place divisor, first figure of quotient is con-
tained in the first two figures of dividend.
Include divisors with zeros in them and some examples
in which there is no carrying in the multiplication.
fh) two or more figures in divisor, one or more zeros
in dividend
(i) two or more figures in divisor, one or more zeros
in quotient
(j) two or more figures in divisor, dollars and cents
(k) exercises in estimating the quotient
Timing
The time consumed in doing a written test indicates the presence
or absence of faulty work habits. Both timed and untimed tests were
used in this study. An untimed test, in which the periods of time
consumed in completing the examples in each fundamental process are
recorded, is superior for diagnostic purposes. A test as long as
the Compass Diagnostic Tests does not warrant the additional ex-
penditure of time on it. The outstanding features of these tests
can be incorporated in a shorter test.
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LE1TGTH AS MEASURES) BY THE FUMBER OP FUNDAMENTAL PACTS
There is some relation between the length of the test, as
determined by the total number of fundamental facte in it, and
its diagnostic power. More important characteristics of a
diagnostic test, however, are the selection of process steps
and the fact that a test should be unlimited in time allowance
with provision for recording the time consumed in doing it.
This study has attempted to answer eight problems. To
summarize, the eight problems and the findings on them are
restated.
fl) Do some of the tests indicate all the weaknesses of all the
pupils in the fundamental processes of arithmetic in whole numbers ?
Ho written group test used in this study is completely
diagnostic, that is, not any of the tests indicated all the weak-
nesses of all the pupils in the fundamental processes of arith-
metic in whole numbers.
(2) What relationship, if any, exists between the way in which a
test has been constructed and its diagnostic power ?
The construction of a test in whole numbers determines the
degree to which the test is diagnostic. The important factors
are the selection of process steps and provision for pupils to
explain their mental processes in a few critical process steps.
The essential process steps in each fundamental process are dis-
cussed at the beginning of this section of conclusions.
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(3) Does a test containing relatively few process steps and
fundamental facts yield as good a diagnosis as a test containing
a large percentage of fundamental facts and process steps ?
A test with relatively few process steps and fundamental
facts does not yield so good a diagnosis as a test containing
a large percentage of fundamental facts and process steps. The
Public School Achievement Test : Arithmetic Computation yielded
inferior diagnoses in all the fundamental processes.
(4) Does a timed test give as good a diagnosis as a test in which
unlimited time is allowed for completing the task ?
A test, without time limits for its various sections, is
superior for diagnostic purposes because pupils have the opportun
ity to do all the required examples. One cannot diagnose the
work which a pupil has not done. The time consumed in doing a
test indicated the presence or absence of faulty work habits,
and there should be provision in a test for recording the time
needed to complete it.
(5) 7/hat is the relation between the time consumed in doing a
test and its diagnostic power ?
To a limited degree there is a positive relation between
the time consumed in doing a test and its diagnostic power. A
test can be so long that the point of diminishing returns appears
It is probable that a written diagnostic test in the four funda-
mental processes of arithmetic should be of such length that al-
most every pupil can complete it in a maximum time of one hour.
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(6) Is there any relationship between the number of possibil-
ities for error in a test and its diagnostic power ?
The possibilities for error are the total number of facts
or mental operations required to do a test. Each mental opera-
tion offers an opportunity for error. There is some relation
between the possibilities for error and the diagnostic power
of an arithmetic test in whole numbers. More important factors
are the selection of process steps and the fact that a test have
no time limits.
(7) Does a test of specific diagnostic construction like the
Compass Diagnostic Test reveal a superior diagnosis to warrant
the additional expenditure of time on it ?
A test of special diagnostic construction as long as the
Compass Diagnostic Test does not warrant the additional expenditure
of time on it. This test yielded .16 errors or faulty habits
per minute per pupil, and all the other tests revealed .30 or
more errors or faulty habits per minute per pupil.
(8) Is there a significant difference between the types of
errors or faulty habits which the various group tests reveal ?
Analysis of variance technique was applied to the percen-
tages of errors or faulty habits, which each group test revealed,
to determine whether or not the tests differed from each other
in indicating errors or faulty habits. In each fundamental
process it was found that there were significant differences
in the errors or faulty habits that the tests revealed. A
study of the construction of each test and the percentage of
pupils having each error or faulty habit showed why the various
tests did not diagnose adequately some of the errors or faulty
habits. In Chapter V is a discussion of each error or faulty
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habit and the reason for a test’s failure to reveal it.
Limitations of the Study
The analysis of arithmetic tests for this investigation was
done by one person. The diagnosis of the testing results was
likewise the work of one person. The findings are, therefore,
dependent on the ability, training, and judgment of the writer.
The subjects in the testing program were high school pupils.
It seems probable that the results would have been similar if
the responses of junior high school pupils had been diagnosed,
because pupils in grades 7 through 9 have developed their work
habits in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
of whole numbers. In many progressive school systems, long
division is taught in grade 6. Complete diagnosis of the four
fundamental processes in whole numbers could not be accomplished
before they had been taught. It does not seem practical to
carry on a study of this type, which includes the four fundamental
processes in whole numbers, in the elementary grades.
In this study, each pupil having a weakness, such as, "primary
facts not known”, was considered as one frequency of that error
even though he might not have known ten of the individual facts.
The assumption that one occurrence of an error may be the same
as ten occurrences may be questionable. For example, the
Clapp Humber Combination Test has one hundred possibilities
for error on primary addition facts, and the Public School
Achievement Test has fourteen. Of course, Clapp 1 s Number
Combination Test offers a greater opportunity for error.
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Suggested Studies
The author, as a result of her thinking and work on this
study, suggests that the following investigations be made :
(1) A factorial analysis of abilities in the fundamental pro-
cesses of arithmetic.
(2) The relation between the degree of difficulty of an arith-
metic example and its diagnostic power.
The conclusions obtained in this study should contribute
to a more intelligent understanding of the problem of corrective
arithmetic. Many of the tests, which teachers have used to
analyze pupils' disabilities in arithmetic, are not adequate
diagnostic instruments. Effective corrective work cannot be
accomplished unless the specific weaknesses of each pupil can
be diagnosed. It is hoped that the findings of this study will
assist the classroom teacher in planning her own diagnostic tests.
This study, probably, will make its chief contribution to
the teaching of mathematics when the findings have been used
for creating an improved diagnostic test in the fundamental
operations of arithmetic.
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APPENDIX
SPECIMEN COPIES OF TESTS USED IN THIS STUDY

PUBLIC SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS:
(b) ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION, FORM 1
(Grades 3 to 8)
By JACOB S. ORLEANS
Name . Age
Grade School
City .... State .... Date
Directions : Look carefully at each example and find out what you are to do.
Get the right answer to as many examples as you can. All answers must be in
lowest terms. Write the answer in the ruled square with the example.
(1)
3 + 2 =
(2)
9 + 3 =
(3) Add
43
5
(4)
6-4 =
(5) (6) (7) (8)
12-7 = 4X3 = 3X7 = 10 X 2 =
(9) Add
46
58
(10) Add
95
41
28
32
7C,
(11) Subtract
59
36
? 2
(12) Subtract
70
28
(13) Subtract
82
15
i
(14) Subtract
444
423
(15) Subtract
904
276
l
(16) Add
$8.29
5.38
6.41
3.35
S18-4p
(17)
30^-6= S
(18)
24 -s- 6 =
( 10 )
18 + 3 =
(20) Multiply
52
4# i
(21) Multiply
670
6
( 22 )
2)86
(23)
^
_
4)848
(24)
b,'
5)315
(25)
3)609
(26)
7)84
( 27 )
5 is y2 of
£(.28)?Add
1.55
270.035
19.05
(29) Subtract
$142.35
80.01
t,
(30) Subtract
1218.3
657.5
(31)
14 of 16 =
(32)
14 of 4 = /
(33) Multiply
$10.36
4
f/f'f
(34)
9)7929
(35) Multiply
2518
62
foM
(36) Multiply
8402
100 -
?;
(37) Multiply
3506
58
Jf?
(38) Subtract
/ 24.09
9.9
c/m
2/6 • / —
2
(30,
2/3 of 6 =
(40)
1/ + 14 =
y\ffp
(41) ,
! % + % =
(42)
5/r ll Bn
$15) $4560
-ZL I
(43)
5/s ~ V2 ~
I
(
% + 3/3 =
(45) Add
% + % + % =
(46) Multiply
37.9
7.2
(47) Subtract
27/8
(48)
4y2 - iy4 =
(49)
62)13.64
(50) Multiply
25.2
.76
(51)
30 X 1% =
(52)
2y, x 2 =
(53)
%o ' Ko —
(54)
5
/i2 X 3/10 =
(55) Subtract
24.2
3.97
/ (56) Add
9.3, 17.05, 2.2, .702
.
(57) Multiply
19.08
.058
(58)
.37)15.836
(59)
5i/8 + 9i/2 - 2% =
(60)
.4)876
(61)
51/2 -5- 2 =
(62) Add
5.05, .0005, 5500, .55
(63)
4i/2 - 9 =
(64)
41)3.3989 0
(65)
15.4 - 2% =
(66) Add
5 bu. 2 pk. 3 qt.
3 bu. 3 pk. 5 qt.
(67) Find the answer
to two decimal
places
18)23
(68) Subtract
5 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt.
1 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt.
(69)
5% of $625 =
(70) Subtract
Subtract 2%
from 14.325
(71)
10 - 6y10 =
(72) 122 = (73)
V025
1
(74)
6:18 = 9: ?
(75) Express the an-
swer as a decimal
3% + 7i/2 =
(76)
V17161
HAGNOSTIC TESTS IN THE FUNDAMENTAL
OPERATIONS OF ARITHMETIC AND
IN PROBLEM SOLVING
For Grades VII to XII Form A
W. C. REAVIS and E. R. BRESLICH
Department of Education
The University of Chicago
INSTRUCTIONS
Do not open booklets. Be sure that you have a sharp pencil. Fill out the
blank spaces below.
Name_, . i— Age. ^ ^e_^
ib - City AASchool
Teacher.
Date C r j . - I
Yedr3 . Months
ZsA'jkstntp.W
.
Grade ..LiL.\J>.
This folder contains several tests in arithmetic. One test is to be taken at
a time. In each case when the teacher gives the signal “start,” work rapidly
and accurately. Answers which are wrong do not count. There are more prob-
lems in each test than you can work in the time allowed. When the teacher
says “stop,” discontinue work. An interval of 30 seconds will be allowed
between consecutive tests. Do not check results.
Turn the page to Test I, Addition of Numbers
Tests I II III IV V VI VII VIII Ito
VIII
IX X IXX
Total
Score
i
Scores
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Published February 1927. All Rights Reserved
TEST I ADDITION—TIME 3 MINUTES
1. 7862 2. 6809 3. 8941
5013 7623 7910
1761 5299 9845
5872 6601 8522
3739 3496 1046
3lp J7 3MA
4. 5917 5 . 6772 6. 7864
4814 6028 7883
9007 6535 8240
6975 2340 9869
1227 2319 6794
WJU |
7. 8758 8 . 2462 9 . 1247
2350 9869 3573
3197 4572 1081
2338 6420 7805
5917 6772 9864
10. 4319 11. 6794 12. 3293
2358 5420 7805
5795 4570 7642
4314 8028 7803
1249 8758 2462
I
1
Score
2
TEST II SUBTRACTION—TIME 1| MINUTES
1. 739 2. 1852 3. 975 4. 1087
367 948 906 821
VVI 19 U6
5. 516 6. 962 7. 508 8. 1371
239 325 447 843W fcl Stt
9. 1284 10. 730 11. 1853 12. 897
966 508 162 258
4
13. 1910 14. 735 15. 1056 16. 877
361 478 591 618
17. 1190 18. 619 19. 831 20. 954
739 257 360 483
f
Rights — 2 = Score
3
TEST III MULTIPLICATION—TIME 3 MINUTES
1. 4857
36
/
/
4. 4065
/<?
7. 7486
75
•?
*
10. 5376
76
2. 5718 3. 6942
92 58
/ /yj jw/ &V 0
6 (\^^ J
6
5 . 9625 6 . 6123
23 64
>/'/? ^
/9 2£L-
JJI 3T?
8. 9027 9. 1253
89 38
11. 3786 12. 5492
49 53
4
Score
TEST IV DIVISION—TIME 4 MINUTES
73)627 8
S&i
3 . 58)27608
4. 98)46844 5. 68)31824 6. 96)56064
7.
28)21980 8
.
52)62504 9. 89)25365
10
.
23)71369 11 . 76)36708 12 . 40)32304
Score.
5
TEST V ADDITION and SUBTRACTION of FRACTIONS—
TIME 2 MINUTES
(Reduce all answers to lowest terms)
1. =8^4
1 2
2
‘ 2+3 =
3 3_I=
4 2
4 =
4 3
5 M =6^3 ‘ H=
II
<N
It'-
1CO
It* *• !+i-
9 -4-- =y 4^2 10 - — - =5 2
1
• 3 5
12
-
13 ^-
2
=L6 ’
4 5
14. -+ - =3 '9
15
2
+
2
=ID.
b -t 7
,,
2 3
16
* 3 5
17
8 5
18
5 + 2 -
* 12+ 3
Score
6
TEST VI MULTIPLICATION and DIVISION of
FRACTIONS—TIME 2 MINUTES
Reduce all answers to lowest terms
4 2
1. jXj- II
CO
lh-X<N
3 =
7 • 3
4
- g+i-
5 =
10 ' 5
6
- §><1=
7
‘ 5
X 4 8
2
-
8
-
' 3 • 9
9 =y
* 11 ' 6
1°.
n- |x|= 12
- bh
13
‘ F2Xh “• bh
15 =iD
- 4 • 8
16.
gXf-
17 ^\x—
—
7
X 15 18
3
•
7
-
‘ 8 • 12
Score
7
TEST VII PLACING THE DECIMAL POINT IN
MULTIPLICATION— TIME 1 MINUTE
(Be sure to place a decimal point in each product)
1 . 1.75 X 36.9 = 64575
2. . 12 X . 12 = 144
3 . 16.5 X 2.85 = 47025
4 . 42.08 X 5.62 = 2264896
5 . 42. 1 X 64.9 = 273229
6 . 8.5 X 5468. = 464780
7. 58.2 X 10.8 = 62856
8 . .8 X .03 = 24
9 . 40.3 X 5.65 = 227695
10 . 47.58 X 2.5 = 118950
11 . 57.3 X 30.3 = 173619
12 . 38.608X 5.406 = 2087148*8
13 . 39.2 X 9.03 = 353976
14. 305.7 X 0. 76 = 232332
15 . 3.45 X 16.3 = 56235
16 . .46 X .002 = 92
17 . 19.3 X 40.6 = 78358
18 . 43.5 X 9.03 = 392805
19 . 5.06 X 84.7 = 428582
20 . 94.80 X 7.08 = 6711840
21 . 12.08 X .365 = 440920
22 . 712.3 X .42 = 299166
Rights -7-2 = Score
8
TEST VIII PLACING THE DECIMAL POINT
IN DIVISION—TIME 1* MINUTES
54 87
1 . .03)16.2 13 . .04).348
1 24 29 7
2. .06)7.44 14 . .03)891
72 5 48
3 . .02). 144 15 . .01)5.48
15 8 34
4 . .03)47.4 16 . .07).238
64 83
5 . .09)5.76 17 . .05).415
374 21 9
6 . .02)748 18 . .04)87.6
10 5 38
7 . .09)94.5 19 . .09)3.42
2 46 193
8 . .04)9.84 20. .05).965
26 85
9 . .07)1.82 21. .06)51.0
119 1 37
10 . .08).952 22. .05)6.85
5 1 48
11 . .08)40.8 23 . .06).288
1 23 56
12. .07)8.61 24 . .08)44.8
Rights -T- 2 = Score
9
TEST IX ARITHMETICAL PROBLEMS—
TIME 6 MINUTES
(Problems without Numbers)
Directions to be read by teacher and pupils: The following is a SAMPLE
problem without numbers. Read it carefully and then think how you would
solve it.
If you know the number of crates of oranges bought by a fruit dealer and the
price paid for them, how would you find the cost of a single crate
f
ANSWER
DIVIDE PRICE PAID BY NUMBER OF CRATES
On the following pages are twelve problems without numbers like the
sample. Try them in order, but do not spend too much time on any one prob-
lem. In telling how you would solve a problem without numbers, first write
the operation, as DIVIDE; and then the known facts in their proper relation,
as PRICE PAID BY NUMBER OF CRATES. Note again the answer to
the sample problem, DIVIDE PRICE PAID BY NUMBER OF CRATES.
1U
1 . A submarine made a voyage of a given number of miles
going a certain number of miles under water and the re-
mainder of the distance on the surface. How would you find
the distance traveled on the surface?
(ANSWER)
2.
A grocer received a bill giving the number of pounds
shipped and the cost of an order of sugar. If you were given
this bill, how would you find the cost of the sugar per pound?
(ANSWER)
3.
If you know the weight of dough required to make a
single loaf of bread, how would you find the weight of the
dough a baker must prepare to make a given number of
similar loaves?
(ANSWER)
4. A fruit dealer bought a stalk of bananas containing a
certain number of dozens for a certain price. How would
you find the cost per dozen?
(ANSWER)
Over
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A grocer sells a certain number of pounds of coffee per
day. If you know the profit he makes per pound, how would
you find his daily profits on coffee?
(ANSWER)
If you know the number of bricks carried by a hod
carrier at a load and the weight of the load in pounds, how
would you find the weight of a single brick?
(ANSWER)
7 . A man bought a house and lot for a certain price. If he
paid a certain amount in cash and gave a mortgage for the
rest, how would you find the amount of the mortgage?
(ANSWER)
11 .
8. If you know the time required for a train to travel from
one city to another and the number of miles it makes an 12
hour, how would you find the distance between the cities?
(ANSWER)
12
Continue on page 13
9. If you know the number of bushels of corn grown by a
farmer on a field of a given number of acres, how would you
find the average yield per acre?
(ANSWER)
10.
A boy earned a given sum last week selling newspapers.
If he gave a certain part of his earnings to his mother and
deposited the remainder in the bank, how would you find
the amount he deposited in the bank?
(ANSWER)11.
The State expects to build a certain number of miles of
hard roads this year. If you know the average cost per
mile of such roads, how would you find the amount of money
the State expects to spend for hard roads this year?
(ANSWER)
12.
A man bought a chicken for Sunday dinner. If you
know the weight of the chicken and the price paid per pound,
how would you find the amount paid for the chicken?
(ANSWER)
Score
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TEST X ARITHMETICAL PROBLEMS—TIME 4 MINUTES
(Problems with Numbers)
1. My house is 26 ft. high, and my flagstaff is four
times as high. How high is my flagstaff?
2. I have $629 in the bank. How much more will I
have to deposit in order to make my account $1000?
3. A man who earns $1296 per year, makes how much
per month?
4. John is 13 yrs. old. Twenty-five yrs. ago, his father
was the same age that John is now. How old is the
father now?
5. Massachusetts was settled in 1620. How old was
she in 1776?
6.
A man sold one horse for $145, and another for
$182. What did he get for both?
7.
A school building has 12 classrooms. The number
of pupils in each room averages 48. How many pupils
are in the school?
8.
A wagonload of coal weighs 4700 pounds. The
wagon weighs 1200 pounds. What does the coal weigh?
9.
A grocer sells butter @ 52c, tea @ 60c, and coffee
@ 35c per pound. How much will I pay if I buy one
pound of each?
14
10. A crate of oranges cost $6.80. If each dozen is
worth 40c, how many oranges are in the crate?
11. With 6 working days to a week, what will a man
earn in one week at $4.50 per day?
12. There are 328 books in one case in room 3, and
197 books in the other case. How many books are in
both?
13 . A boy in the kindergarten found a bag containing
62 marbles. He gave his brother 15. How many did he
keep?
14 . Nine boys furnished a club-room, each paying
the same amount. Find what each paid, if the total
cost was $11.25.
15 . From a flock of 320 sheep, 176 were sold. How
many remained?
16 . I have $525 in the bank, $125 in my safe, and
$3.50 in my pocket. How much money have I?
17. What will 8 yards of picture wire cost at 3c per
foot?
18 . At Christmas time a factory owner gave away
288 lbs. of candy. If each employee received 4 pounds,
how many were employed in the factory?
19 . My milk bill was $3.20 last month. I pay 8c a
pint. How many gallons of milk did I use last month?
20. Potatoes are worth 45c a peck. What will I pay
for 2 bushels?
Score15
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DIAGNOSTIC TEST
IN WHOLE NUMBERS
Form 2
Devised by
H. C. Christofferson, Professor of Mathematics, Miami University
and
W. S. Guiler, Director of Remedial Instruction, Miami University,
Oxford, Ohio
Student’s Name Grade or Class.
City or County Age...
«
School Date
INSTRUCTIONS FOR GIVING THE TEST
Distribute the tests and say: “Fill the blanks at the top of the first page
but do not open the test until told to do so”. Then read the following
paragraph.
{To be read aloud by the examiner
,
the pupils following silently)
“The purpose of this test is to discover how well you can work ex-
amples dealing with whole numbers. There are eight parts to the test.
Read the directions for each part carefully and do exactly what you are
told to do. If you complete any part of the test before time is called for
that part, do not go on but check over your work on the part just finished.
Stop working at once when the signal TIME is given and begin working
on the next part. Now turn to Part I, on page 2. Read the directions
carefully, and then work the exercises. BEGIN.’’
Record the time of starting and allow the time indicated for each part of the
test. When that time has elapsed for Part I and for each succeeding part, except
the last, merely say: “TIME. BEGIN PART II (III, IV, etc., each in turn)”.
At the end of the last part say: “STOP”; then collect the test-papers at once.
SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENT
PARTS
I
Addition
Facts
II
Addition
III
Sub-
traction
Facts
IV
Sub-
traction
V
Multipli-
cation
Facts
VI
Multipli-
cation
VII
Division
Facts
VIII
Division
Total
Time in
Minutes 2 3 2 3 2 4 5 7 28
Possible
Score 2 12 2 10 2 12 4 14 58
Number
Attempted
Number*
Right
*If three or more facts are missed in any one of the following groups of examples, no credit will be given for the
group: la, lb, 8a, 8b, 14a, 14b, 21a, 21b, 22a and 22b.
Page 2
PART I—ADDITION FACTS
(Time 2 minutes)
Possible Score 2
Actuul Score
Directions. Add. Work across the page.
da) 6 5 4 6 5 9 9 7 3 6
2 A A 9 _7 _7 _8 _3 _9
4 3 7 8 7 3 9 6 4 9
_9
_6 _8 _5 _4 _5 _5 _7 _8 9
(lb) 6 7 4 8 5 6 2 5 9*7
4 A A _9 _9 _3 _6 _8 _4
3 9 7 8 5 8 6 8 9 8
•
_7
_6 _5 _7 _3 A A A A
PART II—ADDITION Attempted
(Time 3 minutes) Score i..
(No. Right)
Directions—Add. Work across the page. Do all your figuring on this sheet.
(2a) (3a) (4a) (5a) (6a) (7a)
Check, and correct
5
3
6 3
5 8
274
702
48
1367
if necessary
6 4 6 410 504 1364
'
6 7 803 70 875
9 785 400
26
1665
(2b) (3b) (4b) (5b) (6b) (7b)
Check, and correct
6
2
9 3
4 5
576
380
$38.67
5.40
if necessary
,
5 6 8 809 .88 764
5 7 726 7.06 830
~ 9 492 10.15 1046
$ 98
406
2164
Copyright 1934, F. A. Davis Company
Copyright Great Britain. All Rights Reserved
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PART III—SUBTRACTION FACTS
(Time 2 minutes
)
Possible Score 2
Actual Score
Directions—Subtract. Work across the page.
(8a) 14 16 9 8 15 13 9 12 7 12
-6 -9 -3 -5 -9 -4 -5 -3 -2 -7
13 13 7 14 17 11 15 11 10 18
-7 -8 -3 -9 -9 -7 -8 -3 -4 -9
11 16 12 12 15 9 8 9 13 16
-4 -7 -8 -9 -6 -7 -3 -3 -9 -8
15 11 13 13 7 17 12 14 8 14
-7 -8 -5 -6 -4 -8 -5 • -8 -2 -5
PART IV—SUBTRACTION Attempted.
(Time 3 minutes) Score
(No. Right)
Directions—Subtract. Work across the page. Do all your figuring on this sheet.
(9a) (10a) (11a) (12a) (13a)
372
231
873
290
$324.75
49.38
5003
875
Check, and correct
if necessary
806
239
677
(9b) (10b) (lib) (12b) (13b)
1370 963 $367.20 4000 Check, and correct
if necessary
850 208 149.14 3645
380
164
126
Pa
h. e 4 Possible Score 2
PART V MULTIPLICATION FACTS Actual Score
(Time 2 minutes)
Directions—Multiply. Work across the page.
(14a) 1 6 4 3 5 9 7 9 7 4
XI X4 X9 X7 X8 X6 X4 X 7 X7 X 2
0 4 6 5 7 9 8 6 5 8
X5 X8 X7 X9 X5 X3 X7 XS X4 X 9
(14b) 8 7 3 9 9 8 8 6 4 8
X3 X9 X9 X8 X5 X6 X5 X9 X7 X8
7 7 9 9 7 7 4 5 6 8
XO X3 X4 X9 X8 X6 X3 X7 X5 X4
PART VI—MULTIPLICATION
(Time 4 minutes)
Directions-—Multiply. Work across the page. Do all your figuring on this sheet.
(15a) (16a) (17a) (18a) (19a) (20a)
320
4
496
7
476
235
708
230
oo
i—
*•
Ck)
O
Check, and correct
if necessary
709
8
5427
(15b) (16b) (17b) (18b) (19b) (20b)
$16.35
8
2367
48
6070
5009
$4.50
100
Check, and correct
713
3
if necessary
452
350
22600
1356
A ttempted.
Score
36160
Possible Score 4Page 5
PART VII—DIVISION FACTS Score
(Time 5 minutes)
Directions
—
Divide. If there is a remainder, show it as in the sample. Work
across the page.
Sample: ^
(21a) 3)27 7)28 8)24 8)56 9)0
9)63" 3)18" 6)42" 6)48" 6)24"
(21b) 6)"30" 5)1T 8)64 8)72" 7)63"
8)48 7)56" 4j32" 4)36 6)18"
9)18 6)54 5)35 9)36 7)49
9)T2 1)9“ 9)45" 8)32" 8)40
9)27 5)45 2)18 4)28 3)24"
7)"42" 9)~54" 2)2 4)24" 7)35"
(22a) 7)46 9)53 9)68 5)34
5)14 6)40 2)19 4)30
(22b) 6)35 4)26 7)20 4)39
2)5 8)38 7)50 4)35 9)79
9)25 8)45 7)30 8)71 3)26
6)15 9)~5(T 3)20 5)19 6)50
2)15 6)58 8)35 7)40 3)8 5)24 5)38 8)70 9)88
Page 6 Attempted
PART VIII—DIVISION
(Time 7 minutes)
Actual Score
(No. Right)
Directions
—
Divide.
Do all your figuring
Show remainder
on this sheet.
if there is one. Work across the page,
(23a) (24a) (25a) (26a)
4)1284 5)785 8)6324 72)42653
(27a) (28a) (29a)
Check 27a here
48)2946 35)28145
(23b) (24b) (25b) (26b)
2)845 6)4568 7)4235 51)3526
(27b) (28b) (29b)
Check 27b here
6976287 75)3785
Printed in U. S. A.
Press of F. A. Davis Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC
Ruch—Knight—Greene—Studebaker
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS
TEST I: ADDITION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: FORM A
Name Grade Boy or girl?
Age When is your next birthday? How old will you be then?._
School Date
(Name) (City) (State)
Summary op Pupil’s Score Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Total
Scores on Parts of Test
Educational Age Equivalent
Grade Equivalent of Score
PART 1—BASIC ADDITION FACTS
Add:
0+2 = 4+ 1 = 0 9 5 2 3 1 7 9 8 5 7 6 4 2
1+7 = 5+3 = 2 1 0 3 4 1 5 2 4 4 4 2 1 6
2+2 = 1+0 =
7+6 = 6+4 =
2+5 = 3+4 = 9 4 8 0 4 2 6 5 2 4 3 7 8 8
2 + 1 = 2+7 = 5 0 6 7 2 5 6 3 4 5 7 3 3 8
0+9 = 1+6 =
9+2 = 3+3 =
3+9 = 7+4 = 9 0 1 9 2 7 1 7 1 7 5 8 3 6
5+8 = 0+0 = 6 9 7 7 8 6 8 8 6 7 9 0 9 3
9+ 1 = 9+9 =
8+5 = 7+5 = Score on Part 1 = Number riaht =
2+8 = 9+4 = 8+3 = 7+2 = [Total possible score =70 points]
PART 2—HIGHER DECADE ADDITION
2 1 6 8 18 4 9 7 24 10 6 16 14 0 4 24 21 4
20 21 22 13 6 12 29 25 7 2 12 6 7 10 42 2 4 10
32 1 4 38 4 33 7 1 11 5 15 0 1 33 40 2 1 5
6 18 16 7 20 3 13 24 9 10 9 12 11 5 2 25 14 28
31 6 9 2 24 19 8 9 32 10 3 7 0 2 6 7 19 9
9 11 20 36 9 4 16 27 2 7 18 26 31 26 13 12 2 23
Turn over the page and finish Part 2.
Add:
PART 2—Continued
19+7 =
12+2 =
14+2 =
11+7 =
10+3
18+8 =
20+7= 28+7= 0+20 =
26+6= 18+7= 22+ 0 =
Score on Part 2 =Number right =
[Total possible score =66 points]
PART 3--COLUMN ADDITION
'
Add-
4 7 6 9 6 9 9 4 7 8 2 6
7 4 6 4 4 7 2 2 6 0 4 3
5 9 9 6 0 8 4 9 7 13 5
1 3 4 7 9 7 7 4 2 8 7
4 9 5 1 5 8 8 4 10
0 6 9 8 7 18 4
8 6 2 6 7
Score on Part S =Number rightX5 =
[Total possible score =60 points]
PART 4—CARRYING IN COLUMN ADDITION
Add:
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.
29 98 17 47 117 766 27 9132 7027 162 653
47 13 13 4 960 982 96 5112 249 4914 5156
67 13 517 932 77 2343 7191 9737 7360
49 448 84 7417 9235 67 2661
29 98 9059 9280 4099
17 427 9730
26 9222
12. Copy and add: 62+604+827+797+997 = ? (Put your work under 12 above.)
13. Copy and add: 76, 64, 60, 97, 35, and 20 . (Put your work under 13 above.)
Score on Part =Number rightXlO =
[Total possible score = 130 points]
PART S—CHECKING ANSWERS IN ADDITION
Directions: Some of the printed answers below are right, and some are wrong. Check each sum by adding downwards.
Write your check answer on the line at the top of the example. The first one is already done correctly.
797
213 165 6566 9270
128 923 3157 9984
456 928 4918 4763
787 466 7194 7163
2484 77 9650
21792 3083
7774 887 162 653
9447 756 4914 5156
7267 798 9737 7360
2848 71 67 2661
9192 700 9280 4099
36528 206 427 9730
3618 24587 9222
38861
Score on Part 5 = Number right XlO =
[Total possible score =70 points]
Copyright, 1925, by Scott, Foresman and Company
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COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC
Ruch—Knight—Greene—Sttjdebaker
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS
TEST II: SUBTRACTION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: FORM A
Name.
Age
School
(Name) (City) (State)
Summary of Pupil’s Score Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Total
Scores on Parts of Test
Educational Age Equivalent
Grade Equivalent of Score
l
Grade Boy or girl?
.When is your next birthday? How old will you be then?.
Date
Subtract:
PART 1—BASIC SUBTRACTION FACTS
3 8 1 4 1 5 10 6 9 4 3 8 2 10 0
2 7 0 3 1 4 3 6 0 4 3 5 1 7 0
13 9 7 8 9 13 5 7 12 11 16 14 11 6 10
6 4 1 8 6 4 2 0 5 4 10 7 5 2 4
13 7 7 8 15 10 9 2 17 7 14 10 17 10 18
7 6 4 2 9 8 9 0 9 3 9 10 10 6 10
6 — 0 = Two minus two equals.
15—8= 12 less 9 is
8+ = 11 10 less 2 =
5+ is 5 8 and what make 12?.
+9 = 16 7 less 7 =
9+ = 17 11-6=
6 less 3 = 8 minus 4 leaves
When 0 is subtracted from 8, the result is.
What must be added to 9 to get 13?
What is the difference between 12 and 6?.
What must be added to 10 to get 19?
What number is 3 less than 6?
Score on Part 1 =Number right =
[Total possible score = 64 points]
Subtract:
PART 2—HARDER SUBTRACTION
89 67 21 34 54 87 22 285 195 258 599 667
74 4 18 27 54 80 10 244 192 252 560 623
415 467 1020 1518 3797 7092 7180 7541 1230 380 1833 2513
389 296 816 1480 3789 759 2413 3995 1184 296 1454 2436
810 333 672 1436 1064 17005
Copy and Work:
771- 406 =
627 267 672 1330 1064 9468 1207-1064 =
Score on Part 2 =Number rightX3 =
[Total possible score =96 points]
PART 3—CHECKING ANSWERS IN SUBTRACTION
Directions: Show checks for each answer below. The first one is already done correctly.
1492 5757 14386 30006 156136 58730
-1012 -4983 -9946 -20649 -82775 -46955
480
1012
1402
774 4440 9357 73361 11775
Score on Part 3= Number right X5 =
[Total possible score =25 points]
PART 4—FINDING ERRORS IN SUBTRACTION
Directions: If the answer to an example, as printed, is correct, place a (V) beside it. If the answer is wrong, cross it
out and write the correct answer underneath.
7092 12866 10088 1230 11648
-759 -9029 -6857 -1184 -6598
6333 3847 3221 126 5060
Score on Part 4 =Number rightX5 =
[Total possible score =25 points]
Copyright, 1925, by Scott, Foresman and Company
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COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC
Ruch—Knight—Greene—Studebaker
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS
TEST III: MULTIPLICATION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: FORM A
Name Grade Boy or girl?
Age When is your next birthday? How old will you be then?.„.
School Date._
(Name) (City) (State)
Summary of Pupil’s Score Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6 Total
Scores on Parts of Test
Educational Age Equivalent
Grade Equivalent of Score
Multiply:
PART 1—BASIC MULTIPLICATION FACTS
1X2 = 0X0 = 6X8 = 5X8 = 9X8 = 3X4 = 5X3 =
2X2 = 4X9 = 3X6 = 8X2 = 0X3 = 9X3 = 3X0 =
0 2
1 6
5 2
7 0
4 6
8 2
6 9
1 7
4 1
5 3
3 0
7 8
4 8
2 7
5 7 2 6 2 8 5 9 7 9 8 6 2 4
1 3 3 6 5 8 0 6 6 3 0 4 9 0
6 3 0 4 0 4 6 6 7 9 4 8 9 6
7 3 7 1 5 9 0 9 2 1 6 3 0 5
What is the product of 0 and 7? 5 times 9 equals?
2 times 8 = ? 9 times zero = ? 7 multiplied by one makes?.
Score on Part 1 =Number right =
{Total possible score =61 points]
PART 2—ADDITIONS USED IN THE MULTIPLICATION OF PARTS 4, 5, AND 6
Add (Do not multiply):33685 43 508 9392158795
+0 1401 14 2 16 6 1 18 901235678
416429808572 7762147 2
+9 123456 10 8012 13 437 912 13
344769 270782049 621746
+4 6 7 0 1 2 14 17 0 8 2 0 2 0 1 12 10 11 10 11 16
Score on Part 2 =Number right =
[Total possible score =61 points]
PART 3—CARRYING IN ADDITION USED IN THE MULTIPLICATION OF PARTS 4, 5, AND 6
Add (Do not multiply):
13 and 1 = 54 and 3 = 24 and 2 = 45 and 1 =
6 and 1 = 16 and 3 = 10 and 4 = 15 and 1
=
72 and 2 = 32 and 6 = 10 and 3 = 0 and 4 =
72 and 4 = 18 and 1 = 6 and 2 = 27 and 3 =
56 and 2 = 45 and 3 = 5 and 6 = 54 and 2 =
45 and 2 = 22 and 2 = 27 and 2 = 36 and 7 =
36 and 1 = 64 and 1 = 63 and 4 = 56 and 3 =
8 and 3 = 36 and 2 = 48 and 2 = 35 and 4 =
0 and 1 = 42 and 3 = 12 and 4 = 18 and 3 =
0 and 5 = 24 and 4 = 56 and 6 =
40 and 4 = 40 and 1 = 21 and 1 =
27 and 1 = 4 and 1 = 64 and 3 =
Score on Part S =Number right =
[Total possible score =45 points]
PART 4—FUNDAMENTALS IN MULTIPLICATION
Multiply:
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7. 8 . 9 .
296 962 70 64 632 965 92 890 848
1 4 6 30 9 7 14 375 689
10 . 11 . 12 . 13 . 14 . 15 . 16 .
9627 4004 408 560 8303 9296 8503
1260 2180 625 107 7009 4151 '7007
Score on Part 4 =Number right X5 =
[Total possible score =80 points]
PART 5—CHECKING MULTIPLICATION
Directions: The three examples below have been worked but not checked. Check each one in the box at its right.
Show all your work in checking.
1 . Check (1) here 2 . Check (2) here 3 . Check (3) here
589 2009 1358
824 4206 327
2356 12054 9506
1178 40180 2716
4712 8036 4074
485336 8449854 444066
Score on Part 5 =Number rightX5 =
[Total possible score =15 points]
PART 6—FINDING ERRORS IN MULTIPLICATION
Directions: The five examples below have been worked, but some of them may be wrong. If the answer is correct
put a check mark (V) at the right of the answer. If the answer is wrong, cross it out and write the correct
answer below it.
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 .
74 94 974 5234 2004
X3 X65 X301 X93 X3256
222 450 974 15702 12024
564 2922 46986 1020
6090 30194 485562 4008
6012
6435024
Score on Part 6 =Number rightX5 =
[Total possible score =25 points]
Copyright, 1925, by Scott, Foresman and Company
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COMPASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS IN ARITHMETIC
Ruch—Knight—Greene—Studebaker
EDITED BY G. W. MYERS
TEST IV: DIVISION OF WHOLE NUMBERS: FORM A
Name Grade Boy or girl?
Age When is your next birthday? How old will you be then?._.
School Date
(Name) (City) (State)
Summary of Pupil’s Score Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6 Part 7 Total
Scores on Parts of Test
Educational Age Equivalent
Grade Equivalent of Score
PART 1—THE VOCABULARY OF DIVISION
Directions: Four possible answers follow each of the first seven exercises below. Draw a line under the one of the
four possible answers which makes the sentence true.
1. An example of division is: 6+3=9 18-4=14 8^2=4 14X4=66
2. In the example, 8-^4 =2, 2 is the: dividend quotient remainder divisor
3. The sign used to indicate division is: + - — X
4. The example, 9)810, would be solved by: multiplication division subtraction addition
3
5. In the example, 16)49, the dividend is: 16 3 49 1
48
1
6. The one of the following questions which calls for division is: Twelve is l of what number?
How many 19’s are there in 471? What number is 6 times 18? What number is 8 less than 12?
7. Division is checked by: divisor X dividend quotient X divisor+remainder
divisor X quotient —remainder dividend X quotient+remainder
8-10. Copy the following three examples in form for working. Do not work them, however. Copy
directly below the printed examples.
8. 9. 10.
89672 34 90063 607 1439652 4- 7308
Score on Part 1 =Number right =
[Total possible score = 10 points]
PART 2—FUNDAMENTALS OF SHORT DIVISION
How many 9’s in 72? 45-5-5 = 9^81 7-5-7 =
How many 8’s in 32? 28 -i-4 = 6)42 0-5-8 =
How many 6’s in 36? 18 +2 = 8)72 63-5-9 =
56 divided by 7 is 27-3 = 7)63 54-6 =
48 divided by 8 is 63-7 = 6)4476 4)36036
Score on Part 2 =Number right =
[Total possible score =20 points]
PART 3—SHORT DIVISION WITH CARRYING
Directions: Work the next twelve examples. Write only the answers.
2)2648 5)1055 3)69690 4)88088
7)448 6)14812 5)855 3)2926
9)6219 4)27608 8)65084 2) 10818
Score on Part 8=Number right =
[Total possible score = 12 points]
PART 4—MULTIPLICATION, ADDITION, AND SUBTRACTION USED IN DIVISION IN PARTS 2, 3, 5, 6, AND 7
Multiply (Do not divide):
8X6= 7X5= 3X8 = 5X8 = 3X7 = 2X7 = 0X0 = 7X9 =
4X9 = 6X0 = 7X0 = 5X4 = 0X6 = 3X6 = 1X6 = 7X2 =
7X8 = 9X6 = 5X2 = 0X5 = 4X6 = 1X5 = 7X6 = 6X6 =
5X6 = 9X0 = 3X4 = 9X4 = 0X2 = 6X8 = 1X4 = 7X3 =
8X0 = 8X4 = 1X2 = 2X9 = 1X0 = 5X9 = 2X8 = 3X3 =
9X9 = 9X8 = 2X4 = 8X8 = 0X7 = 2X6 = 6X7 = 8X7 =
5X0 = 9X3 = 1X9 = 6X9 = 0X4 = 1X7 = 7X7 = 8X9 =
6X4 = 9X2 = 2X2 = 4X2 = 3X9 = 0X9 = 2x0 =
8X5 = 7X1 = 6X1 = 4X7 = 6X2 = 4X8 = 4X5 =
Add (Do not multiply):
56+6= 36+7 = 8+8 = 36+2 4+8 = 1+6 = 1+3 =
21+1 = 0 + 1 = 24+2 = 5+7 = 3+5 = 10+4 = 8+3 =
32+6 = 14+4 = 42 + 1 = 35+4 = 4 + 1 = 20+3 = 20+4 =
6+ 1 = 0+4 = 18 + 1 = 64+7 = 0+9 = 12+4 = 0+5 =
45+3 = 40+4 = 32+3 = 40+7 =
Go to the next page and finish Part 4.
PART 4—Continued
Subtract (Do not add):
44 - 42 = 41 -36 = 35-35 = 22-21 = 81-81 = 36-36 =
10-10 = 10 - 8 = 14-12 = 8 - 5 = 29-27 = 62-54 =
27-24 = 65 -64 = 8 - 8 = 44-40 = 28-28 = 52-48 =
5 - 5 = 16 -15 = 9 - 9 = 0 - 0 = 28-24 = 18-18 =
2550 1518 412 1207 427 4389 1064 222 3337
-2448 -1480 -412 -1064 -384 -4389 -1064 -222 -2670
6675 282 2513 205 599 1228 89 32 1020
-6230 -240 -2436 -156 -560 -1184 -74 -27 -816
3920 447 21 380 87 320 72 2040 1854 492
-3920 -296 -18 -296 -80 -320 -40 -2040 -1854 -468
195 4450 796 432 86 1436 258 672 248 1692
-192 -4450 -627 -432 -63 -1330 -252 -672 -234 -1254
Score on Part J+ =Number right =
[Total possible score = 164 points]
PART 5—ESTIMATING THE FIRST QUOTIENT FIGURE
Directions: Write only the first correct quotient figure in its proper place. Do not take time to finish the examples.
Look at the samples before you begin to work.
1 6
Samples : 8)896 87)563
48)282 74)222 9)32 296)447 64)195 408)1020 9)2
560)3920 89)667 627)796 40)7 89)333 627)1692 48)427
40)72 627)4389 560)392 89)445 296)380 206)1854 64)35
296) 1228 48)432 296) 1518 206)412 74)89 9)54 40)320
40)87 627)cT 74) l 5 408)2550 9)21 408)2040 560)599
Score on Part 5 =Number rightxS =
[Total possible score =70 points]
PART 6—FUNDAMENTALS OF LONG DIVISION; CHECKING
Directions: Work the eleven examples below. Check numbers 10 and 11 where indicated.
1. 2. 3. 4.
9)21242 64)1955 74)22289 40)87207
6. 6. 7. 8.
890)333750 206)1854412 560)59920 408)255000
9. 10. Check No. 10 11. Check No. 11
below: below
:
296)1228780 48)28272 627)796290
Score on Part 6 =Number right X10 =
[Total possible score = 110 points]
PART 7—FINDING ERRORS IN LONG DIVISION
Directions: Study the five examples below. Some of the examples have mistakes in them.
You are to put a heavy line through the first mistake you find in each example, as
shown in the sample.
Sample:
20
213)4260
4?6
100
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
454 276 38 519 135
266)120764 78)20528 84)25872 406)251314 63)8642
1064 156 252 2436 63
1436 592 672 771 234
1330 546 672 406 199
1064 468 3654 352
1044 468 3654 315
20 37
Score on Part 7 -Number rightXB =
[Total possible score =25 points]
Copyright, 1925, by Scott, Foresman and Company
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CLAPP’S NUMBER COMBINATION TEST
Devised by Frank L. Clapp, Professor of Education, University of Wisconsin, and Bernard P. Huebner,
Professor of Education, Eastern Illinois State Teachets College, Charleston, Illinois
TEST I. - THE COMBINATIONS IN SINGLE FORM
Copyright, 1923, by Frank L. Clapp and Bernhard P. Heubner
Published, 1930, by Houghton Mifflin Company
13 2 5
2 4 3 2
ADDITION
6 7
3 1
8
4
4
4
1
6
3
8
4 9 4 1
5 3 7 9
8 5 0 8
7 6 7 6
7
2
4
1
0 5 3 5
2 5 3 7
6 8 1
9 0 1
3 7 8
7 7 1
2
9
3
1
2 6 9 4
2 7 9 2
1 3 4
0 5 6
2
6
5 2 5 718 0 9 58 0 6 09 6 3
5
9
0
6
9
4
2
1
4 3 2 3
3 2 5 6
1
7
6 8 513 4 39 74 6 0 95 0 1 70
2 1 2
7 4 0
7
5
9 0 7 1 4
6 8 3 8 0
1
3
7
6
2 0 5 6
4 13 4 9 3 18 0 5
0
5
9 8 9 6
7 5 0 2
9
5
6 4 7
0 9 8
Time Score
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
Boston • New York • Chicago • Dallas • Atlanta • San Francisco
2 SUBTRACTION
3 5 4 1 7 6 2 8 3 6
-2 -1 -2 -0 -2 -3 -2 -4 -1 -5
7 3 5 9 4 6 2 8 6 4
-7 “0 -3 -6 -4 -0 -1 _2 -1 -0
3 5 8 9 1 7 5 4 9 2
-3 -4 -1 -5 -1 -3 -2 -1 -7 -0
7 4 6 5 8 9 7 5 10 11
-5 -3 -2 -0 -7 -1 -6 -5 -4 -2
9 6 10 9 7 8 12 15 7 9
-8 -6 -7 -4 -1 -0 -9 -6 -0 -3
8 9 11 14 11 9 7 8 10 12
-6 -9 -4 -8 -5 -2 -4 -8 -1 -6
6 9 8 13 11 14 0 12 8 15
-4 -0 -3 -6 -7 -6 -0 -5 -5 -8
13 10 11 12 10 13 16 14 11 12
-5 -6 -3 -7 -5 -4 -8 -7 -9 -4
10 12 16 13 14 10 13 17 14 11
-2 -8 -7 -9 -5 -9 -7 -8 -9 -8
13 16 15 12 17 10 15 11 18 10
-8 -9 -7 -3 -9 -8 -9 -6 -9 -3
— — — — — —
Time Score
O1
2
MULTIPLICATION
5 6 7 8
2 3 14
3
4 9 4
5 3 7
5 8
6 7
1
9
0 8
7 6
7
2
4
1
0 5 3
2 5 3
5 6 8 1
7 9 0 1
3
7
7
7
8
1
2 3
9 1
2 6 9 4 1
2 7 9 2 0
3
5
4
6
8 2 5
9 6 1
2 5 7
8 0 9
5 0
8 9
6
6
0
3
8 5 0 9 2
8 9 6 4 1
4
3
3
2
2 3
5 6
1
7
4 6 8
8 13 5 3 74 9 4 6 0 95 0 1 70
6 2 1
8 7 4
2 7
0 5
9
6
0 7 1
8 3 8
9 1 7
2 3 6
2 0 5
4 1 3
6 9
4 8
6
2
1
5
8
2
3
0
9
5
6
0
4
9
7
8
Time Score
TJH
O
41) 1 2) 4 3) 9
2)10 6) 0 1) 9
2) 6 3)18 8)72
8) 0 4)28 6)54
5)30 8)64 7) 0
9)81 3) 6 2) 2
5)10 4)32 9) 9
5) 5 6)18 9)72
7)28 9)54 5)20
DIVISION
1) 0 6)42 2) 8 3)12 2)18 3)15 5)40
3)27 2)16 5) 0 3)21 1) 8 1) 3 1) 5
3) 0 1) 4 3)24 9) 0 2)12 1) 7 1) 2
4)20 5)35 1) 6 6)48 2) 0 4)16 6)36
5)25 4)24 2)14 5)45 7)63 7)49 7)56
7)42 4)36 8)40 4) 8 4)12 5)15 4) 0
9)27 8)16 9)18 7)21 8) 8 9)36 3) 3
8)32 4) 4 8)24 6)12 7)14 7) 7 9)45
7)35 6) 6 8)48 9)63 6)30 8)56 6)24
Time Score
Name Age Grade
(Yrs.) (Mos.)
Teacher School
City State
THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
Score.
Time
Test A P Addition Process Step Difficulties
(Form 2. Cooperation of Edward Soles, Gertrude Hanley, and Dorothy Yarbrough)
Name Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: Add throughout this test.
If you hesitate, place a check ( )/ ) .
If you count, double check ( vV )
.
Note time when you start : when you stop.
Directions for Scoring:
Each set counts for four points. The total score is 100.
All parts of (a) must be correct to merit the five points.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
4 2 2
3 6 5
2 4 6
6 8 7 3 9 4 8 5 7 9 6 2 0
_8 _9 5_ _9 _7 _8_ _0 _8_ _0 _6_ _3
_£ _3
(e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 00
2
0
7 1 3
1 1 0 2 1 3 1 5 0 13 3 2 0
0 3 3 3 2 1 2 7 5 4 8
5 5 6 2 3 2 1 4 0 2 0 13 1
_3_ 1 0 1 3 1 2 7 0 1 3 0 0 4 0 0
a) (m) (n) (o) (P) (q) (r)
7 8 7 6 6 0
6 4 9 8 7 8
3 5 5 6 1 4 3 6 7 9 7 7 3 8 4
4 7 3 2 2 7 2 9 2 9 8 9 4 6 5 5
4 6 8 3 9 4 7 6 8 19 8 7 8 7 4 8 5
—
(s) ( t) (u) (v) (w) (x) (y)
$7 6.4 5
A $5 6.5 4 8 1.8 7
7 8 $1.2 0 $3.7 9 4 9.5 3 $.17 5 8.4 6 $ .5 5
9 6 .5 4 8.9 4 4 4.8 6 5.3 7 5 6.5 8 5.3 9
8 6.6 5 3.4 8 6 4.0 2 2.3 7 4 6.7 9 4.8 7
7 0 9.5 0 .8 6 8 1.3 2 6.7 5 3 7.4 9 2.0 9
4 6 2.1 7 3.9 5 4 4.0 5 4.8 6 8 8.0 0 9.7 5
j
Copyright, 1938 by Guy M. Wilson. All rights reserved
(<
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THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
Test S P Subtraction Process Step Difficulties
Age Grade Building City
the Pupil: Subtract in this test.
If you hesitate, place a check (>/).
If you count, double check (n/v/).
Note time when you start : when you stop
(a) (b)
8 7 9 5 8 7 9 7 6 9 10 14 17 10 13 15 12 11 13
1 7 0 3 0 5
_4 6 7_
_
_0 8_ 6 5 8 4 5 7 3 2 7
|
(c) (d)
6 7 8 3 7 3 7 8 64 58 98 425 8 4 7 3 6 9 2 1 3 2 2 113 3
5 1 4 2 6 2 2 6 3 2 3 1 J:5 8 3 2 5 3 4 3 3 6 6 2 9 9 7 7 6 6
(e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (J) 00
118 9 7 5 5 8 4 2 8 2 7 15 6 0 0 3 4 5 4 4 8 2 9
4 5 3 3 0 0 9 12 0 2 3 6 14 0 0 9 16 5 7
(1) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r)
9 2 6 1 5 3 4 1 14 0 0 4 7 0 0 7 8 4 9 1 5 0 9 8 14 9 1
4 7 8 0 2 18 6 12 5 4 14 3 2 19 9 1 8 0 2 0 8 4 3
(s) (t) (u) () (w) (x) (y)
13 0 2 12 7 6 $5,0 0 $5 5.4 0 $8.1 0 $2 5.1 0 $1 4.0 0
8 0 4 8 9 7 1.5 1 4 2.2 5 5.9 8 1 7.0 5 9.9 8
The score is the number right times 4 • Score
Time
Copyright, 1936 by Guy M. Wilson All rights reserved
.1
.
THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
Test M P Multiplication Process Step Difficulties
Name Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: In this test, multiply .
If you hesitate, place a check (v ).
If you count or say the tables, double check (vC/).
Note time when you start : when you finish
(a) (b) (c) (d)
8 7 4 2 6 7 3 2 8 6 dhV *5.6 5 5 0 1 8.0 5
6 3 9 7 4 5 3 3 4 7 6 6 7
(e) (D (g) (h)
6 4 7 4 1 3 S 0 8 1 r 7.4 0 §5.!5 0 v :7 0 0.95
0 5 8 4 14 2 3 9 8 6 1 0 4
(i) (j) 00 (i) (m) (n)
7 1 3 6 2 9 3 9 2 9 3 (7.3 0
1 7 2 1 4 7 5 6 8 qZ/ 2 9
(o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (tj
8 9 6 6 9 3 4 4 5 15 4 7 0 8 1 $6 8 0*
8 3 6 0 0 3 0 8 2 7 0 5 0 9 12 0
(u) () (w) (x) (y)
[1 9 15 5 o e 8 3 0 2 1 7 8 4 8 4 2
5 0 4 1 5 S) 8 0 5 3 6 7 2 10 0
•
—
The score is the number right times 4. Score
Time
Copyright, 1936
j
by Guy M. Wilson All rights reserved
y
THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
Test S DP Short Division Process Step Difficulties
Name Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: This is a test in short division .
If you hesitate, place a check (>/).
If you count or say tables, double check (v\/).
Note time when you start r when you finish
* (a) (b)
97 3“ G 5T 4“ 5 9)" 8 ' 1 6) & 4 97 2' 7
.
57 4 9 87T“ 4) 3 7
8'7 7” 2 3)7 1 5 9 ) 4 5 2 ) 1 6 9)0 7T~3 6")“ 2 0
i
(0) (d) (e) (f) (g)
6)306 9)54 $ 7)49? 3)964 5)7 1 5 2.
(h) (i) (j) (k) (1)
8)409 7) 1 6 1 9) 648 8 ) 6 5" 8" ‘4 4) 9 9 4
(m) (n) (o) (p) (q)
2)232 7)631 6) 3 6 0 4 2 4) £ 8 0T7 8) 4 8 0 8
(r) (s) (t) (u) (v)
4) 4 0 1 6 3) 1 3 8 2 7 7)47978 5)^2 5 5.1
0
4) 6 4 0 1 4
*) 1 (x) (y)
6)16 8 OJT
6
7) 2 8 0~~3 8 ) 6 4 0" 2
The score is the number right times 4, Score
Time
Copyright, 1936 by Guy M. Wilson All rights reserved
' Divide:

Score.
Time.
THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
By GUY M. WILSON, Ph.D.
Test LDP Long Division Process Step Difficulties
Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: This is a test in long division.
If at any point you do not know what to do, place a check (\/) and try to note the reason. When the
test is over, get your teacher to help you on the points that bothered.
Note time when you start
;
when you finish
The score is the number right times 4.
Divide
:
(a) (b) (o) (d) (e)
30) $6.90 32) 3872 51) 5693 21) 6749 52) 1198
(f) (g) (h) (i) (3)
28) 392 61) 1974 45) $31.50 91) 3915 42) 1008
(k) (1) (m) (n) (o)
63) 2394 59) 1357 111) 8991 131) 2751 74) 2740
(P) (q) (r) (s) (t)
14) $8.40 47) 4300 83) 76360 70) 1740 98) 9016
go (v) (w) (x) (y)
73) 3358 1122) 135762 32) $177.00 26) 18460 45) 3555
The copyright law prohibits the duplicating of this material by any process for personal use or sale without the permission of the copyright owner.
Copyright, 1936, by Guy M. Wilson. All rights reserved.
THE PALMER COMPANY, Publishers
Boston, Massachusetts
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on this plan.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
Score
Time
Division process not known, or not
kept in mind, general confusion
Division incomplete, all fig-
ures of dividend not used
Division facts not known (table
facts)
Bringing down figures, two fig-
ures brought down, only one
needed
Bringing down figures, failure
to bring down next figure
Bringing down figures, wrong
figure brought down
Bringing down figures, dividend
figure brought down a second
time
Bringing down figures, annex-
ing zero or needed figure to
dividend, then bringing down
Divisor put as quotient in
answer
_
Quotient figure too small
_
Quotient figure too large
_
Quotient figure put over wrong
dividend figure
Quotient, wrong figure in quo-
tient, but right multiplier used
Quotient, putting any figure in
quotient, but making last product
equal last partial dividend
_
Quotient, not obtaining last
quotient figure
_
Quotient, last figure when zero,
not set down
Partial dividend, larger than
divisor used, giving an extra
figure in quotient
_
Remainder, failure to subtract
to get final remainder
Remainder, not expressed in
answer
Remainder, extra figure put in
remainder
Remainder, expressing remainder
as fraction and not reducing
22. Remainder, not using a final zero,
which forms part of remainder
23. Remainder, larger than divisor
24. Zero omitted between figures
of quotient '
.
25. Zero omitted at end of
quotient \( <
26. Zero within dividend ignored
27. Final zero in dividend ignored
28. Confused by dollar sign and J
decimal point
29. Inability to check the answer
30. Subtraction facts 0 to 9 (no
borrowing)
.
31. Subtraction facts 10-19
(borrowing)
32. Decreasing next figure,
although no borrowing
33. Not decreasing next figure for
one borrowed v
34. Borrowing when unnecessary *
35. Not completing final (left
hand) subtraction
36. Multiplication facts, no
carrying (other than 0)
37. Multiplication errors, when
zero is involved
38. Multiplication errors, with
carrying
39. Failure to carry in multi-
plying
40. Multiplication, carrying when
there is none to carry t
41. Repeating parts of multiplica-
tion table
42. Not completing multiplication
missing one figure <1
43. Correct figure in quotient, but
not used in multiplying
44.
45. ££ ‘
S
46.
Any score less than 1 00 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card the facts missed. ,
If the time is too long it indicates unsatisfactory habits of work. For this test, the time should not be greater than: ^
40 minutes in grade 5 ; better if only 20 minutes.
30 minutes in grade 6; better if only 20 minutes.
20 minutes in grade 7; better if only 13 minutes.
18 minutes in grade 8; better if only 12 minutes.
Teaoher’s Diagnosis
for pupil
TEACHER’S DIAGNOSTIC CHART
FOR
INDIVIDUAL DIFFICULTIES
FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES IN ARITHMETIC
Prepared by G. T. Bus well and Lenore John
Name - : —. School Grade
^^Date of Diagnosis: Add
;
Subt
;
Mult-
Teacher’s preliminary diagnosis
Published by the
Public School Publishing Co
Bloomington, Illinois
Printed Id U. 8 A
Age IQ
;
Div..
ADDITION : (Place a check before each habit observed in the pupil’s work)
—7- al Errors in combinations al5 Disregarded column position
—J— a2 Counting al6 Omitted one or more digits
a3 Added carried number last ——al7 Errors in reading numbers
—
(— a4 Forgot to add carried number al8 Dropped back one or more tens
—+- a5 Repeated work after partly done al9 Derived unknown combination from familiar one
—L- a6 Added carried number irregularly a20 Disregarded one column
—/- a7 Wrote number to be carried a21 Error in writing answer
a8 Irregular procedure in column a22 Skipped one or more decades
—j- a9 Carried wrong number a23 Carrying when there was nothing to carry
—l—n 10 Grouped two or more numbers a24 Used scratch paper
all Splits numbers into parts a25 Added in pairs, giving last sum as answer
a12 Used wrong fundamental operation a26 Added same digit in two columns
a13 Lost place in column a27 Wrote carried number in answer
a14 Depended on visualization a28 Added same number twice
Habits not listed above L
(Write observation notes on pupil’s work in space opposite examples)
(1)
5 6
_2 _3
(5)
6 + 2 =
3 + 4 =
(2)
2 8
_9 _4
(6)
52 40
13 39
(3)
12 13
2 5
•
V/" ^
(7)
78 46
71 92 l/ V
(4)
19 17
2 9 i/ ^
(UJjl u
(8)
3 8
5 7
8 9
2 7
1 371-8p

SUB TRACTION : (Place a check before each habit observed in the pupil’s work)
- sl Errors in combinations
- s2 Did not allow for having borrowed
- s3 Counting
- s4 Errors due to zero in minuend
- s5 Said example backwards
- s6 Subtracted minuend from subtrahend
- s7 Failed to borrow
;
gave zero as answer
- s8 Added instead of subtracted
- s9 Error in reading
-slO Used same digit in two columns
-sll Derived unknown from known combination
-sl2 Omitted a column
-sl3 Used trial-and-error addition
-sl4 Split numbers
-sl5 Deducted from minuend when borrowing was not
necessary
-sl6 Ignored a digit
-sl7 Deducted 2 from minuend after borrowing
-sl8 Error due to minuend and subtrahend digits be-
ing same
-sl9 Used minuend or subtrahend as remainder
-s20 Reversed digits in remainder
-s21 Confused process with division or multiplication
-s22 Skipped one or more decades
-s23 Increased minuend digit after borrowing
-s24 Based subtraction on multiplication combination
Habits not listed above 0- ^ ^ G
U
(1)
5 8
_3 _8
v/ LX
(5)
3 6 7 9
21 _24
(2)
7-1 =
9 - 0 =
i/
v/
(6)
12 10
6 __2 u< ^
(3)
19 15
2 4
1/
^
(7)
15 19
13 12 >/ X
- (4) (8)
58 79
4 3 v/ \J \/59-2 =
86-4 = J
3
SUBTRACTION:
(9)
346 836
215 302 l/ v/
(16)
624 852
193 308
v/ y
(10)
189 399
45 70
V y
/
(17)
431 963
162 594 v/ . »/
(ID
61 75
2 9
y y (18) 9 5 0 $ 5.0 7
3 7 6 2.2
1
x/ y
(12)
56 42
48 36 y
(19)
9546 9653
8687 2954 y y
|
(13)
92 42
64 19
y y (20)5941 6805968 978 v/ y < i .V '
(14)
528 292
64 84 ^
(21)
132428 823533
38679 245838 / y :
(15)
$ 10.6 7 4498
2.3 7 8 2 5 y y/
(22)
$10 0.0 0 80030
8 1.9 2 4 6 7 5 9
4
Multiplication : (Place a check before each habit observed in the pupil’s work)
/
ml
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6
m7
m8
— m9
—mlO
y-mll
—ml3
—ml4
—ml5
-i-ml6
—ml7
Errors in combinations
Error in adding the carried number
Wrote rows of zeros
Carried a wrong number
Errors in addition
Forgot to carry-
Used multiplicand as multiplier
Error in single zero combinations, zero as multi-
plier
Errors due to zero in multiplier
Used wrong process—added
Counted to carry
Omitted digit in multiplier
Wrote carried number
Omitted digit in multiplicand
Errors due to zero in multiplicand
Error in position of partial products
Counted to get multiplication combinations
-ml8
-ml9
—
—m20
m21
—
—m22
-L-m23
— m24
m25
m26
-m27
-m28
-m29
-m30
-m31
-m32
-m33
-m34
Error in single zero combinations, zero as multi-
plicand
Confused products when multiplier had two or
more digits
Repeated part of table
Multiplied by adding
Did not multiply a digit in multiplicand
Based unknown combination on another
Errors in reading
Omitted digit in product
Errors in writing product
Errors in carrying into zero
Illegible figures
Forgot to add partial products
Split multiplier
Wrote wrong digit of product
Multiplied by same digit twice
Reversed digits in product
Wrote tables
Asia ^AA n fctolJWlHabits not listed above 1L .
y) AilTlXj (TAX C Jr/. 'JL fY>
/)
/) 2777
(1)
4 3
_2 _3
..
.
.
—
i/ ^
(5)
301 1303
3 2
(2)
8 6
_2 _9
c/ v/ (6)9X9 =
7X8 =
i /l/
{/
(3)
44 13
2 3
i/ v/
(7)
52 91
3 7 / - y
343 2212
2 4 y (8) 83 345 4 j /
Multiplication
:
Jr' A


Pupil’i Work Sheet PUPIL’S WORK SHEET
Diagnostic Chart for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic
Prepared bj G. T. Buswell and Lenore John
Published by the
Public School Publishing Ce,
Bloomington, Illinois
Printed In U. 8. A.
' > 53
(10)
2 + 5 + 14-8= |
4+9+4+6= -3
(ID
664 145
203 652
TT'
(12)
35 601
234 78
Ji lg ? to'y"-'!
(13)
69 38
12 84
Ti /To.
(14) .
532 82
87 896
(, l*t
(15)
13 8
7 9
5 33
2 8
r? 5?
(16)
268 943
961 128
Oil l°1l
(17)
283 495
748 778
J
I't-l 3
(18)
84 66
3 3 98 S
55 68
94 49
c £Cyi
(19) . i
$1.13 366
5.87 989
.4 6 8 9 6
1.3 1 4 6 7
* in'1 i ?
(20) i < * v •
9361825 3907598
8758785 785763
/p/AW'O fPUTT'
(21)
1 6
6 2
8 7
1 9
3 4
0 9
7 8
1 6
8 6
4 9
0 8
2 4
2 3
(22) n 7
879 066
2 6 6 9 6 9
498 986 *
167 898
187 449
(23)$
^817 $’51.3 4
i 7 0.5 3 7 3 0,4 5
4 2 6.10 .03
-92 227 5.28
9385.12 2.42
/ Try 4l& * 4WIJ4 * 3 Asy/j
370-4p
SUBTRACT:
(1)
5 8
3 8
2 “
(2)
7—1= (
.
9—0=
(3)
19 15
2 4
Tn
~
(4)
68 79
4 8
7* it
(5)
36 T9
21 2 4
73”
(6)
12 10
6 2
(o
(7)
16 19
13 12
“a
(8)
59—2= 5^7
86—4= ?0-
(9)
346 836
215 302
TT\ 7tk
(10)
189 399
45 70
m s~pt
£
2 9
7^ Z~L
(12) U -> L4 2
48 3 6
7 ~u
(18)
Is *s
64 19
8-f 2.3
(14) L £528 292
64 84
K\
(15)
$ 10.67 4498
2.3 7 8 2 5
**s.36 5PT3
(16)
ir24 8 62
193 308
(17) & fe
162 594
-349
(18) m * ^07
3 7 6 2.2
1
c^Y
Tsr
^,
8687 2954
(20) m*
968 978
iem. m>38679 245838
?973 -^31
0 JSfV&5 o
8 1.9 2 4 6 7 5 9
MULTIPLY:
(1)
4
2
1
3
3
(2)
8
2
6
9
(3)
44
2
r#
13
3
51?
(4)
/
343
2
2212
4
YZV
(5)
301
3
1303
2
ilFT
(6)
9X9= 9/
7X8= iTt
(7)
52 91
(8)
83 34
(9)
102 705
3 7 5 4 9 7
iTL Y7T 1 3~(£ °t 1 *
(10)
54 43
(ID
241 7140
(12)
254 7604
5 8 5 ' 6 5 9
<Dn~b ?T
“
f
S3- o*? C/2JZP* /7-Tb
(13)
35897 $ 760.97
(14)
0 6
(16)
97 67
2 8
>
5 0
%
12
/
.
98
7 IHq *i6-n.'7u • i ‘ # £^ ^
. •&Frfz>/'r
(16)
52 769
(17)
144 8046
(18)
5602 94530
30 8 0
(
25 97 100 600
jfin v <Tiro
‘Z.TV
7*2 q | y
5(/7 ,Tlns
*
&V~o$~ 1 a.
(19)
53
321
68
*878
1 0 to
/ T S.
-£r *'
3
.
-Tfl
4. <5 -2 n i,
3 3 6 4
$ 7 2.0 5
1
f 9 d * o
scV2 7 3 » ^
'21 >
6498
987
(22)
; J/ft ^£ r /f a.rrjm
$ 2,2 5
630
J £ '771& y b
t ¥ / f)tf $
9637
670
47f7T*
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